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ABSTRACT

The Role of Parents as Formal Math Instructors
of Prekindergarten Children

by

Monica Jane Blanch, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2002

Major Professor: Dr. Ann M. Berghout Austin
Department: Family and Human Development

This study was designed to explore the relationship between maternal attitudes
about math, mothers' attitudes about their prekindergarten child's math abilities,
mother-child math interactions, and prekindergarten children's math achievement.
Using a Vygotskian framework, an intervention was developed. An intervention
group of 18 mother-child dyads from Hyrum, Utah, area and a comparison group of 17
mother-child dyads from the Weston, Idaho, area were invited to participate in this
research project. Measures included the Early Mathematics Concepts (EMC)
assessment, the School Readiness Composite (SRC) of the Bracken Basic Concepts
Scale-Revised (BBCS-R), My Attitudes Scale (MAS), and My Attitudes About My
Child's Abilities Scale (MAAMCAS). Research hypotheses predicted that the
intervention group would score higher on the EMC and each of the EMC's four focus
areas at the posttest. Results did not support these hypotheses. Research hypotheses
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also predicted that the intervention group would have a larger difference in MAS and
MAAMCAS scores from pretest to posttest and .that MAS and MAAMCAS scores
would predict EMC scores. Neither of these hypotheses was supported. The final
research hypothesis predicted a relationship between EMC focus area scores and mathrelated subscales of the BBCS- R. The strongest relationship appeared to be between
the EMC number focus and the BBCS- R number subscale. The results were
interpreted in accordance with current research and possible limitations of the present
study.
(186 pages)
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We live in a time of extraordinary and accelerating change. New
know ledge, tools, and ways of doing and communicating mathematics
continue to emerge and evolve. Calculators, too expensive for common use in
the early eighties, now are not only commonplace and inexpensive but vastly
more powerful. Quantitative information available to limited numbers of
people a few years ago is now widely disseminated through popular media
outlets. The need to understand and be able to use mathematics in everyday life
and in the workplace has never been greater and will continue to increase.
(Carpenter & Gorg, 2000, p. 3)
As mathematics takes a more powerful role in the 21" century, educators,
parents, and researchers ask how, when, and where they can best prepare children for
the increased demand in mathematical ability. Currently, children's math preparation
before school is often not sufficient (Case, Griffin, & Kelley, 1999). Children need
experiences with formal math, which consists of the teaching of symbolism and
established math procedures, and informal math, which consists of problem-solving
with concrete objects wherein such activities are embedded in day-to-day routines.
Formal and informal instruction in the home may provide children with a foundation
from which to work when they are taught similar concepts in school settings
(Ginsburg, Klein, & Starkey, 1997). To our knowledge, only one study has attempted
to help parents teach formal and informal math in their home to their prekindergarten,
4- and 5-year-old children (Starkey & Klein, 2000). However, in contrast to the
present work, Starkey and Klein's parent participants were low income and Mexican
American or African American, and the parents in that study attended bi-weekly,
structured activity classes with their prekindergarten children, but kept no record of the
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number and type of parent-chi ld math activities outside of class.
Perhaps one of the bo ldest stands on math development has been taken by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM; Carpenter & Gorg, 2000).
NCTM established principles and standards of math achievement for preschool to
12th-grade children. Developing a positive math environment, learning through both
formal and informal experiences, and problem-solving in everyday contexts are
emphasized. Early mathematics experience is not just about preparing a chi ld for
schoo l or accelerating them; it is about challenging children to explore math ideas and
to feel comfortable and enthusiastic about mathematics usage tcarpenter & Gorg).
Application of Vygotskian theory offers a vehicle through which skill s may be
strengthened even at the most basic level. One vital Vygotskian concept, the zone of
proximal development (ZPD), suggests that, with adult guidance, a child can reach a
level beyond his/her actual development to one of potenti al development. When this
concept is paired with formal instruction (another Vygotskian concept), parents can
most effectively impact children's learning (Vygotsky, 1978).
Parents may not realize that many of the daily activities they do with children
such as setting the table, a form of one-to-one correspondence, are math related
(Ginsburg et al., 1997). The bulk of the math assistance parents give to yo ung
children is in counting and naming numbers (Anderson, 1997; Blevins-Knabe, Austin,
Musun, Eddy, & Jones, 2000). Only one study to our knowledge has attempted to
teach parents how to recognize and promote math activities in their interactions with
their children, and this study did not measure the type or frequency of math

interactions in the home. Further, its findings are not as generalizable to a midd leclass samp le as is the present work (Starkey & Klein, 2000).
Parents' math attitudes may also contribute to chi ldren's achievement in
mathematics. The definition of math attitudes may have an effect in identifying the
role of math attitudes in a child's math achievement. A positive correlation has been
identified between parents' math affect, defined as enjoying math, and the frequency
of math activities in which children participate, yet, frequency of activities was not
related to chi ld's math achievement on the TEMA-2 (Blevins-Knabe et al. , 2000). A
significant correlation was also not found between how important mothers felt math
was and math achievement on the TEMA-2. Young-Loveridge (1989) did find that
the mother's high orientation toward math was related to whether the chi ld scored high
on the Number Tasks Interview. Unfortunately, this study was based on an interview
of only six mothers. Four of the mothers had children who scored high on the Number
Tasks Interview. The relationship between parents' attitude about math and parents'
attitude about their children's abi lity to do math needs to be better understood.
Additionally, how these attitudes are related to children's math achievement must also
be better understood.
Few previous studies on children's math development have followed a true
experimental design. Some studies on math development have relied on
questionnaires, nonnaturalistic settings, or case studies to discover how parents
interact mathematically with their children (Anderson, 1991, 1997; Leder, 1992;
Phillips & Anderson, 1993). Other studies have used a correlational design to
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understand how mathematical interactions and parents' math affect are related to
chi ldren's math achievement (Blevins- Knabe, et al., 2000; Blevins- Knabe & MusunMiller, 1996; Hasselbring & Moore, 1996; Musun-Miller & Blevins-Knabe, 1998).
Klein and Starkey (2000) used a pre/post design to study the role of preschool math
curriculum on children's math development. Starkey and Klein (2000) used a pre/post
design in an intervention with Head Start mothers. Musun-Miller and Blevins-Knabe
(1998) proposed an indirect relationship between parents' math affect, the frequency
of math activities parents and children engage in together, and children's math
achievement. This relationship is not explored further, but a true experimental design
would clarify the relationship between children's math achievement, frequency of
math activities in the home, and parents' math affect.
A variety of measures have been used to measure math affect and math
achievement. The most common math affect assessment has been the FennemaSherman Math Attitudes Scales, which was originally developed for high school
students (FSMAS; Mulhern & Rae, 1998). Nine scales comprise the FSMAS. The
scales can he used individuall y, in groups, or in a complete set. FSMAS has been
adapted to measure attitudes about English and physical education, but no study has
adapted the FSMAS to identify parents' attitudes about their own math abilities or
about their prekindergarten child's math development. The Math Anxiety Scale and
Parent's Attitude About Their Child's Math Development Scale were adapted from a
shortened fonn of the FSMAS by the present author to measure math attitudes among
parents (Mulhern & Rae). These two new attitudes scales were called My Attitudes

Scale (MAS) and My Attitudes About My Child 's Abilities Scale (MAAMCAS).
Math achievement has been measured using a variety of instruments. The
Early Mathematics Concepts (EMC; Ashby, 1997) contains the core elements
(measurement, number, pattern, shape, and space) of all the other tests and was used in
the present study. The EMC lacks evidence of validity because the assessment scores
have not been compared to scores on other tests (Ashby). The Bracken Basic
Concept-Revised (BBCS-R; Bracken, 1998) scores for numbers/counting, sizes,
comparisons, and shapes were compared to EMC scores in the present study to assess
EMC validity. The BBCS- R was also used to conceal the focus of this study from the
participants.
The purpose of this study was to address the impact of form al and infom1al
math instruction in the home and the role of parental attitudes on children's math
development through application ofVygotsky's theory. The following questions
guided this study. Does parental instruction of math affect prekindergarten children's
math performance? Are parents ', or more specifically a mother's, attitudes about math
and/or her attitudes about her child's ability to succeed in math related to the child 's
mathematical performance? Finally, is the EMC a valid measure to use to test
prekindergarten children 's math ability?
These questions were addressed using a quasi-experimental design. Pre- and
posttests measured math affect using the MAS and MAAMCAS. Pre- and posttests
measured math achievement using EMC and school readiness using the BBCS- R.
Scores from the EMC were compared to subscales of the BBCS-R dealing with
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number, sizes, comparisons, and shapes. The intervention group

ill=

18 mother-child

dyads) received a parent training math intervention. The comparison group

ill=

17

mother-child dyads) received a parent training psychosocial intervention. Both
groups were recruited through contact with leaders (bishops and Relief Society
presidents) of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Hyrum, Utah,
area and Weston, Idaho, area.
The following hypotheses guided the research.
1.

,.
Following intervention, posttest total scores on the EMC (Ashby, 1997) were

expected to be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
2.

Following intervention, posttest results in the EMC measurement focus were

expected to be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
3.

Following intervention, posttest results in the EMC number focus were

expected to be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
4.

Following intervention, posttest results in the EMC pattern focus were

expected to be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
5.

Following intervention, posttest results in the EMC shape and space focus were

expected to be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
6.

Following intervention, mothers in the intervention group were expected to

have a larger change in scores from the pretest and posttest on the mathematics
attitudes scales as measured by adaptations of the short form of the FSMAS (Fennema

& Sherman, 1976; Mulhern & Rae, 1998) entitled My Attitudes Scale (MAS) and My
Attitudes About My Child's Abilities Scale (MAAMCAS).
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7.

Mothers' mathematics attitudes scales as measured by adaptations of the short

form of the FSMAS (Fennema & Sherman, 1976; Mulhern & Rae, 1998), entitled My
Attitudes Scale (MAS) and My Attitudes About My Child's Abilities Scale
(MAAMCAS), were expected to predict children's scores on the EMC.
8.

Scores on SRC of the BBCS- R (Bracken, 1998), namely numbers/counting,

sizes, comparisons, and shapes, were expected to be positively correlated with scores
on the EMC.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The following section will review the literature regarding children's math
development during the early childhood years with a specific emphasis in
development of math activities in the home. This review will also highlight gaps in
current literature in the area of children's math development in the home. First,
mathematical reasoning will be addressed. Next, early childhood preparation in
mathematics will be discussed. Strategies to promote mathematics proficiency during
the early chi ldhood years will be noted. Finally, children's math and parental math
attitude assessment techniques will be addressed.

Mathematics Reasoning

This section will address the basics of mathematical reasoning. The emergence
of mathematical thought will be identified. The mathematical concepts that constitute
the domain of mathematics will be discussed. Finally, formal and informal math will
be distinguished.
Mathematical thinking is as natural for humans as using tools or language. In
fact, babies may be born with the ability to reason mathematically. With small sets,
babies are able to enumerate and detect patterns. Children less than 2-years-old have
the ability to add and subtract (Ginsburg et al., 1997). These basic skills, enumerating,
detecting patterns, adding and subtracting, are some of the concepts comprising
mathematical thought.
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Descriptions of mathematics vary in the literature by the mathematical
concepts that authors choose to include in the domain of mathematics. Some of the
mathematical concepts are more specific than others, and others are broad and less
specific. Ashby (1997), Charlesworth and Lind (1999), Marsden, Meisels, Jablon,
and Dichtelmiller (1997), Ginsburg and Baroody (1990), Starkey and Klein (2000),
and Klein and Starkey (2000) identified number and number relations as one
mathematical concept. Ginsburg and Baroody ( 1990) focused mainly on number; they
neglected to address pattern, measurement, space, and shape, which are included by
Ashby ( 1997), Charlesworth and Lind (1999), Klein and Starkey (2000) and Marsden
et al. (1997). Starkey and Klein (2000) included all but one of these categories; they
failed to include measurement in their description of mathematics. Marsden and
colleagues added a mathematical concept called "approach to mathematical thinking"
which identifies precursors of math development. Charlesworth and Lind (1999)
added mathematical concepts about parts and wholes and one-to-one correspondence,
which are associated with numbers, number relationships, and patterns. Charlesworth
and Lind (1999) additionally identified the role of language-concept formation , which
corresponds with Ginsburg and Baroody's (1990) further categorizations of their
mathematical concepts into two groups: formal math concepts and informal math
concepts. As part of their description of mathematics, both Starkey and Klein (2000)
and Klein and Starkey (2000) included a category called logical reasoning.
Ashby's (1997) mathematical concepts were used in this study. Not only are
his core mathematical concepts consistent with Charlesworth and Lind (1999), Klein
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and Starkey (2000), and Marsden et al. (1997), who view a definition of mathematics
encompassing more than number, but Ashby's (1997) concepts are incorporated in a
standardized assessment for 4- and 5-year-olds.
The terms formal and informal are associated with mathematics in various
ways. Formal is used to describe direct teaching of mathematics (Graham, Nash , &
Paul, 1997; Leder, 1992), and includes contexts where math symbolism and formal
math terminology are discussed (English, 1998). It includes any math that involves
symbols and established math procedures and is the primary focus of mathematics
teaching in schoo l (Huntsinger, Jose, Liaw, & Ching, 1997; Song & Ginsberg, 1987;
Van Luit & Schopman, 2000). Informal math is inversely defined as math that is
learned primarily outside of school through exploration, using concrete objects
(Ginsburg et al., 1997).
For the purposes of this study, definitions of formal and informal math were
taken directly from the literature as follows . Formal math "involves written
symbolism, algorithms, and mathematical principles and constitutes the focus of
primary mathematics instmction" (Song & Ginsburg, 1987, p. 1287). Informal math
"is grounded in problem-solving situations with concrete objects, and children
construct [informal math concepts] through their interactions with the physical and
social world" (Ginsburg et al., 1997, p. 413).
Formal mathematical knowledge is built on informal knowledge. The
relationship between formal and informal math is a cycle. As children gain informal
knowledge, they build foundations for formal knowledge. As formal knowledge
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increases, children are prepared for more advanced informal math (Ginsburg et a!.,
1997). These definitions of formal and informal math and Ashby's (1997)
mathematical concepts of mathematic thinking were the standard by which the
contents of the math intervention activities used in this study were determined.
Through the use of multiple mathematical categories (e.g., shapes, patterns), a broader
definition of mathematics, including more than counting and numerical operations,
was emphasized.

Early Childhood School Readiness

The construct of "school readiness" has grown from a narrow perspective of a
child's readiness to perform in a classroom to also encompass readiness to learn
(Carlton & Winsler, 1999). No longer does school readiness fit in a paradigm where
learning follows development as proposed by Gesell's maturational theory. Vygotsky
leads current thought on school readiness with his theory that development follows
learning, and environment and biology co-create development with an emphasis on
scaffolding (Carlton & Winsler) . School readiness within a Vygotskian framework
then means that, in some environments with some level of support, all children can
learn some things. For optimal learning, prekindergarten children, therefore, need to
be exposed to a variety of situations carefully assisted by others (e.g., parents and
preschool teachers) to learn important skills and concepts (Carlton & Winsler).
Although, as mentioned previously, children appear to have an awareness of
number at an early age, their early childhood experiences may not be sufticient to
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prepare them for school (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000). The developmental pathways
through which skills are constructed, reorganized, and refined may differ between
children who develop poor skills and those who develop good skills (Fischer & Bidell ,
1998). These variations may be caused by cultural background, learning history,
emotion, and/or learning style. Children who develop through alternative pathways, as
defined by Fischer and Bidell, should not be viewed as delayed. Diverging pathways
may produce the same goal through different means. Parents need to support children
in their individualized pathway to avoid frustrations of forcing them onto a more
"normal" pathway (Fischer & Bidell).
Various developmental pathways exist in children's math development
(Ginsburg et al. , 1998). Children who learn only informal mathematics before school
have more difficulty with formal mathematics. One of the best examples of thi s
phenomenon comes from the study of South American street vendors. The street
vendor children have very little formal education, but, through invented strategies,
these children are able to reason mathematically. Their knowledge of informal
mathematics helps these children to outperform schooled children in ratio usage: but
the street vendors are unable to perform as well as the schooled children in fonnal
mathematics like adding and subtracting. These children are found to profit from
schoo l learning, but they do not need to depend on school learning to think
mathematically in their everyday life. Informal experience alone does not prepare the
street vendors to think mathematically in all mathematical categories (e.g., addition
and subtraction) even though some mathematical categories (e.g., addition and
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subtraction) are part of their everyday lives. Thus, informal experiences may be
supported by formal experiences for optimal understanding. Vygotsky further
emphasizes the role of formal experiences in learning through a cycle in which
informal experiences build a foundation for formal experiences which opens the door
to other informal experiences (Ginsburg et al.).
The role of informal math experiences is less clear in a study of U.S . and
Korean children by Song and Ginsburg (1987). They found differences in informal
and formal math performance between a U.S. and Korean sample. Three hundred and
fifteen Korean children and 538 U.S. children were tested using the TEMA. The
results suggest that at the 4- and 5-year-old range there are no differences in U.S. and
Korean children's formal math knowledge, but U.S. children score significantly higher
on informal math knowledge. By age 7 and 8, children in Korea outperform U.S.
children in formal mathematics. Song and Ginsburg suggested that what Korean
children lack in informal math knowledge, they compensate for through
knowledgeable teachers and more time dedicated to math study. The study did not
follow these children long enough to address whether Korean children's lack of
exposure to informal math would affect further math development (Song & Ginsburg).
Types of early childhood experiences make a difference in performance in
school (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000; Case et al., 1999; Ginsburg et al., 1997). By 2 Y, to
3 years old, children of contrasting socioeconomic status (SES) test at different
mathematical levels. By kindergarten, high-SES children test a year and a half ahead
of their low-SES peers (Case et al. , 1999). These math ability differences may be due
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to the contrasting early childhood experiences that children have that are linked to
SES. High-SES children come to school with more mathematical knowledge than
their low-SES peers. When low-SES children participate in an Early Head Start class
before school, they come to school equally prepared to learn as the high-SES children
(Case et al.).
Klein and Starkey (2000) found supporting evidence for the role of SES in
math development. In what Klein and Starkey called the "Berkeley Math Readiness
Project," five preschool classrooms serving middle-income families and five serving
low-income families were invited to participate. The pre/post math intervention group
was tested in the fall and in the spring. A comparison group who received no
intervention was taken from the same preschool classrooms but from the previous
year's students. These comparison students were tested only at the end of their school
year in the spring. All the children were tested on the Child Math Assessment (CMA),
which measures informal math knowledge in number, arithmetic, spatial/geometric
knowledge, pattern knowledge, and measurement. The CMA was not standardized
because it was developed specifically for this study (Klein & Starkey).
The intervention consisted of a preschool curriculum. Topic units were taught
on enumeration and number sense, arithmetic reasoning, spatial sense, geometric
reasoning, pattern sense and unit construction, logical reasoning, and nonstandard
measurement. Math activities with concrete materials were used to teach each topic
unit (Klein & Starkey, 2000).
The intervention group at the posttest showed more extensive knowledge than

'.
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the comparison group. When split by SES, the change in the scores fro m pre- to
posttest was smaller for the middle-income participants than for the low-income
participants. Additionally, the low-income intervention children scored similarly to the
middle-income comparison group (Klein & Starkey, 2000). Therefore, preschoo l
teachers may influence children ' s math development, but those influences may be
mediated by SES.
Informal knowledge must be comp lemented with formal knowledge in
children's early mathematical experiences to prepare the path for school learning
(Gelman & Williams, 1998). As seen in South American street vendors, informal
learning (which focuses on problem solving) is less effective without formal learning.
On the other hand, formal school learning alone does not fully develop children 's
problem-solving skills (Case et al., 1999). The best form of learning allows the
abstract, formal learning to be introduced alongside concrete, informal learning
(Carpenter & Gorg, 2000). Everyday experiences before schoo l open the door for
formal and informal learning to promote problem-solving skills and prepare children
to succeed in school (Gelman & Williams).
Hughes (1986) asserted that children have difficulty with mathematics in
school because math language is unfamiliar and abstract. "Proficiency in the basic
ski lls ofnumeracy is not enough. What is needed is the ability to apply these skills to
real-life practical problems," stated Hughes (p. 10). Emphasizing this linkage, the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has urged teachers to help
children connect the language and conventions of formal mathematics to their informal
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knowledge and language (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000).
Although children are participating in a variety of math experiences, they are
few in comparison with their reading and social and play activities (Blevins-Knabe et
al., 2000). Additionally, children may not understand the usefulness of math.
Seventy-nine children in kindergarten through third grade were interviewed by
Perlmutter, Bloom, Rose, and Rogers (1997). Each child met with the interviewer
several times to develop rapport before answering a series of 12 questions about the
chi ld' s perceptions of math and its uses. The children answered questions like, "What
is math?" "Who uses math/numbers?" and "Why do you need to Jearn math?" Each
interview was tape recorded then transcribed for the authors to analyze. One
interesting finding was that children are positive about their math skills and math in
general, but they are unaware of the real life uses of math, although children's
understanding of adult uses of math did increase over the primary grades. These
children know that math is important, but they are not sure why math is important.
The link between formal math and informal math was missing.
In a study of parent-child math interactions, Anderson (1997) noted mi ssing
formal/informal math links. She asked parents of preschoolers to have four IS-minute
math interaction sessions over the course of2 days. Then, she recorded the types of
math interactions of the 21 parents in this study. Surprisingly, only two of the parents
in one of the four required math-interaction sessions connected their daily lives with
the mathematical activity they were doing at the time. No other parents connected
everyday life with the math activity they were doing at the time.
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Another possible reason that fami li es are not creating these links is that parents
may have a tendency to solve children's problems for them. In a study of six motherchild pairs, Thompson and Hixson (1984) taught mothers how to encourage
independent problem solving in their preschool children. Each mother-child pair was
video taped solving problems in pre- and posttests. After five parent group sessions
and three families receiving additional home visits, all the children improved in their
problem-solving ability. Parents had encouraged their children to solve problems
independently before the intervention, but they also more frequently solved the
problems for the child before the intervention. This study is limited by a small sample

Q-l = 6) and no comparison group, but the study does offer some explanation for
missing links between formal math and informal math in the home. Real-life problem
solving can create that link as mentioned previously (Anderson, 1991; Hasselbring &
Moore, 1996).

Strategies to Promote Mathematics Proficiency During Early Childhood

Very few studies examine the promotion of mathematics activities during early
childhood for normally developing chi ldren and the linkage of these activities with
math proficiency scores. This section will address the types of mathematics activities
done in the early childhood environment. A discussion of math attitudes will follow.
Finally, the link between math activities, math attitudes, and math achievement will be
addressed.
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Types of Mathematics Activities Done in
the Early Ch ildhood Environment
During early childhood, chi ldren learn in a variety of environments. Among
the most studied environments are homes, preschools, and family day care facilities.
Parents may not recognize that many of the activities they do with their children are
math related (e.g., sorting or sequencing; Ginsburg et al., 1997). Phillips and
Anderson (1993) conducted a case study with a 3 12-year-old and a 6-year-o ld. This
study suggested ways parents could enhance early mathematical learning. They
suggested that parents could use math whi le reading to children at bedtime and whi le
playing games with their children to enhance math in young children. Similar to
Ginsburg et al., their rationale was that "parent-chi ld interactions during everyday
activity support and encourage early mathematical learning" (Phillips & Anderson, p.
145).
Anderson (1997), in her study on parent-child interactions in math, identified
the types of mathematical activities that parents of 4-year-olds participate in with thei r
children. Twenty-one parent-child dyads were asked to tape record four 15-minute
math sessions over a 2-day period. These tapes were then coded to determi ne the
types of mathematics activities in which chi ldren participated at home. The most
common activity was counting, found in 55 out of 82 sessions. These findings support
those ofBlevins-Knabe and Musun-Miller (1996), who found that the most common
number activity reported by the 40 mothers of preschool children interviewed was
counting. Anderson (1997) found that naming shapes and naming numbers followed
closely in frequency of math activities at home . The least common activities were
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subtracting, representing shapes and numbers, and using fractions. Nonetheless,
parents failed to make links between daily li ves and these sessions, or even between
previous sessions and the current session. Anderson (I 997) conceded that more
research is necessary to identify ways the math activities can be implemented in the
home. She called for a greater variety of activities that pull in more than one type of
mathematical category in parent-child interactions.
Starkey and Klein (2000) answered that call. Two samples of Head Start
parent/child dyads, one African American

ill = 28) and one Mexican American ill =

3 I), participated in a 4-month study, from January to May, of chi ldren's math
development. The ages for the chi ld participants ranged from 4 years, 2 months to 5
years, 3 months . Parent/child dyads were random ly assigned to an intervention group
or to a comparison group who received no intervention or resource materials of any
kind. The intervention parent/child dyads met biweekly for classes for a total of eight
classes (Starkey & Klein).
During each class, a team of teachers would demonstrate a math activity
(Starkey & Klein, 2000). Then, materials for the activity were distributed to each
parent/child dyad. Teachers showed parents how to teach to their chil d' s level as they
moved around the class and monitored the activity sessions. Classes were held every
other Saturday in the morning at the Head Start center. Lunch was served afterwards
for all participants. The African American sample missed an average of 1.3 classes.
The Mexican American sample missed an average of 1.4 classes. A library of math
kits was available for check-out at the end of each class period. All children were
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pretested and posttested in the fall and in the spring by an informal math assessment
designed specifically for this study (Starkey & Klein).
In both the African American sample and the Mexican American sample, there
were no differences between the comparison and intervention groups at the pretest
(Starkey & Klein, 2000). The intervention group children scored significantly higher
on the posttest, but the comparison group did not change from the pretest to the
posttest. In the Mexican American sample, the comparison group did improve in
enumeration; this finding was attributed to numerical instruction the children received
at the same time from classroom teachers (Starkey & Klein).
If parents depend on preschool teachers to teach their children mathematics,
they may be making hasty assumptions. Graham et al. (1997) suggested preschools
may not view mathematics education as one of their major roles. Though their sample
of four teachers from two different preschools was small, Graham et al. raised a viable
issue. The two preschools served children from an educated, middle-class background
and were well known for their developmentally appropriate practices and quality
curriculum. The main differences between these schools were the teacher ratios and
program set-up- one was an ali-day preschool with age segregation and the other was
a part-time university-affiliated program with children ages 3 to 5 in the same room.
Through observations and teacher interviews, Graham et al. (1997) found only
12 instances of mathematical discussion at one preschool and six at the other during
the 12-hour observation. Out of these 18 mathematical interactions, only 2 lasted
more than I minute. Most of these interactions were brief discussions about age or
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numbers less than 3 and had very little to do with the task at hand . Most of the
teachers reported that math education was not part of their role and preferred informal
experience to teaching math in a formal way.
As mentioned previously, Klein and Starkey (2000) attempted to address the
role preschools can play in children's math development. Findings from their
Berkeley Math Project suggested that preschool curriculum may make a difference in
children's math development. When preschool teachers taught children in their
classrooms from a math curriculum consisting of math activities with concrete
materials, children improved and tested higher than a comparison group previous-year
students from the same preschool classrooms (Klein & Starkey).
Findings with family day care providers support the assertion that parents
cannot depend on someone else to expose their preschool children to formal
mathematics. Blevins-Knabe et al. (2000) interviewed \8 parents of children 4 to 6
years old and 22 family day care providers. Participants were asked to report the
frequency of math interactions with their children on a Likert scale ranging from I
representing never to 7 representing more than once a day. Surprisingly, no difference
was discovered between the overall mean frequencies of math activities at home and in
family day care. "Counting objects to find how many" and "talking to children about
the order of events in the day" were the most frequent activities reported by both
parents and family day care providers. Least frequent were the more formal activities
of"measuring with a ruler" and "addition problems with numbers greater than two"
(Blevins-Knabe et al.). Significant differences were found in three areas in which
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providers reported a higher frequ ency of participation than parents. These were (I)
"counting objects to find how many," (2) "using ordinal numbers," and (3) "aski ng
which of two numbers is bigger" (Blevins-Knabe et al.).

Math Attitudes
One reason that parents may not be drawing attention to math activities in real
life is that they may not feel that math development is important or they may have
negative feelings about math. Blevins-Knabe et al. (2000) found a relationship
between parent math affect and the frequency of math activities. In their interviews
with 18 parents of 4- to 6-year-old children, Blevins-Knabe et al. noted that parents
who enjoyed math and reading and participated in the highest number of literacy
activities also had the highest frequencies of math activities with their children. If
parents reported enjoying math more than their own parents, then they also reported a
higher frequency of math activities. Therefore, it may be important to help parents
feel positive about math as one way to increase the frequency of math activities that
they participate in with their children.
In a study designed to explore the relationship between preschool children's
understanding of number concepts on entry into school and their home experiences,
Young-Loveridge (1989) made an interesting discovery about the role of parental
attitudes. Six subjects participated in this case study: two high-math-achieving
children (found from the Number Tasks Interview) from high-SES homes; two highmath-achi eving children from low SES homes; and two low-math-achieving children
from high-SES homes. Mothers were interviewed to find out about the children's
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home experiences and about the attitudes of both mother and father about mathematics
(Young-Loveridge).
The results ~fthis study suggested the important role of parents' attitudes
(Young- Loveridge, 1989). Parents who had a strong numeracy orientation had
children who were high math achieving. Mothers' expectations for their children in
math were related to their own attitudes about math and perceptions about their own
mathematical ability in the Number Tasks Interview. Yaung-Loveridge also found
that, although none of the mothers reported enjoying math in school, mothers of highmath-achieving children were more supportive of fostering math activities in the
home.
These findings support those found by Leder ( 1992). In an observational study
of two 4-year-olds in the same preschool class-one bright child and one average child
as identified by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Franston Hospital Concept
Test, and the Keymath Test-Leder found these children came from different home
environments as measured by questionnaires, interviews with a parent, and a detailed
diary of the children's activities as recorded by a parent. The high-math-achiever's
mother encouraged independence while the low-math-achieving child's mother
encouraged a more passive role. These roles parents developed for their children were
reflective of their attitudes. Although these results were correlational and were a
reflection of only two children's experiences, they show a relationship between
children's math performance and parents' involvement and attitudes that needs to be
more closely studied.
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Linking Math Activities Math Affect and
Math Achievement in Early Childhood
The relationship between math activities, math affect, and math achievement in
early childhood was addressed in a study by Musun-Miller and Blevins-Knabe ( 1998).
Using an interview questionnaire, 61 parents were asked about the importance of
math. These responses were correlated with their kindergarten child's math
achievement as tested by the TEMA-2 and no relationship was found. These results
may mean that the attitude scale was too broad, that there may be an indirect
relationship between the variables, or that parents' attitude about the importance of
math and their kindergartner's math achievement are not related (Musun-Miller &
Blevins-Knabe, 1998). Further, the relationship between parent's ratings of math
importance and child's math performance may be mediated by parent's engaging in
math activities with their child and, therefore, the number of math activities in which
the child participates. Musun-Miller and Blevins-Knabe did not explore this assertion
further other than stating this possible relationship.
Part of the relationship between affect and frequency of math activities has
been shown in previous research. The number of math activities in which children
participate with their parents and chi ld achievement scores have been linked (BlevinsKnabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; Hasselbring & Moore, 1996). One such study was
conducted by Blevins-Knabe and Musun-Miller and has been reviewed earlier in this
narrative. Forty-nine kindergartners were tested on the TEMA-2 and 61 parents were
interviewed from a questionnaire on math affect. Results indicated that there was a
positive correlation between the number of activities in which a child participated and
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parents' engagement in math activities with their child (this supports the "mediating"
hypothesis). They also found a positive correlation between the number of acti vities
the child participated in at home and the child's performance on the TEMA-2.
Blevins-Knabe et al. (2000) suggested that "it may be important to assist
parents to feel more positive about mathematics" (p. 5). As discussed earlier in this
paper, how parents felt about math was positively correlated with the number of math
activities in which the child participated (Blevins-Knabe et al.). Unlike BlevinsKnabe and Musun-Miller ( 1996), Blevins-Knabe et a!. found no relationship between
frequencies of math activities and children's performance on the TEMA-2. The
authors suggested this finding may be because a floor effect was noted with both
measures.

Assessment Techniques

Assessing Mathematics Abilities
There are five established tests that attempt to assess 4- and 5-year-old
children's math ability. These tests are (I) Number Tasks Interview (YoungLoveridge, 1989), (2) TEMA-2 (Ginsburg & Baroody, 1990), (3) EMDK (Enger,
1992), (4) T ABS-M (Braswell, 1978), and (5) EMC (Ashby, 1997). The Number
Tasks Interview and the TEMA-2 limit their testing categories to number and number
operations. These assessments confine the definition of mathematics in early
childhood to numbers instead of encompassing a broader definition of mathematics
that includes measurement, shape and space, and pattern. The EMDK and T ABS-M
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have no norms or reliability, which makes using these assessments for a pre- and
posttest very difficult (Braswell, 1978; Enger, 1992). The best option for assessment
avai lable is the EMC. It tests the following categories: number (including number
terms, counting and comparisons), pattern, measurement, space, and shape. The EMC
also meets other standards of assessment. For example, the EMC is consistent with
the "assessment principle" as described by the NCTM (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000).
The assessment principle is "assessment should support the learning of
important mathematics and furni sh useful information to both teachers and students"
(Carpenter & Gorg, 2000, p. 371 ). The best mathematical assessments are not
developed alone (Powell & Steele, 1995). They are the products of multiple people
working together to help children meet curricular goals (Carpenter & Gorg).
Assessments focus on thinking and on using multiple sources like questioning,
observing, and documenting rather than paper-pencil standard answers given to groups
(Powell & Steele).
Young students frequently possess greater knowledge than they are able to
express in writing. Teachers need to determine what students already know and
what they still have to learn. Information from a wide variety of classroom
assessments--classroom routines, conversations, written work (including
pictures), and observations- helps teachers plan meaningful tasks that offer
support for students whose understandings are not yet complete and helps
teachers challenge students who are ready to grapple with new problems and
ideas. (Carpenter & Gorg, p. 76)
The EMC provides opportunities for assessors to use many of these
qualifications. Assessors are asked to record misunderstandings for a better
comprehension of the child's thinking. The chi ld is also asked to write or dictate to
the examiner two answers recorded in the pupil booklet and use a variety of
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manipulatives (i.e. paper, cubes, coins) to answer questions. Assessors complete the
assessment process through recording their observations in an accompanying
workbook. In this way, the assessment looks for individual understanding as
recommended by the NCTM (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000).

Math Attitude Assessment
There are no specific recommendations by the NCTM (Carpenter & Gorg,
2000; Powell & Steele, 1995) regarding math affect assessments. A number of studies
have developed their own parent questionnaires (Huntsinger et al. , 1997; MusunMiller & Blevins-Knabe, 1998) or interviews (Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996;
Leder, 1992; Yaung-Loveridge, 1989) to test parents' math affect.

Conclusion

This literature review has addressed mathematical reasoning, early childhood
preparation in mathematics, strategies to promote mathematics proficiency during the
early childhood years, and assessment techniques. The importance of fostering math
concepts during early childhood has been emphasized. According to the present
survey of literature, very little has been done with math interventions in the home
before formal schooling. A quality intervention must be accompanied by quality
assessment procedures. Proper assessment techniques have also been emphasized.
The present study addressed the gaps in current literature discussed in the
literature review by conducting an early childhood, preschool, math intervention study
with a comparison group that received psychosocial training. We proposed that
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through a math-training intervention, parents could learn to use real-life problems to
teach problem-solving like Thompson and Hixson ( 1984), and link informal and
formal learning. The present study attempted to address the connection between the
frequency of math activities as measured by math activity logs, mathematics attitudes
scales as measured by adaptations of the short form of the FSMAS (Fennema &
Sherman, 1976; Mulhern & Rae, 1998) entitled MAS and MAAMCAS, and math
achievement as measured by EMC (Ashby, 1997) and the BBCS- R (Bracken, 1998)
to better understand their relationship.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD

Sample

Thirty-five children and their mothers were included in the convenience
sample for this study. Seventeen children comprised the comparison group and 18
children the intervention group. One of the major problems that must be noted about
convenience samples is that they are nonprobability samples, which means that an
inference cannot be made about the total population based on the sample (Dooley,
1995). To be eligible for this study, children could not be attending kindergarten and
needed to have been born on or between September 1995 and September 1996 to be in
the intervention group and born on or between January 1996 and January 1997 to be in
the comparison group. These dates were chosen based on kindergarten entrance date
and age-range acceptable for the EMC. (The EMC lists standardized scores for
children up to 4 years, 3 months). Originally, the present author's intent was to start
both the intervention and the comparison groups at the same time. Due to difficulties
in locating a comparison group, this group started later than the intervention group,
and, thus, the eligibility dates were pushed forward for the comparison group. One
population from the Hyrum, Utah, area was recruited for participation in the
intervention group. The comparison group was recruited from the Weston, Idaho,
area. This assignment of geographic area to the comparison and intervention groups
was done by coin-tossing. Minimal interaction, if any, between participants in the two
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groups is assumed because of the distance between intervention and comparison group
areas and of the location of both groups in different states and ecclesiastical
boundaries.
Participants in this study were recruited from Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints (LDS) bishops and Relief Society (LOS women's organization) presidents
in both the intervention and comparison locations. The bishops and Relief Society
presidents were chosen because there is a concentration of children from both
communities in the LDS church that makes the sample more easily attainable. The
study was explained to Church leaders. They chose to either give names and phone
numbers of potential study participants or to distribute sign-up sheets in their
respective organizations (see Appendix A).
The present researcher or a trained volunteer then telephoned all prospective
parent participants to determine that both parent and child participants were healthy
and functioning within a normal range, and that child participants were within the
designated age range (see Appendix B for the complete dialogue outline). All
participants who volunteered were mothers. The study was explained to them and
their questions were addressed. Parents completed the informed consent (see
Appendix C) at the scheduled, chi ld-participant assessments. If parents chose not to
be present at the assessments, informed consent forms were mailed to them. All
parent participants were asked if they had access to a tape recorder. If they did not, a
tape recorder was provided. Next, all participants were asked to refer friends that
might be interested in participating. These referrals were contacted by phone and
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invited to participate in the study. Callers followed a similar dialogue to the telephone
dialogue for interested participants who volunteered through a sign-up sheet (see
Appendix D).
There were 20 mother-child dyads invited to participate from each community.
Two child-mother dyads dropped out of the intervention group, and three child-mother
dyads dropped out of the comparison group. Both of the mothers who dropped out of
the intervention group attended the first meeting, but did not return phone calls or
letters made by the researchers for the remainder of the study. Therefore, the chi ldren
of both these participants were not posttested, and posttest data were not collected
from the mothers. One of the mothers from the comparison (Weston) group dropped
out 2 days before the first class because she decided that she was too busy to
participate; therefore, no data were collected for this mother or her child. Another
mother in the comparison group dropped out after the pretest assessments were
complete because she also was too busy. The final comparison group mother dropped
out during the second month because she was too busy.
For the comparison group, 17 prekindergarten children participated, eight
males and nine females; all children were White. Sixteen of the mothers were
married; one was remarried. Six of the mothers had some college. Six more mothers
had 4-year college degrees or graduate degrees. Eleven of the mothers were full-time
homemakers. Of those mothers who worked, only one worked full-time (40 hours per
week or more). An income of$30,000 to $44,999 was the mode(!! = 8) of the
comparison group. Based on the average family size and family income, the families
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in the comparison group were above the national poverty threshold (U.S . Census
Bureau, 200 I).
The intervention group included 18 prekindergarten children, eight boys and
I 0 girls. Seventeen of the mothers were married; one was separated. Ten of the

mothers had some college education. Additionally, three mothers had 4-year college
degrees or graduate degrees. Fifteen of the mothers were full-time homemakers. Of
the mothers who worked, none of them worked full-time (40 hours per week or more).
The mode (!:!

=

9) for family income was $30,000 to $44,999 for the intervention

group. Based on the average family size and family income, the families in the
intervention group were also above the national poverty threshold (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2001 ). See Table 1 for more characteristics of the sample.

Table I
Means (Standard Deviations) and Ranges for Number of Children in Family Chi ld
Participant Age and Parent Participant Age
Variables

Comparison group

Intervention group

Number of children in
family

4 (.87)

2-5

4 (1.29)
1-6

Child participant age

4 years 7 months (.28)
4y 2m-5y 2m

4 years 7 months (.30)
4y Om-5y Om

Parent participant age

30.82 years (6.04)
22-44

32.67 years (4.51)
28-42
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Instruments

Assessors
In this study the assessments were given individually by one of six trained
assessors. Each assessor was female, had a B. S. in child development or was
currently enrolled in child development studies, and was unaware of the hypotheses of
the study. To avoid bias and contamination of the sample, posttest and pretest
assessors were not the same people. Training sessions were held for the assessors
before the pretest and before the postest.
The EMC assessment trainer was the author. EMC training lasted 45 minutes
and consisted of background about the assessment, keys to giving the assessment, and
scoring guidelines (see Appendix E). A standardized dialogue (see Appendix F) was
developed by the author to assure similarity in assessment presentation. Assessors
were asked to practice with two to three children on their own time before the testing
began. The trainer observed each of the trainees at the beginning, middle, and end of
all the pretesting and of all the posttesting to assure similarity in assessment protocol.
The BBCS-R trainer was Dr. Ann M. B. Austin, who is a child developmental
psychologist and professor in family and human development at Utah State University.
BBCS- R training lasted 45 minutes and consisted of background about the
assessment, keys to giving the assessment, and scoring guidelines. Assessors were
asked to practice with two to three children on their own time before the testing began.
An experienced BBCS- R assessor observed each of the trainees at the beginning,

middle,
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and end of all the pretesting and of all the posttesting to assure simi lari ty in assessment
protocol.

Early Mathematics Concepts Scale
The math assessment selected for this research study was the EMC {Ashby,
1997). The EMC was specifically developed in England as a standardized assessment
of 4- and 5-year-old children before entering school. The assessment can be given in
groups or individually (individually is preferred) with the help of a pupil booklet and
cubes. Children are asked assessment questions and asked to respond with either a
written or oral response.
The four subtests covered in the EMC are number, pattern, measurement, and
space and shape with 55 total items. Ashby (1997) calls each subtest a "focus." The
focus with the most items is number, which has 28. The focus with the least items is
measurement, which has two items. The test can be given in one administration or
over a period of time, giving one focus assessment at a time. In this study the entire
test was administered in a single visit. Approximate test time for the complete test,
when given individually, is 30 minutes . The EMC yields a standardized score along
with a score for each of the four foci (Ashby, 1997).
In 1994, EMC was standardized using a stratified sample from 279 schoo ls in
England and Wales. The sample included 1,749 students, 897 boys and 848 girls, who
ranged in age form 3 years 10 months to 5 years 8 months (Ashby, 1997). Overall
Cronbach's alpha was .91.
Ashby (1997) identified three sources of possible validity issues related to the
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EM C. Although there were plans made by the test designers to test this original group
again in 1997 to establish pred icti ve validity, these results have not yet been published
to our knowledge. Since the EMC scores have not been correlated with any other
early math test, concurrent validity is not known. Content validity appears to be the
strongest source of validity for this test because the items on this assessment are based
on the national curricula for Scotland, Northern Ireland, England, and Wales (Ashby).

Bracken Basic Concept Scale- Revised
The BBCS- R (Bracken, 1998) is composed of two separate instruments. The
first instrument is the screening test which comes in two alternate forms and is used to
test children ages 5 years, 0 months to 7 years, 0 months. The second instrument is the
Diagnostic Scale which

t~sts

children ages 2 years, 6 months to 7 years, 11 months on

308 concepts.
Eleven subscales constitute the BBCS- R with the first six scales making up the
school readiness composite (SRC), which was used in this study. Identification of
color, letters, numbers/counting, sizes, comparisons, and shapes are included in the
SRC. From four possible choices, children are asked to point to or vocalize a correct
response shown on a stimulation card (Bracken, 1998). The reliability coefficients for
the SRC in the BBCS- R are as follows: .96 for 4-year-olds; .97 for 5-year-olds; .91
average across age levels. The test-retest reliability was .88 (Bracken).
The BBCS-R(Bracken, 1998) has established criterion and content validity.
For criterion validity, the BBCS- R reports "strong" correlations with other measures
of basic concepts. For example, the BBCS- R SRC and the Wechsler Preschool and
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Primary Scale of Intelligence-Revised (WPPSI- R) correlate at r = .88. The
correlations between the Differential Ability Scales (DAS) composite standard scores
and the BBCS- R SRC were .69 fo r the DAS verbal cluster, .72 for the DAS nonverbal
cluster, and . 79 for the general conceptual ability. As evidence of content validity, the
BBCS- R scales were based on high correlations between the BBCS- R and other tests
used to measure the same construct, on internal validity, and on discriminant analysis
(Bracken).

My Attitudes Scale and My Attitudes
About My Child's Abilities Scale
No study, to our knowledge, addresses parents' attitudes about their
prekindergarten child's math abiliti es or parents ' attitudes about their own abiliti es in
math. The most extensively used math attitudes scales, the FSMAS (Fennema &
Sherman, 1976), were written for high school students. Therefore, current attitudes
measures had to be adjusted to fit the purposes of this study.
This research study used two attitudes scales, MAS and MAAMCAS. Both
attitudes scales are adapted from the shortened form of the FSMAS (Mulhern & Rae,
1998). The original FSMAS (Fennema & Sherman, 1976) have been adapted and
used for over 20 years for various age groups (Mulhern & Rae). These scales were
originally used with high school students to identity their affect for math. Th is scale is
composed of nine subscales including the atti tude toward success in mathematics
scale; the mathematics as a male domain scale; the mother, father, and teacher scales;
the confidence in learning mathematics scale; the mathematics anxiety scale; the
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effectance motivation in mathematics scale; and the usefulness of mathematics scale
(Fennema & Sherman). In all the adaptions since then, the scales have shown alpha
reliabilities ranging from .79 to .96 (Mulhern & Rae). In this study, parents, or more
specifically mothers, used an adaptation of the shortened form of the FSMAS
developed by the present author to test for parental math anxiety and parental
expectations for children's math ability. Using a 5-point Likert scale, parents can
strongly agree or strongly disagree with statements reflecting their attitudes about
mathematics. In a pilot study conducted by the present author, the MAS reliability
was .88 and the MAAMCAS reliability was .89. In the current study, the MAS
reliability was .92 at the pretest and .92 at the posHest, and the MAAMCAS reliability
was .85 at the pretest and .70 at the posHest.
This study used adaptations of three of the nine original mathematics attitudes
scales for a total of 12 items. The math anxiety subscale composed of five items was
adapted from Mulhern and Rea's (1998) condensed version ofFennema and
Sherman's (1976) Mathematics Attitudes Scales. The math anxiety scale tests the
parents' attitudes about their own math abilities. Hence, the new adapted measure was
called MAS .
The parent's attitudes scale (Mulhern & Rea, 1998), a modified form of father
and mother scales (Fennema & Sherman, 1976), was also adapted into a new scale
called MAAMCAS, to test how parents feel about their child's math abilities. This
new scale, composed of seven items, was adapted by transforming statements intended
for children to answer about their parents to statements parents answered about their
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child (e.g., "My father thinks that mathematics is one of the most important subjects I
have studied" became " I think that mathematics is one of the most important subj ects
for my child to study"). In order to disguise the mathematical focus of this test, each
item was also reworded so the "mathematical" term was replaced with a "reading"
term; for example "I think that mathematics is one of the most important subjects for
my child to study" became"! think that reading is one of the most important subjects
for my child to study." Thus, seven questions addressed math directly and seven
addressed reading.
Mulhern and Rae ( 1998) found an overall alpha of .90 in the FSMAS and an
alpha of .93 for the short form FSMAS of the math anxiety scale. An alpha of .91 for
the father's attitudes and an alpha of .84 for the mother's attitudes were identified in
the FSMAS. An alpha of .90 was reported for Mulhern and Rae's condensed category
labeled parent's attitudes in the short form FSMAS.
Mothers completed the parent questionnaire, containing the two attitudes
scales, during the child's pretest and posttest assessments. If parents chose not to be
present during the assessments, the parent questionnaire was mailed to them to
complete and return.

Procedures

In order to test the hypotheses, a simple pretest-posttest comparison group
design was used over 3 months. In order to avoid contamination of the sample,
participants were not randomly assigned to a group. Rather, one geographical area
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was the comparison group and the other area was the intervention group. This
nonrandom assignment allowed the researcher to minimize the contact between the
intervention and comparison groups. There were also possible threats to internal
validity in this study because the groups did not begin the study at the same time,
therefore there could be history threats. Events outside the study, like the season, may
have affected the results of the study. (Most of the study in Hyrum took place before
the summer while most of the study in Weston took place during the summer.) These
threats are believed to be minimal. There may have been a problem with pretest
sensitization because both of the groups were receiving a pretest. To decrease the
chances of this sensitization, the pretest had been disguised as a developmental test.
Parents did not know that the focus of the study was on mathematics. Children were
also tested using the BBCS- R to disguise the purposes of the study (Bracken, 1998).
Additionally, the pretests and posttests were the same tests, so there also may be some
test reactivity if the child participants remembered prior questions (Dooley, 1995).
During the initial telephone contact, parents received a brief explanation of the
study and were invited to participate (see Appendix Band Appendix D). All parent
participants were mothers . Then, through a list of questions, researchers determined
the optimal meeting times and days and whether child care would be required. Parents
were recontacted once all potential participants had suggested meeting times.
Reminders for the meetings were sent to each parent I week prior to the monthly
meetings (see Appendix G). If parents did not attend meetings, they were contacted
and asked to make an appointment for a make-up meeting, which was held within the
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same month at the parent's home or a neighbor's home who had also missed the
meeting. Although parents could choose any time, any day, and any place for their
make-up meeting, some parents were still unable to make an appointment for the
meeting because they were too busy. Child care providers were given specific
instruction to avoid mathematical discussions. Child care was provided for each
meeting and providers played a Disney movie for the children, gave the children
crayons and paper to color with, or shared puppets and puzzles with the children. Both
groups received the same chi ld care activities.
All child assessments were completed by appointment at the child's home or a
centralized location such as a preschool or public building. Children were assessed
using the EMC (Ashby, 1997) and BBCS- R (Bracken, 1998). To avoid contaminating
the mean of one assessment with the other by have one assessment consistently first,
half of the children were assessed using the EMC first. The other half of the child
participants were assessed using the BBCS-R first (see Appendix H). Parents
unknowingly assigned themselves to one of these groups by choosing the assessment
time.
While the child was assessed, parents filled out the Parent Questionnaire
(Appendi x !), which included the math attitudes assessments mathematics attitudes
scales as measured by MAS and MAAMCAS. Informed consent was also collected at
this time (see Appendix C). If parents were unable to be present during the testing
(some of these children were tested at their preschool and some parents chose not the
come to the preschool to watch the testing), the informed consent and the parent
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questionnaire were mailed, along with an instructional memo (see Appendix J), prior
to the child's scheduled assessment. At the last parent meeting, parents were asked ,
once again, to complete the MAS and MAAMCAS. Parents who did not attend the
last meeting (N = 14 for intervention group,

~=

15 for the comparison group) were

mailed the attitudes measure and a memo with brief instructions (see Appendix K).
Parents who missed the last meeting forgo t to come or were too busy to come.

Pilot Study

Three middle-class, White mothers of prekindergarten children were
interviewed by the researcher. All mothers were referred by an undergraduate student
studying early childhood development. The requirements for parents to participate in
the study were described. They reviewed the journal pages (see Appendix Land
Appendix M) that parents would be asked to complete. All mothers agreed that the
requirements sounded reasonable. The mothers also described the journal pages as
clear and easy to understand. A sample newsletter (see Appendix N) was then shown
to the mothers. They commented that the conciseness and clarity of the newsletter
made the newsletter "parent friendly. "
Finally, pilot study mothers were asked to complete the mathematics attitudes
scales as measured by MAS and MAAMCAS. The mothers gave mostly positive
feedback about the MAS. They were initially confused about the statement "I usually
have been at ease in math classes" because the mothers wanted to know which math
classes this question referred to. In order to clarify this question, the statement was
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changed to, "When I was in school, I was at ease in math classes."
The mothers in the pilot study had more concerns about the second measure,
MAAMCAS . First, the mothers were unsure what "math" and " reading" meant for
prekindergarten children. Therefore, the term "math" was replaced by "mathematics
tasks (e.g., counting, recognizing number and shapes, measuring)." The term
"reading" was replaced by "pre-reading tasks (e.g., knowing the names and sounds of
letters)." Mothers also had concerns that the questions seemed very repetitive. No
changes were made in connection with this feedback because the integrity of the
instrument would be overly compromised by drifting too far from Mulhern and Rae's
( 1998) parent scale.
A second pilot study was conducted with five volunteer mothers from Hyde
Park, Utah. These five mothers of prekindergarten children completed the revised
MAS and MAAMCAS. Mothers once again commented on the repetitiveness of the
scales but noted no further adjustments to be made. The means of the mothers'
attitudes scales were MAS, M = 20.00 (SD = 4.64), and MAAMCAS, M = 28.80 (SD
=

5.54). The alpha coefficients were .88 for the MAS and .89 for the MAAMCAS.

These data were comparable to those later gathered in the study.

Curricula

The present study focused primarily on formal math instruction. Formal math
instruction emphasizes mathematical language and symbols (English, 1998). This
type of instruction is most closely associated with formal school situations. For
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purposes of this study, parents were taught to be fonnal math instructors for their
child . They were asked to set aside time with their child three times a week
specifically for math interaction. At the same time, parents in the comparison group
were trained to be fonnal psychosocial instructors for their children. These parents
were taught from a psychosocial curriculum that avoided representing any of the
mathematical concepts, which are often found in social, cognitive, and problemsolving domains, such as ratios and one-to-one correspondence (U.S. Department of
Education, 1993). Since Case et al. (1999) have suggested that perhaps there are
components of mathematics in most other domains, care was taken in the comparison
group curriculum not to discuss mathematics components in a psychosocial example.
Parents in both groups were asked to interact one-on-one with their child for a
minimum of 10 minutes three times a week. Parents were encouraged to use activities
presented at monthly group meetings. During the group meetings, parents learned
about being teachers for their children and about specific areas of child development
with a psychosocial domain or a mathematical domain. Special care was taken in
conducting the present study to avoid "teaching to the test." Hopefully, by focusing
on the categories within the mathematics domain in the intervention group instead of
specific skills this was avoided. NCTM (Carpenter & Gorg, 2000) has suggested that
"teaching to the test" undermines the integrity of the instruction. These activity
sessions were tape recorded to ensure that the tri-weekly interactions were taking
place.
After the sessions, parents were asked to fill out a journal of math or
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psychosocial activities for each parent-child session (see Appendix L for math log and
Appendix M for psychosocial log) . The journals were sent to the researcher when
completed. A raffle was held at the second, third, and final meetings for parent
participants who completed activity logs. Tapes were returned to the researcher at the
monthly meetings. All tapes and assessment scores were kept confidential in a locked
room in a locked file cabinet. Parents were invited to request the return of activity
session tapes 1 month after the completion of the posttests. One month after the
completion of the study, parents received a letter containing the child's pre- and posttest scores as well as suggestions for strengthen ing their child's weaker skill areas (see
Appendix 0).

Intervention Group
The mathematics curriculum was developed by the present author using
Charlesworth and Lind (1999), Fabricant (1985), Greenberg (1993), and Marshall
(1992) as a foundation. The specific concepts included in the curriculum were those
of Ashby (1997), namely: pattern, shape and space, number, and measurement.
Parents met monthly for a lesson and activity over a period of 3 months; therefore,
there were a total offour lessons (beginning lesson and three monthly lessons). At the
first meeting, parents received a packet including a list of math terms (see Appendix
P), math logs (see Appendix L), guidelines for the parent/child interaction activity
sessions (see Appendix Q), and blank tapes. One week after each meeting, parents
received a newsletter (see Appendix R) with summaries of these meetings, activity
suggestions, answers to parents' questions, a list of children's math books, and parent
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feedback. A raffle was held at the second, third, and final meetings for parent
participants who completed math logs. The last meeting encouraged parents to
continue working with their child on mathematics.
The structure of the class was consistent across the 3 months (see Appendix S
for lesson plans). Each class began with a 5-minute question/answer/share session
followed by a 30-minute lesson. Fifteen minutes of the lesson time was on a specific
math topic that trained parents in their role as math teachers (i.e., math anxiety, the
role of parents as formal math instructors, thinking math versus content math, math in
everyday life). The remainder of the lesson time, 15 minutes, was used to discuss a
specific domain of math based on Ashby's work (1997; e.g., number sense, pattems
and relationship, measurement). This second part of the Jesson related specifically to
the concepts parents teach to children. The speci fic math topic lessons and math
domain lessons were based on readings from Charlesworth and Lind (1999), Fabricant
(1985), Greenberg (1993), and Marshall (1992). The last portion of the class (25
minutes) was used to discuss possible ideas for the required math activities for the
parent/child tri-weekly sessions and to create a math manipulative from everyday
items (e.g., math symbols made from sponges).

Comparison Group
The psychosocial curriculum was taken from the U.S. Department of
Education's (1993) program "Drug Prevention for Early Childhood." The program
was originally designed to be used with home visitors, but it was adapted for the
parent-meeting setting. This program recognizes that preschool children do not use
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drugs or understand what drugs are or why they are dangerous. Therefore, this
program emphasized children's healthy psychosocial development. Case (1998)
suggested that psychosocial development and mathematical thinking are independent
domains; therefore, a psychosocial intervention should not affect scores on
mathematical assessment. On the other hand, Piaget (1983) suggested that
mathematical ("logicomathematical") thought was the core of all intelligence
development. However, current thought follows independent domains (Case), so, for
purposes of this study, independent domains of mathematical and psychosocial
development are assumed.
Similar to the math group, parents met monthly for a lesson and activity over a
period of 3 months. There were four lessons (beginning lesson and three monthly
lessons). At the first meeting, parents received a packet including a list of
psychosocial terms (see Appendix T), psychosocial development logs (see Appendix
M), instructions for tape recording the parent/child interaction sessions (see Appendi x
P), and blank tapes. Parents received a newsletter (see Appendix U) one week after
the meeting that included summaries of these meetings, activity suggestions, answers
to parents' questions, a list of relevant children's books, and parent feedback. At the
second, third , and final meetings a raffle was held for parent-participants who
completed psychosocial development logs. The final meeting encouraged parents to
continue working with their child as a teacher.
The structure of the class was consistent across the 3 months and consistent
with the math class structure (see Appendix V for lesson plans). A 5-minute
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question/answer/share opened the class which was followed by a 30-minute lesson. A
specific psychosoc ial development topi c that trained parents in their role as teachers
(i.e., self-esteem, the role of parents as formal instructors, the role of parents as
mediators, learning in everyday life) was addressed for 15 minutes of the lesson time.
The remaining 15 minutes of the lesson time was used to discuss psychosocial
concepts parents can teach like setting limits and building children's confidence. The
final 25 minutes of the class was used to discuss possible ideas for the required
psychosocial development activities for the parent/child tri-weekly sessions and to
create a manipulative from everyday items (e.g. , people made from sponges).
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CHA PTER IV
RESULTS

Data Analyses

This section will start by giving descriptive statistics for all dependent
measures within the intervention and comparison groups. Next, correlations between
independent and dependent variables using combined intervention and comparison
groups are given. Implementation outcomes will be addressed. Finally, the eight
hypotheses will be restated and the results summarized.

Early Mathematics Concepts
Cronbach alpha coefficients were calculated to ensure that internal consistency
estimates for the EMC were simi lar to those of past research (e.g., Ashby, 1997). Th e
internal consistency measurements for the total scale were alpha = .9 1 at the pretest
and alpha = .90 at the posttest. These estimates were identical to those reported by
Ashby (alpha= .91).
The means (with standard deviations) and ranges for the EMC scores are found
on Table 2. Because of difficulties in finding the participants for the study, problems
with the assessments arriving in the mail later than expected, and assessment
scheduling problems, three of the children in the intervention group and five of the
children in the comparison group could not receive standardized scores because their
age was beyond these ages for which standardized scores were provided by Ashby
( 1997). Therefore, the present author substituted a standardized score based on the
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Table 2
Means (Standard Deviations) and Ranges for the EMC Pretest and Posttest by
Comparison/Intervention Group Association
EMC
pretest

EMC
posttest

Intervention

96.00 (I 1.36)
78-118

95. 11 (9 .93)
77-108

Comparison

95.35 (14.98)
75-1 19

95.12 (12.99)
70-108

Total sample

95.68 (13.05)
75-1 19

95.11 (11.34)
70-108

Group

largest age bracket available, 5 years 3 months. Table 3 gives pretest and posttest
means, standard deviations, and range for the foci by group (intervention or
compari son) .

Bracken Basic Concept Scale- Revised
Cronbach alpha coefficients were also calculated to ensure that internal
consi stency estimates for the BBCS- R.were similar to those of past research (e.g.,
Bracken, 1998). The internal consistency for the school readiness composite (SRC;
pretest alpha = .96, posttest alpha= .94) was similar to that rep01ted by Bracken
(I 984; alpha= .95 for 4-year olds and .90 for 5-year olds). The means (with standard
deviations) and ranges for the SRC at the pretest were M = l 00.3 7 (SO = 14.90), 73 122; at the posttest,

M = 100.54 (SO = 12.46), 79- 123 .

and ranges ofthe SRC subscales.

See Table 4 for the means
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Table 3
Means (Standard Deviations} and Ranges for Each Focus of the EMC Pretest and
Posttest by Comllarison/Intervention Grou11 Association
Number
Pre

Group

Post

Measurement

Shape & space

Pattern

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

5.03
(1.25)
2-6

4.89
(1.39)
1-6

7.83
(4.51)
0-12

8.97
(4.31)
0-12

Combined

22.49
(9.58)
9-41

27.77
(7.66)
13-41

1.60
(.55)
0-2

1.57
(.56)
0-2

Intervention

23.00
(7.57)
12-37

28.28
(7 .09)
14-38

1.67
(.49)
1-2

1.39
(.61)
0-2

5.11
(1.18)
3-6

5.00
(1.19)
2-6

8.00
(4.50)
0-12

8.78
(4.14)
0-12

Comparison

21.94
(11.55)
9-41

27.24
(8.40)
13-41

1.53
(.62)
0-2

1.76
(.44)
1-2

4.94
(134)

4.76
(1.60)
1-6

7.64
(4.65)
0-12

9.18
(4.6!)
0-12

2-6

Tab le4
Means (Standard Deviations) and Ranges for the Subscales of the SRC Pretest and
Posttest
Subscalc

Pretest

Posttest

Colors

9.43 (2.37)
2· 11

10.46 (1.31)
4-11

Letters

6.23 (5.95)
0-16

7. 11 (6 .05)
0-16

Numbers/counting

8.89 (6.70)
1- 19

11.60 (5.56)
0- 18

Sizes

8. 14 (2. 12)
4- 12

9.31 (1.79)
4-12

Comparisons

3.89 (2.54)
0-9

4.9 1 (2.42)
1- 10

Shapes

10.31 ().5'1)
1-18

13.00 (3.38)
6-19
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Math Attitudes Assessments
To ensure that internal consistency estimates for MAS and MAAMCAS were
similar to the pilot study referred to earlier in this paper, Cronbach alpha coefficients
were calculated (see Table 5).
The means (with standard deviations) and ranges for the MAS and the
MAAMCAS for the pretests and posttests are found on Table 6. Neither a Pearson
correlation coefficient between the MAS and the MAAMCAS at the pretest (r = .15)
nor at the posttest (r = .30) was statistically significant.

Table 5
Cronbach Aloha Coefficients for the MAS and the MAAMCAS
Pilot Study

Pretest

Posttcst

MAS

.88

.92

.92

MAAMCAS

.89

.85
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Table 6
Means (Standard Deviations) and Ranges for the MAS and MAAMCAS Pretest and
Posttest by Comparison/Intervention Group Association
MAS

MAAMCAS

Group

Pretest

Posttcst

Pretest

Posttest

Intervention

16.33 (3.43)
10-22

t7.44 (4.06)
tl -25

29.33 (3.55)
24-35

30.00 (2. 79)
25-34

Comparison

17.33 (5.22)
6-25

t7.75 (5.56)
5-25

28.53 (5.95)
14-35

30.31 (3.09)
26-35

Total sample

16.79 (4.26)
6-25

t7 .59 (4.75)
5-25

28.97 (4.73)
14-35

30.15 (2.g9)
25-35
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Multicollinearity was ruled out becau se there was not a statistically significant
correlation between the pretest MAS and the pretest MAAMCAS, I (33) = .17, Q > .05
and between the posttest MAS and the posttest MAAMCAS, I (34) = .31, g >.05 .

Correlations oflndeQendent and
DeQendent Measures
Correlations were obtained for independent and dependent measures using
combined data from the intervention and comparison groups. Correlations between
independent variables are shown in Table 7 and broken down by intervention and
comparison group in Table 8 and Tabl e 9, respectively. A total of four statistically
significant correlations emerged among the independent variables. The correlations

Table 7
Correlations Between Independent Vari ables
Group
(Intervention/
Comparison)

MAS
Pretest

MAS
Posttest

MAAMCAS

MAAMCAS

Activity

Pretest

Posttest

Level

Group
(Intervention/
comparison)
MAS pretest

-. 12

MAS posttest

-.03

.82**

MAAMCAS
pretest

.09

.17

.30

MAAMCAS
posttest

-.06

.37*

.3 1

.75**

Activity level

.34*

-. 14

-.03

-.09

* g < .05
** g < .01

-.19
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Table 8
Correlations Between Independent Variables for the Intervention Group
MAS
pretest

MAS
posttest

MAAMCAS
pretest

MAAMCAS
posttest

Activity leve l

MAS pretest
MAS posttest

.75**

MAAMCAS
pretest

.12

.17

MAAMCAS
posttest

.14

.19

.63**

Activity level

-.05

-.19

-.21

-.24

* 12 < .05
** 12 < .01
Table 9
Con·elations Between Independent Variables for the Comparison Group
MAS
pretest

MAS
posttest

MAAMCAS
pretest

MAAMCAS
posttest

MAS pretest
MAS posttest

.87**

MAAMCAS
pretest

.19

.42

MAAMCAS
posttest

.55*

.39

.88 **

Activity leve l

-.14

.17

-.05

* 12 < .05
** 12 < .OJ

-.10

Activity leve l
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between the pre- and posttest scores on the MAS and MAAMCAS were, I (32) = .82,

P. < .01, and I (32) = .75, P. < .01, respectively. There was also a statisticall y
significant correlation between the pretest MAS score and the posttest MAAMCAS
score, I (32) = .37, P. < .05. Finally, there was a statistically significant correlation
between the parent-participant's activity level in home activities with the child (either
high or low as defined earlier in this narrative) and the group (intervention or
comparison) to which the parent participant belonged, I (35) = .34, P. < .05.
Correlations between the dependent variables are found in Table l 0. Table 11
and Table 12 show the correlations between the dependent variables broken down by
intervention group and comparison group, repectively. Five of the correlations are of
theoretical interest. First, pretest and pastiest EMC standardized scores were
positively correlated, I (35) = .72,!). < .O l. Next, pretest EMC standardized scores
were negatively correlated with the change in the MA score, r (32) = -.36, P. < .05,
indicating that children who scored lower at the pretest on the EMC had parents who
showed the biggest change in attitudes regarding their own math abilities by the end of
the study. Finally, number focus scores for the EMC were statistically significantly
correlated at the pretest with pretest pattern focus and the pretest measurement focu s
and at the posttest with all of the other three foci pretest scores.
Correlations between independent and dependent variables are presented on
Table 13. A number of theoretically interesting correlations were noted. There was a
statistically significant correlation between activity level classification and posttest
EMC standardized score, I (35) = .36, P. < .05. Chi ldren who participated in more

Table 10
Correlations Between De12endent Variables
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Measurementfocus

~e inanitudes

EMC-~nest

EMC-E:rttest
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Shape&

Number

Standard-
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space focus
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izedscore

'"'"'

Measurement focus

Shape&
space focus

Number
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Standardizedscore

MAS

MAAMCAS

Pattern
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Measurement
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focus
Shape & space

.11

-.07
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Change in
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Table 11
Correlations Between De1:1endent Variables for the Intervention Grou1:1
EMC-

EMC- retest
Pattern

EMC- pn:test

··-
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Measure·
mentfocus
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space focus

Number
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Standard·
izedscore

Pattern
focus

Measurement focus

~einatrimdcs

snest

Shape&

Number

space focus

'"'"'

Standardizedscorc

MAS

MAAMCAS

focus

Measurement

.24

'"'"'
Shape & space

-.04

.00

.42

.27

'"'"'
Number

.43

focus
Standardized

.72 ..

49'

.33

.s1••

.04

17

.40

.21

.21

-.02

-. 13

.S I '"

.27

.09

46

-.03

-.3 1

.46

.09

.OJ

-.04

J2
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Table 12
Correlations Between De11endent Variables for the Com11arison Grou11
EMC- retest

Pattern

'"'"'
EMC-pretc:st

Measurement focus

Shape &
space focus

EMC
Number

'"'"'

Standard·
izedscorc

~e inattitudcs

sttest

Pattern

Measure-

Shape&

Number

'"'"'

mentfocus

space focus

'"'"'

Standardized score

MAS

MAAMCAS

Pattern
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MeasW"ement

12
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-04

68**
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4S

94 ..
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EMC-posttest
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Change in
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-07

19
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-.04

-.25

V>
--.J
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activities with their parents scored higher on the EMC at the posttest. These children
also scored higher on the posttest EMC shape and space focus , r (35) = .42, Q < .05.

Imulementation Outcomes
Four meetings were held for both the intervention and comparison groups. The
number of mothers who attended the meetings decreased with each meeting. The
means for the number of meetings attended (with standard deviations) was
(SD = I .10) for the intervention group,

M = 2.56

M= 2.24 (SD = 1.20) for the comparison

group .
Mothers were asked to do three I 0-minute activity sessions per week with their
prekindergarten child . In the intervention gro up, two mothers completed all 39
activity logs, whereas none of the mothers in the comparison group completed 39
activity logs. Three intervention participants and seven comparison participants
completed no activity logs. The means (with standard deviations) and ranges for the
number of activity logs completed were intervention group,

M = 17 (SD = I 3.79), 0-

39, and comparison group M = 8 iliQ = 12.99), 0-37.
When the acti vities ffom the math acti vity sessions were categorized as formal
or informal math activities, the means (with standard deviations) and ranges were for
the number of formal math activities M = 17 (SD = 13.94), 0- 39, and for the number
of informal math activities M = 8 (SO = 8.30), 0 - 26. Out of the 18 intervention
group mothers who completed this study, 9 applied at least one math activity session
to everyday life. The mean (with standard deviation) for the number of activities that
applied to everyday life was M = I (SO = 1.94) for these nine mothers.

Table 13
Correlations Between Independent and Dependent Variables
Change in attitudes

EMC- posttest
Standardized
EMC- pretest
standardized

score

Pattern
focus

Measurement
focus

Shape &
space
focus

.05

-.05

-.34•

.09

.07

MAS pretest

.08

.24

-.18

.02

.07

.13

MASposttest

-.22

.19

-.06

.02

-.16

-.08

MAAMCAS
pretest

-.01

.27

.03

-.21

.04

MAAMCAS
posttcst

.23

.46• •

.19

-.10

Activity level

.28

.18

.13

.42•

Group
(Intervention/

Number

Standardized

focus

score

0.00

score
{Intervention
only)

MAS

MAAMCAS

.08

-.25

-.24

-.12

-.04

-.43

.47••

-. 12

.11

. 16

.1 4

-.81**

.22

.26

.23

.07

-.2 1

.32

.36•

.61••

.1 4

-.09

comparison)

* !1. < .05
** !1. < .01

V>

"'
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Results of Hypotheses Testing
Hypotheses one through six were analyzed using 1-test statistics. Hypotheses
seven and eight were examined using Pearsons correlation coefficients. Statistical
significance was set at p

~

.05.

HI: Following intervention, posttest total scores on the EMC (Ashby, 1997)
will be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
This hypothesis was not supported by the data. Using 1-test statistics, posttest
EMC standardized scores were no different between the comparison and intervention
groups, 1 (35)

=

.002, 12 >.05. However, differences were found within this group

when the intervention group was split by activity level, 1 (18)

=

-3.08 , 12 < .01.

Activity level clustered at two ends of the scale. High activity was defined as 20 or
more math activity logs completed and returned (n = 9). Low activity was defined as
fewer than 20 activity logs completed and returned (n = 9; all these low log
participants returned 12 or fewer activity logs). The means (standard deviations) of
the activity level subgroups were M = 89.22 (SD
subgroup and M = I 01.00 (SD

= 4.09) for the low-activity level

= 6.18) for the high-activity subgroup. Differences in

the posttest means were statistically significant at the alpha level of .05, 12 < .01.
These statistically significant differences in means by activity level for the
intervention group were not present at the pretest, 1 (35) = -1.89, 12 > .05, and no mean
differences were found in the change in scores from pretest to posttest by activity level
for the intervention group, 1 (18) = .205 , 12 > .05.
H2: Following intervention, post/est results in the EMC measurement focus
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will be higher fo r the intervention group than for the comparison group.
This hypothesis was also unsupported by the data. Using !-test stati stics, EMC
measurement focus posttest scores were compared between the comparison and
intervention groups. Statistically significant differences were not found, 1 (35) = -1.92,
12 > .05 . Although there were statistically significant differences at the posttest by
activity level in the intervention group,! (18) = -2.13, n < .05, no statistically
significant mean differences were found in the change in scores from pretest to
posttest by activity level for the intervention group, 1 (18) = 1.47, n > .05.
H3: Following intervention, pastiest results in the EMC number focus will be

higher for the intervention group than fo r the comparison group.
Data, once again, did not support this hypothesis. A comparison between the
comparison and intervention groups using !-test statistics was used to examine this
hypothesis. Differences were not found statistically significant, 1 (35)

=

-.01, n > .05.

There were differences at the posttest by activity level in the intervention group, ! ( 18)
= -3.45,

n<

.01, but no mean differences were found in the change in scores from

pretest to posttest by activity level for the intervention group, t (18)

=

-1.45, n > .05.

H4: Following intervention, pastiest results in the EMC pattern focus will be

higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
This hypothesis was unsupported by the data. EMC pattern focus posttest
scores were compared between the comparison and intervention groups using !-test
statistics. Statistically significant differences were not found, 1 (35) = -.47, n < .65.
Statistically significant mean differences were not found by activity level for the
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intervention group , ! ( 18)

=

.56, Q > .05, nor were stati stically significant mean

differences found in the change in scores from pretest to posttest by activity level for
the intervention group, 1 (18) = -1.37 , Q > .05.

HS: Following intervention, posttest results in the EMC shape and space focus
will be higher for the intervention group than for the comparison group.
The data did not support this hypothesis. Using !-test statistics, differences
between the comparison and intervention EMC shape and space focus posttest scores
were not statistically significant, 1 (35) = .16, Q < .88. Although there were differences
at the posttest by activity level in the intervention group, 1 ( 18) = -2.83 , Q < .05, no
statistically significant mean differences were fo und in the change in scores from
pretest to posttest by activity level for the intervention group, 1 (18)

=

.76, Q > .05 .

H6: Following intervention, parents in the intervention group will have a

larger change in scores from the pretest and posttest on the mathematics attitudes
scales as measured by MAS and MAAMCAS.
This hypothesis was not supported by the data. Using the differences in scores
between the pretest MAS score and the pretest MAAMCAS score, compari son and
intervention groups were compared. Statisti cally significant differences were not
evident, 1 (32) = -.42, Q > .05 .

H7: Parent's mathematics attitudes scales as measured by MAS and
MAAMCAS w ill predict children's scores on the EMC.
This hypothesis was not supported by the data. Pearson correlation
coefficients were used to determine the relationship between the score on MAS and
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the MAAMCAS and the standardi zed score on the EMC. No statistically significant
correlations were found between pretest scores on MA and EMC standardi zed scores, I
(35) = .08, n > .05, nor between pretest scores MAAMCAS and EMC standardized
scores, I (35) = -.01, n > .05. The posttest scores between MAS and EMC
standardized scores, I (34) = -.08, n > .05, and between MAAMCAS and EMC
standardized scores, r (34) = .26, n > .05, yielded similar results.

H8: Scores on SRC of the BBCS- R (Bracken, 1998), namely,
numbers/counting, sizes, comparisons, and shapes, will be positively correlated with
scores 0 11 the EMC.
Table 14 shows the correlations at the pre- and posttest between the
mathematics-related BBCS- R subscales (numbers/counting, sizes, comparisons, and
shapes) and the foci of the EMC (number, pattern, measurement, and shape and

Table 14
Correlations for Pretest (Posttest) Between BBCS- R Subscales and EMC Foci

EMC- Number

BBCS- R-

BBCS- R-

BBCS-R-

BBCS-R-

Numbers/counting
subscalc

Sizes

Comparisons
subscale

Shapes subscale

subscalc

.86" (.79")

.35' (.43 ' )

.55 .. (.56••)

.75 " (.36')

56" (.48")

15 (.07)

.28 (.23)

.60" (-.14)

focus
EMC- Pattern

focus
EMC-

.42' (.36')

. 13 (.08)

.22 (.41')

41' (.28)

.35 ' (.50" )

.00 (.13)

.2 1 (.28)

.39' (.25)

Measurement focus
EMC- Shape and

space focus

* n< .o5
** n< .o1
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space). As a whole, the SRC standardi zed scores were positively correlated with the
EMC standardized scores, r (3 5) = .86, 12 < .01 at the pretest and r (35) = .61 , 12 < .01 at
the posttest.

Summary of Results

Internal consistency estimates for the EMC, MAS, MAAMCAS, and the
BBCS- R were similar to past research . Although all these instruments appeared valid
and reliable, no statistically significant differences were discovered between the
intervention and comparison groups in EMC standardized posttest scores or in any of
the EMC foci (number, measurem ent, pattern , and shape and space). There were
statistically significant differences in EMC standardized posttest scores in the
intervention groups if the group was split by activity level with children of high
activity level parents scoring higher at the posttest on the EMC. There also were no
statistically significant differences in attitude as measured by the MAS or the
MAAMCAS by intervention and comparison groups. Correlational analyses did,
however, confirm that the EMC and BBCS- R are related and that the BBCS- R
mathematical subscales are also related to the EMC foci, suggesting that some
multicollinearity might be present (e.g., EMC pattern focus and BBCS- R
numbers/counting and shapes subscales; EMC number focus and BBCS--R
numbers/counting, comparisons, and shapes subscales).
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to address the role of formal and informal math
instruction in the home on prekindergarten chi ldren 's math development and the
function of parental attitudes in relation to children 's math development through
application ofVygotsky's theory. Does parental instruction of math affect
prekindergarten children's math performance? Are a mother's (or parents' ) attitudes
about math and/or her attitudes about her chi ld's ability to succeed in math related to
the child's mathematical performance? Finall y, is the EMC a valid measure to use to
test prekindergarten children's math ability?
The efficacy of a mother-child math intervention developed by the present
author was explored using the EMC. Research hypotheses suggested that the
intervention group would score hi gher on the posttest on the EMC and on each focus
in the EMC, namely, number, pattern, measurement, and shape and space. Results
were not statistically significant and did not support these hypotheses. Research
hypotheses also suggested that the changes in the MAS and the MAAMCAS scores
would be larger for the intervention group than the comparison group and that the
posttest MAS and MAAMCAS scores would predict EMC scores at the posstest. For
both these attitudes-related hypotheses, results were not statistically significant.
Finally, the last hypothesis suggested a relationship between the BBCS- R and the
EM C. Overall, the BBCS- R and EMC appear to be measuring similar concepts but
are not multicollinear. The remainder of this thesis will address the implications of the
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validity of the EMC, note any implications for current research, discuss possible
limitations of the study contributing to the neutral findings, and finally, submit
implication for application.

Implications of the Validity of the EMC

One of the ways in which this study adds to current research is that it expands
current knowledge on measuring early childhood mathematics skills. No study to our
knowledge has used a standardized test among

prekinderga~en

children to measure

math ability (not just numeracy ability). The EMC, which has been used extensively
in Great Britain, lacked concurrent validity because it had not been correlated with any
other early math test. Scores from the EMC were evaluated against scores from the
SRC of the BBCS-R. There was a positive correlation between these two tests, which
suggests that they are measuring similar concepts.
Unfortunately, breaking the SRC down into math components and comparing
them to similar math components found in the EMC did not provide further insight
into the EMC except in the c&~egory of number, which had a high correlation that can
be identified as multicollinearity. The EMC number focus was also highly correlated
with the SRC comparisons subscale and the shapes subscale. There also should have
been a strong correlation between the measurement focus on the EMC and the
comparisons subscale on the SRC because the EMC measurement focus used informal
measurement with comparison terminology. Only at the posttest was there a
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correlation that was statistically significant, yet the strength of the relationship was not
large enough to show multicollinearity.

Implications for Current Research

The present study has supported many previous findings, has not supported at
least two previous studies, and has added to current research. In accordance with the
finding ofB levins-Knabe et al. (2000), the number of parent-child math activities was
not related to math achievement. Although Blevins-Knabe et al. used the number of
activi ties in which parents currently participate and not the number of activiti es in
which parents participate after an intervention, the findings were similar. Future
research should look more closely at the quality and type of interacti ons parents are
having with their children. Are the activities developmentally appropriate? How
much involvement is the parent having with the child? How much is the child
encouraged to think and not just arrive at the correct response?
Surprisingly, although parents were taught in the math classes about making
math interactions a part of their everyday lives, less than half of the parent s appli-;:d the
act ivities in their activity sessions to events in everyday life. Among those parents
who did apply the math activities to everyday life, only a small percentage of the total
activities completed had anything to do with everyday life. This finding supports
Anderson (1997), who noted very few math connections to everyday life when she
tape recorded four
children .

15-minut~

math sessions between parents and their prekindergarten
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This current study also supports fi ndings by Musun-Miller et al. (1998). Using
a different measure than the MAS , Musun-Mi ller et al. (1998) found that parents '
attitudes about math were not related to children's math achievement, as measured by
the TEMA-2. This study also suggests that a child's math achievement, as measured
by the EMC, is unrelated to a parent's attitudes about math, even after an intervention
that may have affected the parent's attitudes about math.
This study does not support the findi ngs ofYoung-Loveridge (1989), who
noted a positive correlation between mother' s expectations for the child and math
achievement score. The current study noted no relationship between the attitudes
parents had about their children's abilities as measured by MAAMCAS and math
achievement as measured by EMC. Perhaps these studies do not support each other
because the mother's expectations by Young-Loveridge (1989) do not measure the
same construct as MAAMCAS. Future research should explore the relationship
between these two constructs.
The present study expands the current knowledge base on math development in
young children. The results of thi s study suggest that parents' attitudes about math are
not related to parents' attitudes about their children's math abilities. This notion
suggests that, though parents may not feel good about math, parents may sti ll have a
positive attitude about their child 's ability to succeed in math. This relationship
should be explored further in future research.
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Limi tations

The impact of this intervention did not follow the expected path. Therefore,
implications to the field of child development and limitations to the study must be
explored.
First, interventions often face difficulties with time limits (Weissberg &
Greenberg, 1997). Was the intervention long enough? Because there was not enough
time to visit parents who did not complete the parent questionnaire during the
assessments, the questionnaires were mailed, which may have made parents feel less
connected to the study or made them have incorrect understanding of the study
requirements. Will the results not show up until later? For instance, will the results of
this study be more clear once the children in the intervention group start school?
Parental compliance to hold activities three times per week for 3 months was difficult.
How compliant would parents be to continuing to do activities three times per week
for a longer amount of time? Four months was long enough for Starkey and Klein
(2000) to see results with their intervention, but their intervention was slightly
different. Starkey and Klein (2000) involved low SES children in their study and low
SES children have been shown to improve more than mid-SES children (Klein &
Starkey, 2000). The participants in Starkey and Klein's study were not required to
hold activities with their chi ldren outside of class. Additionally, all the children in
Starkey and Klein's intervention were African American or Mexican American and
may interpret the intervention or test differently because of their culture (Ginsberg et
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al., 1997). Therefore, Starkey and Klein ' s res ults may not be applicable to a White
sample.
Another limitation was that each mother was allowed to discover her child 's
developmental level and then stmcture an activity on a math related topic. Perhaps
parents need more direct instmction and need to work on the same topic to see
improvement as a group. Starkey and Klein (2000) avoided this problem by teaching
the parents how to do one activity, then giving the parents the materials in class to do
the activities. One of the weaknesses on this type of program is that parents do not
learn how to recognize math opportunities in their daily lives nor do they know any
way to teach except what they have learned in class. Parents were allowed to check
out math manipulatives from a library, but Starkey and Klein did not know how or
whether these items were used.
One of the biggest problems with the current study was that parents did not
comp lete the intervention as designed. Attendance at the classes was low despite
opportunities for make-up classes and reminders sent out 1 week prior to the class.
The average number of activity logs completed was also low. Additionally, three of
the mothers chose to do workbook pages without any type ofmanipulatives.
Workbook pages were not part of the class and were not discussed in the class.
Surprisingly, despite emphasis on math in everyday life during class discussions,
mothers only connected everyday life experi ences in a small percentage of the activity
sessions. Perhaps if parents were rewarded with lunch as Klein and Starkey's (2000)
participants were or with money or gift certificates, participants wou ld have comp lied
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with the requirements of the study more fu ll y.
The present study was built on a strong foundation of theory and previous
findin gs. The intervention was implemented by trained, educated persons. The
classes were based on developmentally appropriate practice which focused on each
child' s individualized learning pathway. These characteristics are fundamental in high
quality intervention (Wei ssberg & Greenberg, 1997). Therefore, future research
should focus on ways to increase parental compliance with intervention requirements,
to evaluate the quality of parent-chi ld math interactions, and to assess children
throughout a longer intervention to discover when the results surface.

Impl ication for Application

As discussed in the limitations section, parents may need more direct
instruction to hold math activities with their children. This direct instruction need not
be structured to teach to a test. Feedback from the intervention and comparison
classes suggested that parents want more di rect instruction because a few parents
commented that they would have liked prepared lesson plans of activities they could
do with their children .
Prepared lesson plans for the acti vities could easi ly be developed using
everyday materials. A section on the lesson plans could be added that would allow
parents to teach to their child's developmental level. This section would be structured
to allow parents to increase or decrease the difficulty level. The quality of the parentchild math interactions could also be more controlled using prepared lesson plans
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because the quality would be written into the lesson plans. A word list of math terms
parents could use in the activity could also be included to pair the informal math
(using concrete materi als) with formal math (using math terminology). (See Appendix
W for a sample activity lesson plan.) Once parents had more experience with teaching

their children in this manner, they could move on to developing activities on their own
and looking for opportunities in everyday life.
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Appendix A. Sign-Up Sheets
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Pare11ts ofpresclrool cltildrell, this opportu11ity must 11ot be overlooked!
DO YOU HAVE A C HILD BORN BETWEEN
DEC. I, 1995 AND SEPT. I, 1996? (OR DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE)
WE NEED YOUR HELP!!! (IN A RESEARCH PROJECT)

I, Monica Blanch, am a graduate student working on a Master of Science degree in
Family and Human Development. I am interested in children's development when parents
participate as teachers of their young children. I will not be assessing or "labeling" you as a
good parent or a bad parent. Rather, I wi ll be looking at the ways that parents teach young
children and the materials and strategies tha t parents find most useful in their role as teachers.

Through this study, you will:
meet monthly for an hour,
learn more about how you can help your child develop more successfully,
receive lots of fun ideas about inexpensive ways you can promote your child's
learning just by using materials at home,
develop a network with other parents of preschool age children,
receive a monthly nP-wsletter which will answer your questions and give you more
simple ideas for working with your children,
enjoy three 10 minute, game-like activity sessions per week. These sessions will
include activities like this ...
Funny Sounds and Words (Taken from America Reads Challenge: Read*Write*Now!)
You'll need:
A favorite book ofstories.
What to do :
Choose a story to reod to our child. As you read the story, use your voice to
draw a/lent ion to a special. new word. You can say the word in a funny way,
sing it, say it loud or soft, and even make funny faces when you say it. Show
your child how to use the word throughout the day. The next time you read
tol!ether, choose a new word.
Your partiCipatiOn will help all of us m child development learn more about the ways that
parents can be effective teachers of their young children. This project will begin January
2001 and will end April 2001.
My major professor is Dr. Ann M. B. Austin, Professor of child Development and Associate
Dean of the College of Family Life. If you are interested in learning more about this study
and possibly participating, please contact me at 797-3925 (leave a message) and/or sign
below, and I will send you more information. If you know of anyone else who would be
interested, sign them up too, and we will contact them via letter. Tha11k you so much!
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Phone Number

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

13 .
14.

15 .
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.

Do you own a
tape recorder?
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Appendix B. Phone Dialogue fo r Participants Who Signed-Up
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Phone Questions for Women Who have Signed the Sign-up-for-more-info Sheet

Address:

Name:
Phone:

. A few of weeks ago your Relief Society President was
Hi, my name is
contacted to find people who would be interested in learning more about a study for
parents of preschoolers. I would like to thank you for your interest in this research
project.
Do you have any questions?
I'd like to review the criteria with you:
We are including children born between Sept 95 and Sept 96. According to
the sign-up sheet your child is within this range (or close with-in 3 months of Sept 96
or one month of Sept 95). (If they have more than one child fitting within the criteria,
flip a coin for whether you choose older or younger and do this for each choice that
you need to make.)

0

What is your child's birth
date?_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Was the child born at term or before? (If the child would still be in the
age range going from the due date, then include them in the study. If
not, apologize and explain that we are looking for children who would
still fit in the age range if they were born on their due date.)

Do you have any friends or sisters or sisters-in-laws whom you wou ld like to
include in this project?
0

Would you give me their name and phone number so I might call them
please? Please realize that by giving me their contact information it
doesn't mean that they have to participate. It just means that I'll call
them and ask them if they would like to participate. Also, anyone may
withdraw from this project at any time without penalty.
Name:
Phone number:
Name:
Phone number:
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I need to ask you some question in order to get a better feel for your schedule.
It is important to schedule meetings that lit in with your schedule because you

will need to attend all meetings.
0
What day/night is best?
0
Would it be better to have meetings during the day, at night, or on a
Saturday?
0
Is there a specific time which would work best?
I will be contacting you within the next two weeks to let you know when the
study will begin.
Would you be able to lind someone to care for your children while you are in
the meeting? - -----:--:c
Do you own a tape recorder? _ _ _ __
I just wanted to let you know what will be involved in the study.
You will be asked to attend one introductory meeting and one monthly
I.
meeting for three months. These meetings will last approximately one
hour and will receive information about your child's development and
ways to enhance their development.
Your child will be assessed at the beginning of the study and at the end
2.
to determine their developmental level. You will receive these results
at the end of the study.
3.
You will also be asked to have triweekly activity sessions with your
child at your convenience.
We are very excited to be working with you!
You will enjoy such benefits as:
I.
Ideas of activities to do with your child,
2.
Knowledge about what your child can learn at their age,
3.
Something to take home from each meeting to do with your child, and
4.
Fellowship with other mothers of preschoolers.
Thank you again for your interest. I will be in contact with you again in the next
couple of weeks.
LOG
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June 30, 2000 (created)
Informed Consent
Welcome Home:
The Role of Parents as Formal Instructors of Preschool Children
Dear Parent,
Introduction/Purpose. The purpose of this letter is to inform you of an exciting new
research study focusing on children's development and parent-child interactions and to
invite your participation in it. The project title, "Welcome Home," was coined to
express the important role parents play in children's lives. Your participation will
allow us to Jearn more about the important process of child development within the
home. "Welcome Home" is directed by Ms. Monica J. Blanch, a graduate student
working with Dr. Ann M. B. Austin in the Department of Family and Human
Development at Utah State University. You have been asked to take part because you
have a chi ld who is 4 or 5 years old. Approximately 40 participants will be involved
in this study in total.
Procedures. If you agree to participate in "Welcome Home," two developmental
assessments will be made of your child's level of cognitive functioning. These
assessments are not IQ tests. Rather their purpose is to determine the level of problem
solving your child is currently using. Children usually enjoy this assessment because
it is presented in a game-like format. For example, the child may be asked to point to
the letter "A" on a page of a variety of typed letters. The assessments will take
approximately 35-40 minutes and will be conducted by Dr. Austin, Ms. Blanch, or
someone trained by them. We will share all results of these assessments with you and
will answer any questions you have on your child's development. Our sole purpose in
"Welcome Home" is to learn how to better promote children's well-being. Thus, we
want the entire process of thi s study to be enjoyabl e and useful to you.
You will be asked
I.
to participate in an hour long, monthly parent information session,
2.
to complete an attitudes questionnaire about promoting child
development,
3.
to complete three ten minute parent-child game-like sessions per week
for 18 weeks as instructed by Ms. Blanch,
4.
to log these interactions by tape recording the sessions and completing
a checklist, and
5.
to give feedback throughout these procedures.
Additionally, Monica Blanch and/or Dr. Ann Austin will call some (four to six)
parents to set up an appointment to observe one of the game playing sessions.
]'lew Findings. During the course of this study, you will be informed of any
significant new findings (either good or bad), such as changes in the risks or benefits
resulting from participation in the research, or new alternatives to participation which
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June 30, 2000 (created)
Informed Consent
Welcome Home:
The Role of Parents as Formal Instructors of Preschool Children
might cause you to change your mind about continuing in the study. If new
information is provided to you, your consent to continue participating in this study
will be reobtained.
Risks. There are no significant added risks by participating in this study.
Benefits. There may be a direct benefit to you from "Welcome Home" as you learn
ways to teach your preschooler more effectively. The investigator, however, may
learn more about the reliability and validity of two developmental assessments for
preschool children, more about children's development, and more about current
developmental theory.
Explanation & offer to answer questions. Monica Blanch has explained this study to
you and answered your questions. If you have other questions or research-related
problems, you may reach Professor Ann M. B. Austin at 797-1527 or Monica Blanch
at 797-3925.
Voluntary nature of participation and right to withdraw without consequence.
Participation in research is entirely voluntary. You may refuse to participate or
withdraw at any time without consequence or loss of benefits.
Confidentiality. Research records will be kept confidential. You will be assigned a
code number to put on the top of all questiormaires, documents, and audio tapes. You
will also be asked to avoid using any identifying information on the tape recording.
Only Monica Blanch and Dr. Ann Austin will have access to the data, and it will be
kept in a locked file cabinet in a locked room. The data will be kept for up to six
months and then destroyed.
IRB Approval Statement. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the protection of
human subjects at Utah State University has reviewed and approved this research
project. If you have any concerns or questions about this study, you may call the IRB
office at 797-1180.
Copy of consent. You have been given two copies of this Informed Consent. Please
sign both copies and retain one copy for your files.

We are so excited about this opportunity to share with you, "Welcome Home." We
hope that you will take advantage of this invaluable experience and consent to work
with us!
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June 30, 2000 (created)
Informed Consent
Welcome Home:
The Role of Parents as Formal Instructors of Preschool Children

Investigator Statement. "I certify that the study has been explained to the individual
identified as the subject in the next section, by me or my research staff, and that the
individual understands the nature and purpose, the possible risks and benefits
associated with taking part in this research study. Any questions that have been raised ,
have been answered."

Monica J. Blanch
Student Researcher
797-3925

Dr. Ann M. B . Austin
Principal Investigator
797-1527
~l2.M!!!~.Q(.Subject~

Parent's signature

" By signing below, I agree to participate."

Date
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Referral Call sheet
Address:

Name:
Phone:

Hi, my name is
I talked to
(referred by Name)
about a study at USU conducted by Dr. Ann M. B. Austin and me for my Graduate
thesis in Family and Human Development. She suggested that you might be interested
in participating in this research proj ect for parents of preschoolers. Would you like to
hear more about it?
First there are certain criteria, you must meet to be eligible. I'd like to review
the criteria with you .
We are including children born between Dec 95 and Sept 96. According to the signup sheet your child is within this range (or close with-in 3 months of Sept 96). (If they
have more than one child fitting within the criteria, flip a coin for whether you choose
older or younger and do this f or each choice that you need to make.)
0

What is your child 's birth
date? _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

0

Was the child born at term or before? (If the child would still be in the
age range going from the due date, then include them in the study. If
not, apologize and explain that we are looking for chi ldren who would
still fit in the age range if they were born on their due date.)

I just wanted to let you know what will be involved in the study.
I.
You will be asked to attend one introductory meeting and one monthly
meeting for three months. These meetings will last approximately one
hour and will receive information about your child's development and
ways to enhance their development.
2.
Your child will be assessed at the beginning of the study and at the end
to determine their developmental level. You will receive these results
at the end of the study.
3.
You will also be asked to have triweekly activity sessions with your
child at your convenience.
You will enjoy such benefits as:
1.
Ideas of activities to do with your chi ld,
2.
Knowledge about what your child can learn at their age,
3.
Something to take home from each meeting to do with your child, and
4.
Fellowship with other mothers of preschoolers.
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Does this study sound like someth ing that you would like to participate in?
(NO!-----)Ifnot, do you know someone that might be interested in this study?
Thank you for your time. Hope that you have a nice day .
(YES!----)We are very excited to be working with you'
Do you have any questions?

Meeting Times
I need to ask you some question in order to get a better feel for your schedule. It is
important to schedule meetings that fit in with your schedule because you will need to
attend all meetings.
0
What day/night is best?
0
Would it be better to have meetings during the day, at night, or on a
Saturday?
0
Is there a specific time which would work best?
Would you be able to find someone to care for your children while you are in
the meeting? _ _ _ __
Do you own a tape recorder? ,----::-Now I need to set up an appointment for my assessors to come to your home
and assess your child 's developmental level. There are two game-like
assessments:
The EMC which takes approximately 30 minutes and will be given by
me or someone in Family and Human Development trained by me
The Bracken which takes approximately 15 minutes and will be given
by me, my professor (Dr. Ann Austin) or someone in FHD trained by
me.
Do you have any friends or sisters or sisters-in-laws whom you would like to
include in this project?
0
Would you give me their name and phone number so I might call them
please? Please realize that by giving me their contact information it
doesn 't mean that they have to participate. It just means that I'll call
them and ask them if they would like to participate. Also, anyone may
withdraw from this project at any time without penalty.
Name:
Phone number:
Name:
Phone number:
Thank you again for your interest.
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Early Math Concepts (EM C)- Training
May 200 1
Wit at is tlte EMC?
Tests early math ability
Materials in each kit
./
Test guide
./
Teacher's guide
./
Administration Dialogue
./
pupil booklets
./
8 cubes
./
8 penni es
./
pencil
./
stickers for rewards
./
clean-ups

How do I give tlte EMC?
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
0
Assess 38 children (20 in Hyrum, UT and 18 in Weston, !D). Twenty
percent of the assessments will be observed by the trainer.
0
Score each assessment.
0
Record raw score on the back of the pupil booklet.
0
Return all pupil booklets in an envelop to Monica Blanch.
THE ASSESSMENT
0
Seat the child in a quiet room or quiet area away from distractions.
0
Complete the back of the pupi l booklet.
0
Tell the child: "I am going to do some fun activities with you today.
You do not have to know everything; you just have to do your best, and
it is okay if you tell me that you don't know the answer. I can repeat
any of the questions, but I cannot give hints."
0
Follow the Administration Dialogue as closely as possible.
0
Do not tell them whether they got the question right or wrong.
0
The child can write or you can write for them under their direction on
items 34-36, 39-55. Do not lead the child.
0
Record the child's first answer, even if the answer doesn't make sense,
unless the child corrects himself.
0
Clean all items after assessment.
SCORING
0
Use the marking key on page 29 of the teacher's guide to score items.
0
Record the raw score on the back of the pupil's booklet.
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Administration Dialogue
Pupil's Jlooklet page 3
I.

Cou nt out loud as rar as you can, sta r·ting from
one.

2.

Choose a number that precedes the child's correct
answer to question I by two or three: for example, if
the child correctly reached 12 in question !then
choose the number 9 or I 0. Tell the child your
chosen number ..

Record in the bfuc
reclangle the highest
number that I he child
reaches correctly in
sequence.

Record your chosen
number in the blue
rectangle where it st~~·s,
'My teacher told me this
number.'

I'm thinkin g oft he numbea· _ _ (see above).

\Vh:lt number co mes before _ _ _ (sec above)?

Uecord the child's am1-..·n
in .'he b/u(! rectangle.

\Vh al number comes afle r _ _ (sec above)?

Record the child's 1.111.\lW!r.

Pupil'.'! /Jooklct page 4, 5

Show the chil d the butte rflies. What ao·e these?
Right, they arc butterflies. How many big
butterflies are there?

5.

R ecord the child's answer
in the blue reclang lc.

How rn:my sm:11l bu lternies nrc there?

Record !he child's an,wer
in the h/ue rectang le.

How ma ny big and sma ll butternics are there
altoget her?

l?ec.:ord lhe child 's mmver
in the h/ue rttcwng!e.

Pupil's Bookie/ page 6

8.

How many stars are there in the box:?

Write the child's anw.~er in the rectangle.

How many stars arc there in the box:?

Write the child's GII.\1C 'er in/he rectangle.

,-'
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Pupil 1s .Hooklet page 7

9.

What number is this?

Tick. the number lf cnrrect.

10.

What number is tbis?

Tick the 1111111ber if correct.

II

Whnt n umber is this?

'li'ck Ihe numher (( t:onw.:t.

12.

\\'hat umnbt r is this?

Tick the mJmher if L'orr ecl

Pupil's Booklet pllge 8
13

\Vhat is the name of this shape?

Write Ihe child's an~wer under the shcq,e.

14

What is the name of this shape?

Write the child's (J/1.\Wer under the shape.

15.

Whnt is the na me of this shape?

Write the child's answer under Jhe

shape~.

l'llfJi/ 's /look let page 9, Ill, II
16

Point to a tri:1ngle.

17.

Point to a circle.

Mark on the shape thai/he child poims 10.

A4ark on the shape thm the child points to.
Mark on the shape that the child points to

18.

Point to a sq u3re.

Pupil'.• Jlook/et page 12
You will need 8 cubes

19.

20

Give the child 5 cubes. Will you build me a tower
with these cubes? How many cubes a re there in
the tower?

Give the child 3 more cubes. f-low many cubes
\t·ould be in your tower if you added these in
yo ur tower?

Record the child\ answer
in lhe him: rectangle.

Record the child 's ansvter
in rhe blue rectangle.
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Pupil'• Booklet page 13

¥ ou will need 8 pennies. Show the collection
these are pennies
21 .

22

23

or coins to the c~ild .

What are these? Right,

there?

Record lhe child's answer
in the hlue rectangle.

How many pennies will you have left if you
have 8 pennie.s and spend 2 of them?

in the blne

Give rhe child 8 pennies. If ow many pennies are

Remove 2 pennies so that the child now has a total
o f 6. How many pennies do you have ldt if you
have 6 p~nnics and spend 3 of them?

Record Jhe child :., ( 111.\WU
n~ctnnJ:fc .

Record Jhe child:\· am·wer
in the hlu~ recumglc.

Pupi1 1s Booklet p11ge 14
24.

25.

Point to the first box. Point to the numbe•· tight
in this box ~

Circle /he numher /he child
points to.

),oint to the number six

Circle the numher the child
points to.

Point to the second

ho~.

in this box.
26.

27.

seven in this box.

Circle !he mtmhar the child
poinlsto.

Point 10 the fourth box. lloiut to rh e number
nine in I his box.

poims to

Point to the third box. Point to the number

C ircle the number Ihe child
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Pupil'.< /look let page 15
28.

Point to the lligger of the two numbers.

( .'ircle the uumher the
child pui!lls to.

29.

floint to the bigger of the two IH unbtrs.
1

Circle the mllnh£'r the·

l'oint to the bigger of the two numbers.

C"irc/e thl! nrmtbcr the

30.

child puiflfs 10.

child points to.
31.

Point to the bigger or the two numbers.

Pupil's /looklet page/6, 17

32.

Point to the biggest number.

33 .

Point to the biggest number.

Circle the number the
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Pupil's JJooklcl page 18
The~e

nrc snails. I'm going to show you what we are going to do next then I want you
to try doing the same thing. Point to the fi rst ring. llow many snails are in this rin g'!
Right, there are two snails. Can you find the number two on the side of the page?
Draw a line between the two snails and the number two. Good job. (Jfthe child doesn' t
want to draw, then you may draw the line for him.)

Let's try a•wther one. Point to the second ring How many snnils are in this rin g? Right ,
there arc four. Can yo n find the number four on the side of th e page? Draw a line
between th e four .!innils aud the number fo ur. Great. Now you try il by yourself.
34.

Point to the next ring. llow m:wy snails a •·e iu
this ring? Do not confirm the answer. Draw a line
between the snails in t his ring and the correct
number at the side of the page.

Child record>.

35 .

Point to the oe>..1 ring. How many snails a1·c in
th is ring? Do not confim1 the answer. Draw a line
between the snails in th is ring and the correct
num ber at th e side of th e page.

Child record1·.

36.

Point to the ne>..1 ring. How many snails are in
this r iug? Do not continn th e answer. Draw a line
between the snnils in this rin g and the correct
number at th e sid e of th e page.

Child records.

Pupil's Boi!klet page 19, 211
37.

Point to the box that has four stars.

Draw an "x ,. in the
chosen box.

38 .

Point to the box that has eight stars.

Draw an ~·x ·· iu the
chosen hox.
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Pupil's /Jooklet page 21 , 22
39.

40 .

Thc."ic two boxe-s con tain buttons. Show me
which box has more buttons in it. (Child may
write the checkmark if she desires.)
How many more buttons are in this box (point to

the box that has the most number buttons) than this
box (point to the box that has the least number of
buttons)?

4L

42

43 .

These two boxes contain stars. Show me which
box has more stars in it. (Child may write the
cbeclunark if she desires.)

Record the child 's an~wer
in the blue rectangle.

Put a chcckmark in rhe
cho:~en box.

How many more star-s are in this box (point to the

Record the child 's an.\wer

bo x that has the most number stars) than this box
(point to the box that has the least number of stars)?

in !he blue rectangle.

These two boxes co ntain n owers. Show me

!'uta checkmurk in till!
cho51!11 box

which box has more flowers in it. (Child may
write the checkmark if she desires.)
44 .

Pula checkmark in the
chosen box.

How many more Oowcrs arc in this box (point to

the box that has the most number flowers) than this
box (point to the box that has the least number of
flowers)?

Uecord the child 's annrer
in lhe blue rectan;;Je.

Pupil's Booklet page 23
(U'the child does not wish to write, invite the child to point to the box with the most items.)

45 .

These three boxes contain buttons. Put a chcckmark
by the box thn t has the most buttons in it.

Child record,.

46.

These tl1rcc boxes contain stars. Put a checkmark by
the box that has the most stars in it.

Child record\·.

47.

These three boxes contain flowers. Put a chcckmark by
the box that ha S the most flowers in iL

Child recvnl.\·
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Pupil's /Jooklet p11ge 14, 25
•• lfthe child does not wish to draw, draw one button at a time in the box and say, "Do you
want me to draw another button?" Stop when the child instructs you to stop.

48

This box contain ten bu ttons. Please draw five
buttons in each or the two smaller boxes.

Child or Jeacher records.

49.

This box conlains nine buttons. Plc•lSc draw
three buUons iu thi.s box :111d six buttons in the

Child or /l!aclwr record\·.

other box.

Pupil's /Jook/et page 26, 27, 28, 29
"'*If the child doesn' t want to draw say, "Point to what you want me to draw and where you
want me to draw it. and l will draw for you."
** Ifthe child 's shapes are unclear, ask the child what the shape is or ask her to point to the
shape she is drawing. l\.1.akc a mark in the box if the pattern has the correct shapes in the
correct order.
50.
Look at this p~1tten•. Can you copy this pattern here?
Child record".
Point to the space in the box undemeath the exist ing pattern.

51

IA>ok at this J>aUcrn. Will you continue the pattern to the

Child record\·.

end of the box?
52 .

Look at this pattern. Can you co1>Y this pattern here?
Point ro the space in the box underneath the existing pattem .

53 .

Look at this pattern. \Viii you con tinue the pattern to the
end of the box?

Child records.

Pupil's IJoohlet page .10, 3/

54.

This is a picture of a wot'm. Will you draw a worm that
is longer than this worn• '! There is space underneath the
worm in the box to do so.

Child recortls.

55.

This is a picture or a worm. Will you dt·aw a Worm that
is shorter than this wonn? There is space underneath the
worm in the box to do so.

Child recm·d.,·.
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Appendix G. Meeting Reminders

<r)

0

Just a reminder ...
Jl•st a reminder .

C'nme to the 2nd mc:etiug of ...~

~

Welcome Home
A

r~scnrclt

Come to the h1sl meeting of fr-ty.

Welcome Home

proJ:ramfnr paunu t~fpreschoo / aged children !

~

A research pru.gram for parents ofpresc/wol uged children!

ll!!!ti Friday, Februa1y 2, 1001
Time: 1:00 to 2:00pm
Place: Hyrum Civic Center
P!eue remember to bring

)'OUT

i*. :~

Pk;~s~ r~member to bring >'OUr ~:Qn!pkted audio l~pes ~nd
muth logs to the meetin~. We wi\Ibe ho!din~:. 3 ro:m~ for
GR.t:AT prizes based on th~ number of ma th logs we have received b<::forc Apt.
5, SCI m~ke sure ~·ou ~rc up 10 date! Also, we will hl\'C: 3 couple ,·oluntccn
:&\'ailablc to watch your childn;n if you are unable to find 3 babysiuct. lf)'(l\1
hav1: an y qucs tivns. c~ll Monic3 ~~ 7St7-3925. We hnpe to se~ \'Oil 31! thcrt fnr
the .m td:a!Onafmeeting!

\
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'l.u~suons.

call Monica at 797-JI.ilS .
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Friday, Apri/6. JOOJ

Time: I:UOlO 2:00pm
Place: H,l-Tilm Civic C'fJ!Ier

1:~;~/
..-:i. '/ ''

comp)<:ted audio tapes :wd

mJth logs t~ the mectins. We will be holdin~ a r.tffle for
li
GRL\T JlrLZts hued on the numix:r ofmalh log.s we l~vc
1
8[_1_'$: recc i\Cd ~for..: FctJ. 2. w make sure you are 'J;> to date! ."1.\so,
.f ' '}1 :\·e w:ll hav.: a cou
. pie Yoluntcus an•il2bl. e to "':alch your
"l:::..: /. duldrcn 1fyou Jft unable to [lllda babysincr. lfypu h.n\'C any
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~1~:..

l;cl~~>

Ju r f

(I

i i!mlt•dcr about our II C.xt meetiug •..

Welcome Home
A pro~rom for pureut.f t.l.: their prc.w:IIIJofen,·

! ~~:·~:

:~~

~~~j

~@1;1

Date : \\'ed., May 2, 2001

Place: \\1estou L.D.S. Church
Time: 3:30- 4:30pm
•• C hild Cii i 'C will once a;,::tin be pr ovided for parents
who u c: unable to find sqmeone to watch the ir children
during the me etings
·~we will al.'lo be hntding a.uo th cr rafnc for great
prl:u:sbas!=d on the number o f p ~yc hosoci.:~llogs t ha ve

rcceivet! by Tuesday,

~hy

I. 2001

... If you have ~ny question:., c:.ll Monica Dlaneh 31 797~925 or c - m~il her at mjblanch@Jwuuail.com
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SAMPLE TESTING SCH EDULE
Time

EMC- 1

EMC- 2

Bracken

9:00-9:20

A

B

c

9:20-9:40

A

B

D

9:40- 10:00

c
c

D

A

10:00-10:20

D

B

10:20- 10:40

E

F

G

10:40- 11:00

E

f •

H

11 :00- 11:20

G

H

E

H

F

11 :20 - II :40

G

11:40-12:00

J

12:00- 12:20

J

I

(K)

12:20-12:46

(K)

I

J

12:40- 1:00

(K )

A

9:00- 10:00

8

9:00- 10:20

c

9:00 - 10:20

D

9:20- 10:20

E

10:20-11 :20

F

10:20- 11:40

G

10:20- 11 :40

H

I 0:40 - II :40

I

II :40- 12:40

J

II :40- 12:40

(K)

12:00-1 :00

I

.

-
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Date:_ _ __

Subject #_ _ __

Parent Questionnaire
Family Backgrou11d
I.

Person completing thi s questionnaire:

0 Stepmother
0 Other Relative

0 Mother
0 Stepfather
2.

0 Father
0 Guardian

What is your marital status?

3.

0 single - never married

0 common-law

Owidowed

0 married

0 divorced/
separated
0 remarried

Please list all the members of your household, their age, and their current
occupation.

Age

Current Occupation

Hours/week at job

Mother
Father/Step/Partner
P lease list ill! children in your family (foster, step, adopted, etc.). P lace a star by
the child in this study. This would include a ll children ages 4- 5 not attending
ki ndergarten.

4.

Child#

Sex

1

5.

Birtbdate

Child#

Sex

Birth date

5

2

6

3

7

4

8
Please check the highest education level that the child'sfatlter has comp leted.

0 1-8th grade

0 vocational or some college

0 graduate or

0 9-11 grade

0 high school graduate or GED

0 college/university

professional school
graduate

Ill
Date:

6.

7.

0 1-8th grade

0 vocational or some college

0 9-11 grade

0 hi gh school graduate or GED

0 graduate or
professional school
0 college/university
graduate

Please check yearly family income:
0 less than $4,999
0 $5,000-$9,999

6.

Subject#_ _ __

Please check the highest education level that the child's mother has completed.

0$10,000-$14,999
0$15,000-$29,999

0 $30,000-$44,999
0 $45,000-$59,999

0 $60,000+

Which best describes the ethnic background of your child?
0 Asian, Pacific
Islander

0 White/Anglo

0 African American/Black

0 Latino/Hispanic

0 American Indian, Alaskan Native 0 Other _ _ _ __

Parental Attitudes
For the following questions, the term "child" refers to your Pre-K child. Please use a
scale of 1 to 5 where 1 = strongly agree; 2= agree; 3=undecided; 4=disagree;
S=strongly disagree

My Attitudes
When I was in school, I was at ease in math classes.

2

3

4

When I was in school, I was at ease in reading/literature
classes.

2

3

4

Mathematics usually makes me feel uncomfortable and
nervous.

2

3

4

Reading usually makes me feel uncomfortable and
nervous.

2

3

4

Mathematics makes me feel uncomfortable, restless,
irritable, and impatient.

2

3

4

11 2
Date:_ _ _ _ .Subj ect #_ _ __

Parental Attitudes cont.--For the following questions, the term "child" refers to your
Pre-K child. Please use a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 =strongly agree; 2= agree;
3=undecided; 4=disagree; S=strongly disagree
R eading makes me feel uncom fortable, restless, irritable, and
impatient.

2

4

I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying math problems.

2

4

I get a sinking feeling when I think of reading.

2

Mathematics makes me feel uneasy and confused .

2

Reading makes me feel uneasy and confused.

2

3

4

4
3

4

Mv Attitudes about Child 's Abilities
I think that mathematics tasks (i.e. counti ng, recogni zing
numbers and shapes, measuring) are some o f the most
important tasks with which my child shou ld be familiar to be
prepared for school.

2

I think that pre-reading tasks (i.e. knowing the names and
sounds ofletters) are some of the most important tasks with
which my child should be familiar to be prepared for school.

2

3

4

I have strongly encouraged my chi ld to do well in early
mathematics tasks (i .e. counting, recognizing numbers and
shapes, measuring) to prepare for school.

2

3

4

I have strongly encouraged my child to do well in pre-reading
tasks (i.e. knowing the names and sounds ofletters) to prepare
for school.

2

4

I have always been interested in my child's progress in
mathematics tasks (i .e. counting, recognizing numbers and
shapes, measuring) in preparing for school.

2

4

I have always been interested in my child 's progress in prereading tasks (i.e. knowing the names and sounds of letters) in
preparing for school.

2

4

4

5
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Date: _ _ _ _ _ Subject #_ _ __

Parental Allitudes cont.--For the f ollowing questions. the term "child " refers to your
Pre-K child. Please use a scale of I to 5 where l = strongly agree; 2= agree;
3=undecided; 4=disagree; S=strongly disagree
I think my child is the kind of person who could do well in
mathematics tasks (i.e. counting, recogni zing numbers and
shapes, measuring) once he/she starts Kindergarten.

2

4

I think my child is the kind of person who could do well in prereading tasks (i.e. knowing the names and sounds of letters)
once he/she starts Kindergarten.

2

4

As long as my child passes math when he/she starts school, I
don't care how my child does in math.

2

As long as my child passes reading when he/she starts school, I
don't care how my child does in reading.

2

4

I think my child needs to know just a minimum amount of
math tasks (i.e. counti ng, recognizing numbers and shapes,
measuring) to be prepared for school.

2

4

I think my child needs to know just a minimum amount of prereading tasks (i .e. knowing the names and sounds of letters) to
be prepared for school.

2

3

4

I have shown no interest in whether my child can complete
mathematics tasks (i.e., counting, recognizing numbers and
shapes, measuring) before he/she starts school.

2

3

4

I have shown no interest in whether my child can complete prereading tasks (i.e. knowing the names and sounds of letters)
before he/she starts school.

2

3

4

3

5

4

5
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February 22, 200 I
Dear Parent,
Recently, you accepted an invitation to participate in my research study, entitled,
"Welcome Home," for mothers of preschool aged children born in 1996. I am very
excited to be working with you! Enclosed you will find a parent questionnaire and two
informed consent forms which will tell you more about the study I am conducting.
Please complete the parent questionnaire and sign one of the informed consent forms and
return them in the enclosed envelop within the next week. The other copy of the
informed consent form is for your records; you may keep it.
I will be contacting you within the next two weeks to let you know when the meetings
will begin. I will also notify you at that time where the meetings will be held. I have
already started completing the game-like assessments at some of the local preschools.
Right now, I am working to locate twenty mothers of preschool aged children in your
area who are willing to participate in this study. If you have any suggestions for possible
participants or if you have any questions, please contact me via phone at (435) 797-3925
or via e-mail at mjblanch@hotmail.com.
Thank you so much for your willingness to help! This work is important!
Sincerely,
Monica Blanch
Graduate Student in Family & Human Development
Utah State University
Enclosures/3/
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Memo
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

<Parent Participant's name>
Monica Blanch, FHD Graduate Student, Welcome Home research project
April 27, 2001
Wrapping Up

The time has arrived for wrapping up the Welcome Home research project. Your help
and support is greatly appreciated. I have finally found and trained new assessors, so the
final assessment phase is ready to begin. I will be contacting you within the next week
to set up assessment times. I hope you will be patient as I attempt to coordinate
schedules.
Attached, you will find two forms you will need to complete and return in the enclosed
envelope within the next week. The first form is a final attitudes questionnaire. Beside
your name on this form , please indicate whether your Pre-K child is currently enrolled in
preschool (or has been during the study). The second form, an evaluation form, is for my
benefit only. Please do 11ot put your 11ame 011 the eva/uatio11 form. Beside your name,
write the number of meetings you attended. Complete the evaluation form as honestly as
possible so that I will know how this project could be improved.
Thanks again for all your help! I have learned so much. I will be contacting you within
a month after the testing is comp leted with the results of the assessments.
Sincerely,
Monica J. Blanch
Dept. of Family & Human Development

usu
Logan, UT 84322-2905
(435) 797-3925
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Math Activity Log
Date:
Subject#_ _ _ _ __

Start Time of Session: _ _ _ _ __
Finish Time of Session:_ _ _ __

Please complete one form after each activity session. It is best to complete the form
immediately after the session. Remember, the term "math" refers to numbers,
quantity, patterns, sequences, shapes, matching, and measurement.
I.

What type of materials did you work with in this session? (i.e. paper, books,
blocks)

2.

Please describe the math activity you did today.

3.

What math symbols and/or vocabulary did you use in this session?

4.

Which
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

type of math skills did you practice? (Check all that apply.)
Reciting the names of the numbers in order from memory
Attaching each number name in order to a series of objects in group
Sorting
Compari ng
Identifying and/or reproduci ng shapes
Telling time
Recognizing symbols
One-to-one corresponding
Measuring
Sequencing/ Ordering
Using money
Other _ _ _ _ _ __
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Psychosocial Activity Log
Date:
Subject#_ _ _ _ __

Start Time of Session: _ _ _ _ __
Finish Time of Session: _ _ _ __

Please complete one form after each activity session. It is best to complete the form
immediately after the session. Remember, the term ''psychosocial" refers to
supporting positive self-esteem; safety and security for young children; choices, rules,
and limits; parents as mediators; and parents and children doing things together.
I.

What type of materials did you work with in this session? (i.e. paper, books,
blocks)

2.

Please describe the psychosocial activity you did today.

3.

What psychosocial terminology did you use in this session?

4.

Which type of psychosocial deve lopment skills did you practice? (Check all that
apply.)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Supporting positive self-esteem
Safety and security for young children
Choices, rules, and limits
Parents as mediators
Parents and children doing things together
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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@

Math Times

The Parent-Preschooler Connection

June 16, 2000

Welcome!
On June 14, 2000, parents of local preschoolers
met with Monica Blanch, a graduate student from

Utah State University in Family and Human
Development. Parents learned about their role as
math teachers. Parents can be:
coordinators by staying in contact with
preschool teachers,

role models by doing math activities in
front of children, talking positively about
math, and showing children why math is
important, and
directors as they play with their children
and direct the activity towards math
concepts.
Parents will practice these roles in weekly parentpreschooler activities. Parents made math symbol

sponges to use for one math activity.

Great Math Snacks!
Snack time is an ideal time for parents to teac h
their children math . Sandwiches can be cut into ci rcles,
squares, rectangles, and/or triangles by parent or child .
Crackers can be bought in a variety of shapes. Banan as,
carrots or apples can be cut into fractions to introduce
fraction vocabulary. Remember to use all the great
math vocabulary (i.e. circle, square, hal ves) when you
have snack lime! •

Fun Math
Activity:
MEASURING!
Measuring for preschoo lers means using size
comparison words: big (-ger, -est), small (-er, -est), tall
(-er, -est), wide (-r, -st) for example. Parents can keep
a record of the heig ht and wight on their child on a
poster on the wall, so the numbers can be checked any
time. These measurements can then be used to compare
the child's size to friends, adults, teachers, or si blings.
Children can also measure things in the house
informally using paper clips, toothpicks, hands, feet, or
dental floss.•

Parents' Corner

,

I send my c.hi/d. to preschool to get
educated. Why do I need to take the
time to work wllh h1mlher?

Parents are children's most important
teachers . Parents create a foundation on which
teachers at school can build. Parents can teac h
children things that are a little hard for them, so
when children learn tl1e concept in school, they
will be more prepared to learn. Parents will know
they are teaching at the right level when their child
is enthusiastic, curious, and actively involved.

In this issue ...
Great Math Snacks!
Fun Math Activity : Meas uring ....

Children's Books on Math
Bourgeois, P., & Clark, B. (1987) . Big Sarah's
little boots. New York: Scholastic.
Brenner. B. (1966). Mr. Tall and Mr. Smo/1.
Menlo Park, CA: Addison-Wesley.

Parents' Comer ......... . . .. . .
*(These ideas were taken fr om Charleswort h and

Chi ldren's Books on Math ..... . .

Lind, 1999).

Appendix 0 . Sample Assessment Letter to Parents
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August 15, 2001
RE: Assessment Results
FIELD(FNAME) FIELD(LNAME)
FIELD(ADDR)
FlELD(CITY), FIELD(STATE) FIELD(ZIP)
Dear Ms. FIELD(LNAME),
Thank you for your willingness to help further research in child development and parentchild interactions. I have learned so much! This letter is to inform you of the results of
the two assessments your 4 or 5 year-old child completed at the beginning and at the end
of the study.
First, your child completed six sub-tests of the Bracken Basic Concept Scale-Revised.
The purpose of this assessment was to measure your child's academic school readiness.
These sub-tests addressed some key areas in determining academic school readiness
including colors, letters, numbers and counting, sizes, comparisons, and shapes.
Total Score for the Bracken
Basic Concept Scale- Revised

Pretest

Post test

Total Raw Score

# I 88

#I 88

Percentile Rank*

#%

#%

Knowledge Level

0

0

Concept Age
Equivalent**

0

0

.

llus score means that out of I 00 children your chtld s age, your child scored above thts percentage of
them.
** This score shows the age at which your child's score would be considered an average level of

perfonnance.

When broken down by sub-test, the scores of the Bracken assessment were as follows
(your child's score/ total score possible):
Sub-test Scores for the Bracken Basic Concept Scale-- Revised
(School Readiness Sub-test)

I

Pretest Score

I

Post test Score

126
Sub-test Scores for the Bracken Basic Concept Scale-- Revised
(School Readiness Sub-test)

Colors

#I II

#I II

Letters

#116

#/16

Numbers/Counting

#I 19

#I 19

Sizes

#I 12

#I 12

Comparisons

#110

#I 10

Shapes

#I 20

#I 20

Next, your child completed an Early Mathematics Concepts assessment. Eight basic
concepts were evaluated through this measure: number terms, counting, combining sets,
partitioning sets, comparison, pattern, measurement, and shape and space. This test has
been standardized in Great Britain, so all scores reflect your child's scores in comparison
with children's scores in Great Britain.
Total Score for the Early
Mathematics Concepts
Assessment

Total Score

Pretest

Post test

#I 67

# I 67

Percentile Rank*

* Thts score means that out of I00 cluldren your chtld s age, your chtld scored above thts percentage of
them.

When broken down by skill, the scores of the Early Mathematics Concepts assessment
were as follows (your child's score/ total score possible):
Skill Breakdown Scores:
Early Mathematics Concepts Assessment

Pretest Score

Post test Score

Number Terms

#115

#115

Counting

#I 15

#115

Combining Sets

#I I

#I l
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Skill Breakdown Scores:
Early Mathematics Concepts Assessment

Pretest Score

Post test Score

Partitioning Sets

#14

#14

Comparison

#!15

#I 15

Pattern

# I 12

# I 12

Measurement

#12

#12

Shape and Space

# 16

# 16

The individual breakdown of the Early Mathematics Concepts score shows that your
child presently has strengths in * and weaknesses in *. I encourage you to explore some
ways to strengthen your child's weak skill areas. For example, ...
If you have any more questions about these results or would like to see the score sheets
for yourself, please contact Monica Blanch at 797-1552. Also, due to cost, if you want
the audio tapes from your activity sessions returned to you, please contact Monica by
September 15th or the tapes will be destroyed. Thank you again for letting us come into
your home and/or bringing your child to the testing site. We really appreciate your
willingness to work with us.
Sincerely,

Monica Blanch
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Math Terms
Math is number and number concepts, patlerns and relations, shapes and space, and measurement

Lesson 1: Numbers and Number Concepts
One-to-one correspondence: is "The most fundamental component of the concept of number. It is the
understanding that one group has the same number of things as another. For example, each child has a
cookie, each foot has a shoe, each person wears a hat" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 92).
Rote Counting: is" .. reciting the names of the numerals in order from memory" (Charles worth & Lind,
1999, p. 105).
Arranging and rearranging groups· Some groups can be discerned without counting (0- 4 objects).
Therefore, to teach children to arrange and rearrange groups, parents must begin with 0 - 4 item group
experiences.
Comparing quantities: is "... finding a relationship between two things or groups of things on the basis of
some specific characteristic or attribute" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 128), for example, you cou ld
say, "I have more cookies than you have." In number, use words like more, less, or fewer in basic
comparisons.
Rational Counting: is " ... matching each numeral name in order to an object in a group. It builds on
children's understanding of,one-to-one correspondence" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. I 05).

Lesson 2: Patterns and Relations
Compa"ring was discussed in last class. It is defined as 11 fmding a relationship between two things or
groups of things on the basis of some specific characteristic or attribute" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p.
128).
"Ordering is a higher level of comparing. Ordering involves comparing more than two things or more
than two sets. It also invo lves placing things in a sequence from first to last" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999,
p. 190). One-to-o ne correspondence is an early form of ordering, i.e., mathcing pattern (Charlesworth &
Lind, 1999, p. 191). The next step in ordering is placing things in o rder based on leng th , width, he ight,
and size of the objects.
Seriation is another term or ordering.
:.Patternmg involves making or discovering auditory, visual, and motor regularities (Charlesworth & Lind,
1999, p. 190). Example: hand clapping (auditory); colored macaroni necklace (visual); Head, Shoulder,
Knees and Toes (motor)

Lesson 2: Measurement
"Measurement involves assigning a number to things so they can be compared on the same attributes"
(Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 204).

Lesson 3: Shapes
The basic geometric shapes are: circle, triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus, and ellipse (Charlesworth &
Lind, 1999, p . 139).

Lesson 3: Soace
Twc concepts are related to SPACE.
I. Rel ationships in space (position, direction, and distance of objects) and
2. Use of space (organization and pattern, and construction)

Appendix Q. Activity Guidelines
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Activity Guidelines

I. Please hold three, ten-minute activity sessions per week with your child.
2. Tape record all of these activity session.
3. To maintain confidentiality, avoid using full names or any identifying information
during the sessions.
4. Complete an activity log (see attached) at the end of each activity session.
5. Send the activity logs to Monica Blanch in the provided envelopes when the logs are
completed.
6. Make sure to emphasize (math terms and symbols or psychosocial words) during
these sessions.
7. HaveFUN!

Appendix R. Math Newsletters
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Math Times
W elcotne Mothers!
Keep Smiling!
n January 5, 2001. parents
of the Hyrum Chapter of
Welcome Home met with
Monica Rlanch, a graduate
udcnt from Urah State University in J ~amily and

O

Dear Gabby

st

Human De velopment. MoUwrs were rcminde<lthnt
for this proj~ct they will be c~pcctcd to:
conduct and tape record three ten minute
math sc..c;sions per week wi th iheir preschool
child,
compltfle one math log a.t the end of each
session,
s"end in ill ~he math log~ e.acb week to
Monica Blanch,
returu completed audio tapes to Monica
Bl anch at the monthly mothers' meeti ngs,

and
atte11d iill monthly mothc:rs meetings until

I

Parents arc children's l'ni"~Siunponant
tc-achcrs. Pan:nts cn:a rc n fo undation on whi c.:h
teachers llt sc hool can build. Paren ts can te-nch
children things that arc a little hard, so wlu.:n child ren
learn these concepts in .school.
Lhey will be more familiar wit h
the concepts an~ prepared .to
• ~ .
,.
learn. Parents will k~ow they
..
. .
1 ·
are teachi.ng a.t th_c rightlc.vel_
when the1r ch1ld ts enthuSI<l Sbc,
curious~ and actively involved.
~

H
I.

Mo thers also leamed about their important
role in shaping thcir chi.ldrcn 's att itud es about
math. Some of the mothers at the meeting suggested

helpins their ch.ildrcn with schoolwork as one way to
cncourng_c: po~itive math attitudes.:S uppolting math
activities in the home ~nd encouraging-exploration
were also. mentioned . Even if mothers. struggled wi th
muth in scHool ~ they cah belp their children by
smiling and encouraging their chifdren to succeed in
math related act ivities!

ii1

Soaking it in .. Using your Math
Sponges

April2001.

If you ha \'C' any questi ons re.garding any of these
expe<:tat1ons or did not rece ive your m:t lerials. p lease
con tu ct Ma ruca Blanch at 797-3925.

send "!Y child to preschoof 10 get educated.

Why do !need Jo wke Ihe time {() work with
himi/Je.r?

3.
4.

5.

ere arc some great ideas for uses of your
math sponges! Try:

T iming your chi ld to sec how fao;;t hc/sh(· 'an
put the numbers In nr'Ckr.
llandmg the chi ld a nunH.'ra l and askm g iht:m
to find that many obji.'Cts somewhere in !he
house,

Using O)e sponges as stamps and allowing
tbc chi ld to dra."; tha.t number of objccls
beside the numera l,
Handing t.he child a numera l and as king them
to find that numeral on licence pla tes whi k
you drivt: or take a walk, or
U~ing the sponges to clean. (A sk the ch ild to
wipe off the same number objects as the
numcra·l they pull out of the: cleaning buckeL
TI1is activity might a lso be fun to clean do in
the bathtuh as they wash.)
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2 Welcome Home: The Parent-Preschooler Connection

Gleefully Grouping

Bigger or Smaller?
hink of a number between 1 and 10 (or
higher if your thild knows more numbers).
Ask your child to guess tJ1c number you
arc thinking of. Give him/her clues by'
answering "bigger" or "smaller." When your ehild is

T

nH>TC' confid::m, have: him/her choose :1 number. and

you gllcss! CL1kcn from the U.S. Dep;;1nmcnt of
Ed:tcation, 2000) .

The Final Countdown

.#

sc li.1c timer ~n th~~ ove.·n o r microwav~ to
ha ve your chtld count dnwn the seconds
until dinn{'r is cooked
.
Children also enjoy counting down to
spec1al days like their birthday. Ust: a ca lender to
c_~un t down the wcc::ks then days until a BIG d:t.y.

U

( 1 akcn from the U.S. Department of Education
2000).
'

ousekeeping prov"i dt~ s m; cxt.:clknt
opportunity for c hil dren to experiment
with arranging nnd rcarntnging groups.
Olildren can sort dishes, l:wndry,
grocenes, their toy box, or even that JUnk dr:J\I.' c..~r you
han: htddcn m the kitch~tn. Ask them to son till'
objects by one attribuh.: <Jnd resort bv another
attribute. Ask them whtch group ha~~ the ;nt)st iu.:m~

H

:md how many more t!c..•ms nrc m one group th:.w
anotht:r group. A sk them

W

hen you buy your child

tl

bag of candy

or rai :;ins, ask bim1lll:r w gucs:; how

many pieces uc in the bag. Dump
them onto a pi1Jh!f towl'i and count to
se~.· if there ;uc mort· than, less th:m. nr the s:lmc. as
lht :1mount your child guessed . If po ~.s tblc , sort the
~.·andy

by co lor or s h ap~. Don ' t forgl:t tn count the
hc..' 'shc c:us !hem ... Kc-.~r tr<!ck of how
many a child ha s eaten .:md hnw m :ln v arc left to e;Jt .
~~ ~ ~~-c arc~ raisim; . When yuu c::u J. ·yo11 h;lw t, 2,
·'· ..:l h.· ft. 1:411 another t. So y··•l: nO\\ at:: :!. . lim"
many arc lc l1'!'"' (Taken from the U.S. Ocp:mmcnt
o f E~luca(io n , Enrl y Childhoo<l: Where Leaming
pt('~' <.'s as

Lk!!m~

Mathcmat;cs, 2000, p. 27.)

How many?

M

a,lh is

on~n

asso...:inlcd with answering

sta!rs, eggs, windows. chairs. birds. /\!\"'\THING!

.

T

ry ll';i ng :mmc of these words a;> yuu do
your ;tc!ivitics ~o J~c.:.Jp yo_ur children
become more tan11!Jar \Vl\ h math
vocabulary : th:.norr....,~............~ "'~ ""l ,..... ,
COUll/
group

one more thau

next mw1bt:t

nUJI'£'

less
large
few,fi·lw.:r.fe;n:sr

big
lit!le
goC'J with

:mwl!
lefl(H -.·r
b~do11g

with

Children's Books o n Numbers

A

ker.

Su z<:~nnc.

\Vh:u

Ctlrn~C <:

tn 2s ..1. ~ ,,

4!>'! Simon & Shus ter
r\nnu.l\t;l.sum:l sa. A :lllll ·s { ·m.:~H tn t!
llil!!& Tho:na!oo Y. Crow~.:· II
-Bani!. Molly . ill.t,_Ninc i:.Jlili.L Gr~Cr.:O\\ ' i l kl\\
B ook. s.

Carter, I l. A. How manv bLms tn a hox'! S 1m,m

Schust-.·r
Elkin. B . S1 .x Fno!ts h Flshcrn1tn . S:.:hub:-.; h:.
Frith, M . I' ll Tc.::H:h M v Om.: lfJO Wnrdo; .

Random llou:c:c.

lnl' qu<.·st ton , "I low many'.'" Although
coun!mg is onl y ont p:1rl of math ,
children b.:nclit from learning to count
up ;md do\\'n . Children need help fwm parents to
count wi thoot skipping numbers or counting
SOI~lL'lhing twice. Try counting lclcphonc poles,

\!JIJI ob 1c..:t s

Number and Number Concept
Words

how 111111/Y

Math Snacks!

hll\\' lll3ll)

tht:.·y ha\'C w!wn IlK' grnup~ :-~r-.· -.·omhm,.:d

Pomernmz. C. Om· Duck
Anothc[_Q~J.s.., Gr~enwillow .

Ta furt, Nancy. \\'!10'~
Counti1!.&, \Villi:1m Morrow & Co
..Find more l•noks (II ymw /oral
librruy!

~\:
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~ Math

Times

Mom Power!
Your child's best teacher: YOU!
n fchruary2 , 200 1, p:'lrcnts ofth~ Hyrum
Chapter of Welcome Home met with Monica
Olanch, a graduate student from Utah State
University in Family and Human Developmcnl.
Mot hen; discussed w.:tys td be good te:~cho:rs for lhcir child~n .

O

·nh!)'<."an:

/, Take ctdl'fmtagt: of/t•(lming oppommitic.~ tltat lr ffJifJ efl
mlluml(l·.
1. Encourage rludr child to n.d- qucJtious that require

mor.:

t/11111

!i. .')'holl" r .:xpt.:ct/or lh('ir child·.\' tltillli.illg muf poi/It of

6. Rt-pMI acfi~·irles thl!ir child IJtJJ dij/kulry doing 10
n•mforcc il:t1rning. and
7. Afo~·e at tht!/rchiftl 's wu:£' (P<VHti-.V...; .t ~~~...... /MI.

Many children are unprepared for st:hool in the llrca
nf m:.th. M:~ t hemat i cs is important in this ccul\lf)' · It is pan
of our li\·cs, our cultural hcritagt1, our careets and our
scientific and h:chuical community. " In th is changing world ,
those who understand and can do mathematics will have
SLgnific:mt ly enhanced opporluni lies and oprions for shaping
th\·ir futc.res . Mathematical competence opens doors to
productive futures . A lack o f mathematical eornpctencc: keeps
tho.~e doors closed .. (NCrM, 2000, p.4). Mom's can prepare
thcirchi!clrcn.

'm confmecl afJCmt the sec:lion 011 . lh~ muth log thm Jay,,·
..moth terms and !>y:mboh used". Are we suppoJ.•cd to
use the rerm.( Jo1md on the• page g1nm tlu! jiD·t r(uy af
clru.t tluri11g our math sessions?
The marh terms you are supposed u5c in
your acliv ity sc~sions an: NOT the tenm: four:d
on the term sheet l'rcm the firM day of cl:r$S
The terms you llhould usc ar.: fnumJ iu Lhc
~tcwslcu er~. ll1e tams. for tlds morlth arc found
10 the ~ectwn, .. l'aucm and Mea;;ureuh: nt T:~lk!"
Sorry nbout thl· C11nfusmn!

T

ry using some o fthcs~

us you do your
activitk·s to help your childre n bcCQil1C more
f~~n i!~~~ with math vocLbLLlary : , ,.,"" ,,.,,,,,,..,.• ..,.,.,.
WlH<.Is

1 1

lad.:

big

tMn
hm

;,;(/,•
l'Q/,1

HC:OIJ ;/

t/11rJ
f(l~/
IJI{Ift'

tlu·11

ll li 'dium lirr;•
t'llf'

p1111

tull

.• lwrt

qr1.1rt

"'"''

tlu·mlflfl!l!/.:r
pwmJ
uight
till)'
/11/11111<'
.,·/mo•
t im!!
d<Jt<'
mn.w
lldu
thi1;u;:r
oltl.:r
yow1gcr

Ch ildren's Books·
Measu rement

A

0 11

Parteul.\' and

lkn, P. (1983). ~n sank .' he
hoof? N~::w Yofk: Coward

Oren, J. (1981). Goldilocks :md tho.: thr<:l'
hears. New York : Dodd. :\1eo.cl.
Orowu,rv~(!(J47) . Gorxhlil'htnloon . New York · lbrpl·r&

Row
Cllstlc, C. ( 1985) . 1l1c harL' and lhe tortoise. New Yo1k: Dia!
Grcndc r, I. ( 1975). Ml·asurin" tlun!!s~ 1'\c-.\' York:
Knopf/Jlanthcon Pinwheel
~·fohy, M. (1 987). 17 kinl:!s and 42 ~lc-phan!~. New York . U1:1 l
Pcrlutsky, J. {1984). Irs ;:nowin ... ! !l 's snowinl!! I! Cl\ York
G reen wil low.

Magic Measuring Moments

PaUem & Measurement TaLk!

mW!I'

I

u yesor rm tmswe;,

.1. £m:Oill'tiJ;'-' IIudr child /G' thi11k.
4. :hk tht!ir· chi!tl qm~stions w gctlh<:m rlanki11g.

oM

Dear Gabby

mile

11/CIIS//r!' fir.rl
l1rmr
)'flml
~P~'~~'~
thinuefl I<U'f

caming to measure i:> :1 p1oce s~. C hildrc11 bq!-111 1•)
lean~ about mcasm ing hy p! ;~ yi11g ;~ n d irmtatm!-( Y''''
Fur mst:mc.:. lh<.'y m:~y rn<.:ll$111'<.' lhc d1n w go 1n J
ddcctablc mud p1c N:.: xt. c hildren !c;Jm 10 1n:•h·
comparisons li kt•my cuoldc i.\ b: ~gcr thau ~ou 1 l'no~•\· Thl·
children us.: arhill'<~ry units_ For o;:11npk. th~·r may mc:l:.tlfl'
thei r sandbox by how 111:111y hands long c(lch Sld1.• 1!0.. 'llll' bs1
step in lcorrning 10 un::m1rl· is using stand :u·Ji t.:~.· d un:b h~ c
inches :1nd pounds. T hough cxpostJrc to lhl':ol' mcasLHl'L:l~.·ut
wonh is good, Jli•>SI children do IIlli begin to II Sl' st;~nd;~rdu.•:,i
units until they are 6 years-old.

L
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Great Ideas!
embers of the we.tcomc
Home group suggested
some idc:~s for gelling
children in\•o\vcd with
pattemins nnd measuring. Here's what
they suggested:

M

I.

-,
-·
(. t_'
1i'i"-!
~-

~~

...

~·

,tj

.:

.....

.....

10.
11.

\

Ask your child to put di!Tcrcnt sizes of the
same shape in order
Lubclthrce containers: large, medium, and
sma ll . Give your child a pile of objects or
different si zes (i .e. dimes. nickels. and
qu;.utcrs) and ask your chi ld to put the items
in the appropriate container.

At laundry sorting time, ask your child to

4.

5.

help you put each fumily members· clothc;s
in scpora!c piles. Ask your child to tell you
who has the biggest pile, who has th e next
biggest pile. etc.
Help yo ur child trace family members'
shoes on paper and cut the outlines out. Ask
him/her
to put the outlines
in order
~
of size.
Show
~\- your child how to
set one
place setting for

12.

13.

14.

IS.

clinncr. Ask yo ur follow your patt ern to set

everyone e lse's pla ce sett ing.
Explore pattcm s in music! Play a s imp le
p~ucm on the piano (using two or th ree

7.

s.

keys) . Ask your child 10 repeat or continue
the pattcm that you played. (Thi s activ ity
may <J iso be d on~ wit h h~n d clapping,
whistling, or singing.)
\Vhile making beds in th e morning, talk
abo ut pill ow size and blanket size. Ask the
ch ild which size is appropriate for the ir bed,
the try that si ze on their bed
When fi lli ng thcdishw;.1sher, ask the child to

guess how many cups they think that they
can put in Lh e top rack
the dishwasher to
fill it. T hen, have the

or

cl_lild fill the
.
dishwasher to sec 1f

9.

~ .

~:.::~-........~

. ct.;
,,..,,
"'·. ,. / :

Mcasur~ C\'CL )'

Compan.· the h··
lengl hs , or foor

family

:.....:;~'- :...~.

she/he was coJTect.
~ '
..~~:~(~)-: '
Try paue.rning \v ith:
si lvcrwnre, M&M 's, jelly beans. coins,

(llCill b ~r

t9.

Glue a tongue depressor o n
spool and usc as <I sc:Jic. PI;
on the ends of the lon gue dc1
compare weigh ts.

20.
21.

Make up songs to cour\l num·
Make snowballs of differe nt ~~ . . .. ,

._.... ,· ~

%" ·-· . ;":' ,

Fcbn '·'

Lcgos, play dough~ diCfcrent tyJl(.
and folded socks.
Try patteming in snow, a bow'
of flour.
Ask your child ho w many CL1p :..; u
he/she think s they cat. Then ,.._.
measure the cereal in thei r C"
acti vity can also be done
with how many vegetables
will fit in a spoon, how
many cups of water it lakes )>!
lo fill a bov..·l, how many
. ~-4f( A
drinks they musii<Jkc to
"lcmpty their cu p, how man y
bites to (in ish their peas. an(
long is the hcd.)
Cook with your ch ild . T cacl
foll ow a cookie recipe to becn1
famil iar with measurin g ten'
Measure bow much water Sfi'
water toys hold by trans fc1Ti1 ,
them to measu ri ng cups.
Ask your child, "How many h
your dresser?"
Make stam p patterns in the
activi ty may be done 1 '· 1
16.
Make a bco\CI or 1ru
neck lace witl ~
Sort Lcgos by
l:hilclt o put i lw 1
ortkr .

22.

co mpare them . You may .oil•
sizes of containers lo mold t
compare sizes.
Go on a Pattern Scavenger llt~o
child to fi nd patterns in yow
pictures or fumiturc).

13 7 .

Math Times
Connected!
Sprint to the End!

O

Shape BINGO

n March 2., 200._1, parents of
the Hynam Chap~cr of

Wclcomc Home met for

their third meeting. I ha ve
been so excited about all the great
in terac tion s that parents are having with
their children. lhc feedback about the activities and
the cios!>es has been GREAT!
O nl y one month remains i.n this research
project. Illness, trips. and lifC' s surpr ises has

made completing all the acti vi ti es difficu\1. Now
is the time to forget the past and step

forw~1rd

loa

bri ght future-·· resolve this month to fini sh 12
<Jctivilics wi th new enthusiasm!
Our fin al meeting will be held friday, April
6th at I p.m. in the Hyrum Civic Center. J bavc
some great activit ies and resources avai lable for
thi.s las t meeting . .Remember to bring all your
completed logs and lapes HS \veil as the tape
reco rders if you borrowed them from m e. J hope
to sec all of you the re! Monica J. IJ!auch

C

ut va.rious shapes out of old Christmas

cards (to increase difficulty the
number of shapes or size of shapes
could be varied). Divide a blank sheet orpapc'l}
in to nine boxes to make BfNGO cards. Pastt the
shapes into each box. Make a spinner card ou t of'
a circ le divided into sections with s hapes
matching the shapes on the BrNGO card s. G ive
yo ur child a BINGO card . Ask him I () spin thl..'
pointer and place a dried hc:.m on th ~ lllatching
shape on hi s/her card and tell yo u the n:nnc of
the shape. (This game ca11 be fun for th e whok·

fam ily!)

(T•tr-.

.,.,~lblu ..v•~.l! •·~·~·

Treasure Hunti.ng
ake a basic rrcasure map of your
house or yo lu· yard o n a sheet of
pape r w ilh.maj o r landmarks (such
your pi ano. your couc h,

M

or your kitchen table).

Surprise!

C

' ""' ')

Draw in some paths
go ing from place to

~
'l~
/J~
~

ut:?. of each shape from ·o ld gree tin g

place. Make a

ca rd s. Place one of each shape in a
paper s ack. Show th e c hild one o f th e

d cco mtcd treasure chest
from a shoe box and hide it. (Do n't forge t to

remaini ng shapes and ask

)'l1ur

child lo fin d the

shape in the bag and get it out \vi thout looking in
the bag. This ga me can be in creas ed in difli c ully
by putting various sizes ofthc shap(.'S and askin g
them to pull out.~ for example, the small triangle
li ke the one you arc holding .

.......... ..... ............... ... .

hide a treasure inside!) Discuss with yo-ur child
the besi route to get from where they ~l!'C to the
lrc:.lsurc chest using onl y the path s on the nmp .
!lave them try out the p:1th they c hoose!, ........ ~~ ...
l'h .....,...,_,~ ~. J.,f>d, ••,...).
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Egg Cartons, Fabric, & Straws:

Space Words

Using Everyday Ol?Jects to Learn About Math
arents do not need to
purchase materials
sp~cifically for teaching
their children about math .
Creali\•ity and everyda y objects arc
s unleicnt to teach your child .about
the beauties or mathematics in
pn:paring them for school. I !ere
an: some great ideas members of the Wdcomt: llome
group had to use everyday objects to teach their
children! Try these great ideas:

T

P

I.

Play sto.re using empty cereal boxes, milk
jugs, or other household items. Your
child can pla.y the checker. Usc an old
egg Cnrton to make a cash register.
Making the cash register can be an

ociil'ityby itselr.
2.

ry using some of these word;.

VOC3hlll<lfy:

off
up
IJt.'ar

.,~

your activities to help you r ·1 1
become more familiar wiLh , . ,.1h

dml'll
.fin

(T""'"'

r,...,,f1'.,\(,.,.,..,.

011 top of
fonnml

close to

{ctr _(i ·dl

Ch ildren' s Books on S . 1
Space

B

udney, B. ( 1954). A.!; iss
New York: Lothrop. L··
Carle, E. ( 1974). 1± 'c
ofsh:mcs. New York: Crm·.

Gordon;M. (1986). Shapes.
MoristownJ NJ: Siver.Bun..lctt
1-Ic~vavi!>cnti, ..L. ( 1991). Shanc5
and solid:;. Chicago: Franklin \VatL

Make. bi noculars out of two toilet paper
Kessler, E.. & Kessler, L. (1966)
rolls taped together and yam to hang the
Arc vou square? Gm·dcn Ci1y. NY ·
binoculars arou nd the ir neck. [m.-ilc your
Doubleday.
·
child to go on a slutpc hunt with you in
Russo, M. (1986). The lin~ up h
your house or neighborhood. Can he/she
Grccnwil\ow.
find a circle, square, or triangle on your
**Find more hooks 01 )'OIIr lo·n·
street'!
Have a Mini Olympics! Teach children
aboul space and measuring al the same
lime with events lik e making aline out of
wo very important co nL.:J
nu1sking tape and seeing how far th ey can
preschool i:lgcd childrc11 ;.
jurnp or bowling with yogurt cartons ~nd
m:.Jth d cvclopm cnl arc ..
11 bal l. Children especially lo ve a small
space. Leaming about shapes h\. 1
p1i ze nt the completion of each event!
discern simjlarities and diffcr cn~.: t.
Shoot baskcls ! Atle:- your child has
their env ironment and helps thc1 '
helped you fold th e laundry,
things in their environment. Th
invite your chi ld to lc<1m
,(!.)
shapes: circle, tri angle, squa re, •
more about space by
~(.~ -, rhombus (diamond) and elli pse I<·
throwing balled up socks
~~~
l . carning about space also h d P
into your laundry baskets.
~~ . I lean~ mor~ ah_oul their cnviron r
Move th e basket to different
--~f~~~rclauonsh1ps 111 space, such as p
distances and talk about the
direction and distomcc of obj ccl
pos iti on oft he baskets and of
uses o r space. such as org::min t ton
th e sock landings.
and cons tructio n; t.hese uses can hr
clot hes fH in a drawer roldeU bu t !Wt

,~,

,_
..

Getting into Shap e-.

T

1

4.

\

l
J

II"

~·d
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Math Times
Thank You!
You are GREAT!
n April 6, 200 I. parents of the Hyrum

O

The Journey
Continues ...

Chapter of Welcome Home met with

M

Monica Blanch, a graduate student from

.Utah State University in Family and

Human Development for the.ir final mcctjng.

Mothers were informed that:
all math logs and audio tapes arc due at this

time:,
parer.ts a lso need to t:omplele ,·,vo form!/: a
1i nal altitudes measure and an evaluation of
tbc program,

ftnaltestiug of the chi ldr..~n will take place
this month (parents will be contacted within
the next two week_.;; about arranging
appo intm ent t'i.nes), and

parents will r ecei l-'e Jll e results of the testing
and comple ted audio tapes returned within

Math and Sc1cncc fM Young Children l.hd c<t.t ,. b)·
Ros:lfind Chadesworlh und Kurcn K. Lin<l
The U.S . l)cpartment of Ec.lucatwn at l -877·4EO· Pubs
o1· visit thc1r w(.•b site al W'"'"'·"·d.govipub't."c.:luuh)o. htmf
H1 gel a catalogue- of free pubhc:llions available The~
have b.ooks aboUI early ch ildhood math, gcogra1>hy and

rc:\ding.
J.

!

planned to gi \·e all lhc

participants somcthiog special as
a thank you fot: your willingnc_ss
to participate in my thesis
n.."'Search program, Welcome-Home.
Nothing I could buy on my college siUdent budget could
ever express my gmritu<Je wel l enough. I have enjoyed
workin g wilh all of you. I have learned so much. With all
my hca11, TIIANK YOU! ~Moni<'a

The Doll:!r Store for workbook~ MOre er.pt-HsJv·:
workbooks can he t::ovcrcd in ..:.on tact paper und

written in with d1y erase markers io uu:rcasc
longc.vity.

4.

Final Farewell

mt1cb they h;;we

enjoyed d.9ing activ i ~es with O;ieir child(eQand bow much
their children have enjoyed doi.nt;· acti vities with them.
You have learned through thi.s el~ss to be more cOCI:IJvc
teachers of your ch..ildrc.n. You have participated in a
var1cty of Jl:tivit.ies With your <:bild. What arc you gomg
to do with you r knowledge?
llte goal iS thin. you continue to look fo r opponuniti~
10 teac h·yourchildr~n in evezyd~y life. Thes{· exp{·rk nccs
can come as children question. as you point out :tpcc1fk
behaviors they are- ulrendy doing., or as you sit down with
your child in structured activi ty . Here are some resources
where you can lc-am more aboul your child's dcvelopmcnl
and more activiues you can do wilh your child 10 prcp;Jrc
them for schoolnnd b...·yl)nd. Chl"ck out:

two weeks of when the testing is complt!cd
If you have any questi ons regarding any of this
information or did not recei\·e your materials, ph:asc
con tact Monica Blanch at 797-3925. Within the next
two wec.ks, she will be cootacting all mothers who
did not attend the fin al meeting and
who do not call her before the two
weeks .

a.ny mothers at
the April meeting
expressed how

The LQvc 10 Lc.am web $itc at
www.IQveta lcum.eeom

5

Your local Hbr.!ry of .bookstore..

6.

The ParcMIS'

7.

Rc~nttn:e

A lmanac.by Oeth OcFron.;:is.

wv..W.£D'phonhousc.rom (purchasable items)
The Hul l of Early C hildhood al
httu:/lwww . tc n~:t .!(.dUfa cndcmia/t:iHychi ld . htm lr.p.~r

cn1

The Pc11x·tual Preschool at
huu:/lwww . l)t!"mctu;:~lpn:§Gh o<tl xon t!

I 0.

Search the- web with keywords about parent n::sourccs.
for early childh.ood. education .
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Appendix S. Maih Class Lesson Plans
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Lesso n 1
Obj ective: To help parents understand the role of math affect, discover the components of math, and find
ways to teach number and number concepts in their home using everyday items.
Discussion Outline
Materials
N eeded
Introduction :

Question/Answer/
Share
5-!0minutes

Getting to Know You Acti vity
Ask class members to stand in a c ircle. Pass a do ll

Doll

representing their 4 or 5 year-old child ~}ound the
room. As each class member hold the doll, they will
share their name and show with the doll what they
like to do with their 4 or 5 year-old child.
Introduction to the Structure of the Class
Discuss lesson plan outline. (Emphasize that we
hope to dismiss class on time so that they will be
able to return to their families when expected.)
Review of what will be expected of them.
,/

They wi ll be required to attend all the

,/

They will need to have triweekl y activity

,/

sessions wi th their child at the ir,
convenience which last approxlh-Iate ly 10
mmu tes.
These activity sess ions w ill be r pe

monthly meetings.

recorded. You will be provide with blank

,(

Packet:
ma thematics
terminology

tapes . If you do not have a tape reco rder,

guide, math
logs,

they will be available for you to borrow.
These tapes will be turned in at th e monthly

instructions for
tape recording,

parent meetings.

blank tapes,

They will complete an activity log at the

tape recorders

end o f each acti vity session. These logs

(?)

wi ll come with a stamped addressed
envelop. These logs need to be sent in
when complete.

They will each receive a packet today. This packet

will contain mathemati cs terminology guide, math
logs, instruc tions for tape rec ording the parent/child
interaction sess ions, and blank tapes.

Lesson Part I:
Parents as Math
Teachers Training
IS minutes

Supporting a Positive Math Attitude
Ask parents to complete "A Mathematics Attitude
Test" by Mona Fabricant. Show them how to score
the "test. "
Share personal experience about how my parents felt
about math.
Ask: What experiences do you think led to your
feelings about math? How do you think your
attitude about math affects your child? (List the ir
ideas on a piece of butcher paper.)
Math Attitudes Matter:
Discuss fmdings ofYoung-Loveridge (1989)
Six subjects participated in this case study,
namely: two high math achieving children, as found from the
Number Tasks Jnterview.[rom high SES families; two high
math achieving children from low SES homes; and two low
math achieving children from high SES homes. Mothers were
interviewed to fin d out about th e children 's home experiences
and about the attitudes of both mother and father about
math ematics.
The results of this study suggested the important role
of parents' attitudes. Parents who had a strong num eracy
orientation had children who were high math achieving.
Mothers' expectations for th eir children in math were related
to their own attitudes about math and their own mathematical
ability Number Tasks Interview. Yaung-Loveridge (1989)
also f ound that, although none of the mothers enjoyed math
in school, mothers of high math achieving children were
more supp ortive offostering math activities in the home.
•
Discuss findings of Leder ( 1992)
In an observational study of two four y earaids in the same preschool class- one bright and one average
as identified by th e Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the
Franston Hospital Concept Test, and the Keymath Test, Leder
( 1992) found th ese children came from different
environments. The high math achiever's mother encouraged
independence wh ile the low math achieving child's mother
encouraged a more passive role. These roles parents
developed for their children were reflective of th€ir attitudes.
Ask: What are some ways to support a positive
math attitude? (List their ideas on a pihce of
butcher paper.) Suggestion by Mona Fabricant
( 1985): "Look back at the test questions and write
down the situations in which you scored a one.
When you find yourself in that situation or one
similar to it make a conscious effort to eliminate any
negative comments about mathematics" (p. 33).

~·

A ilU•

b

v,.

f:'l!'r'

>U'

I<
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Lesson Part II :
Concepts Parents

Can Teach Training
15 minutes

Numbers and Number Concepts
What is math?
* Discuss math categories that wi ll be covered
over the next three months: numbers and number concepts,
patterns and relations, shapes and space, and measurement.
Goal is to connect counting with quantity through:
* One-to-one correspondence,
•
Arranging and rearranging groups,
•
Comparing quantities, and
•
Counting (rote and rational) (Charlesworth &
Lind, 1999, seep. 103-115).
Define each of these four concepts with examples
One-to-one
(see Charlesworth & Lind).
correspondence: is "the most fundamental
component of the concept of number. It is the
understanding that one group has the same number
of things as another. For example, each child has a
cookie, each foot has a shoe, each person wears a
hat" (p. 92). Example: enough pennies to buy a
handful of penny candy; setting the table

flannel board
and/or
magnetic
board, groups
of 6 of objects,
pictures of 2
and 6 of
objects

]l..QJ.u;Q!!@n.J'.:. is " ... reciting the names ~f the
numerals in order from memory" (Charlesworth &
Lind, 1999, p. I 05). Example: Use a r~yme to learn
rote counting like On e. 2 Buckle Your Shoe (p. 108).

Arranging and
rearranging groups: Some groups can be discerned
without counting (0-4 objects). Therefore, to teach
children to arrange and rearrange groups, parents
must begin with 0-4 item group experiences. (See
page 110 for Using sets of0-4 activity.)
Comparing quantities: is "finding a relationship
between two things or groups of things on the basis
of some specific characteristic or attribute" (p. 128).
Example: I have more cookies than you have. In
number you use words like more, less/fewer in basic
comparisons. Activity: Comparing, Number, page
131
Rational Counting: is
"... matching each numeral name in order to an
object in a group. It builds on children's
understanding of one-to-one correspondence''
(Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 105). Rational
counting (4 or 5 yr-old) deve lops later than rote
counting (2 or 3 yr-old). Example: Rational
counting: Groups larger than 5; p. Ill)

two dolls and
I 0 cookies
(real or fake)
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Activity:

Developing Math
Activities

15-20 minutes

Number Symbol Sponges
Give each parent ten sponges. Ask them to mak e

.

number symbols out of the sponges. These sponges
can be used:

at bath time, when children tak e a bath have them
repeat the name of the symbol as they drop each sponge into
the tub,

.
.

ten sponges
for each
parent,
SClSSOrS,
markers

at game time , hide the number in a room and have the

child find them; discover whether all the numbers are there
by placing them in order and counting them with your child,
or
at play time, give the child blank paper and paints to
dip the sponges in and have them create a picture; ask them to

point out and name which numbers they used in their picture.

Acti~ity Sessions
This activity can be done while parents are working on
their sponge number symbols.
Parents will be broken into small groups and asked
to th ink of some acti vities they could do with their
children related to this topic. Math and Science for
Young Children by Charlesworth and Lind and
Early childhood: Where Learning Begins
Mathematics and HelBing Your Child Learn Math
by the Department of Ed ucation will be avai lable as
reference books. One member of the group will
record the suggestions on butcher paper. The g roup
will reconvene after I0 minutes and share their ideas
w ith the class. Parents can make notes of these
activities. These activity suggestions will be printed
in the newsleUer that will be published the next
week.
More Possible Activities for the Triweekly

Conclusion:
Do you have any
questions?
5 minutes

k

Dear Gabby
Distribute slips of paper to the class. As them to
write any suggestions or questions that they have.
These will be printed in the monthi y news letter. If
their questions are expedient, invite them to stay
after class and ask the questions to you indi vid ually.

butcher paper,
markers

Math and
Science for

Young
Children by
Charlesworth
&L ind ;~

fhlli!!JQ<&
Where
Leaming
Begins
Mathematics ;
Helging Your

Child Learn
Math by the
Dept of
Education

Blank pieces
of paper, and
pens or pencils

Thank them for coming and remind them of the next
scheduled class time.
Processmg Questions.
What is expected of you as a participant in this class?
What is the role of parental attitude in a child's development?
What are one-to-one correspondence, arranging and rearranging groups, comparing quantiti es,
and counting (rote and rational)?
Wbat are some activities you can do with your child to help them develop number and number
concepts?
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Lesson 2
Objective: To help parents know more about their role as math instructors. To help parents learn what
patterns, ordering, and measurement mean in their child's developmental scheme and activities they can
do with their child to enhance this development.
Discussion Outline
Materials

Needed
Introduct
ion:
Question/
Answe r/S
hare
5!Ominutes

Sharing Time
Explain to the parents that you will be throwing ball around
the room. Whoever catches the ball will share one of the most
fun activities that they did since the last meeting. Then, that
person will throw the ball to someone else in the class.

a

Ball
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Lesson

Part !:
Parents as

Math
Teachers
Training

!5
minutes

The Role of Parents as Fonnal Math Instructors
Ublick- Children are like ublick. The more that you work with
them the stronger they become, but, when they are left alone,
they become weaker. Children need their parents.

How to be a Good Teacher for Your Child (Fromboluti &
Rinck, 1999)
I. Take advantange learning opportunities that happen natura ll y. (To
be good teachers, parents do not need to write out lesson plans

necessarily. Parents do need to take advantage of everyday situations
to teach children to learn. For example, by helpi ng sort the laundry,
children learn to classify and sort.) 2. Encourage your child to ask
questions that require more than a yes or no. 3. Encourage your child
to think. 4. Ask your child questions to get them th inking. 5. Show
respect for your child's thinking and point of view. 6. Repetition is
good. (By doing the same activities over and over, children understand
better and better.)
7. Move at your child's pace.
What's the Use of Math: Who Really Cares or Uses This Stuff
The N ational Council on Mathematics issues this vision:
"The need to understand and be able to use mathematics in everyday
life and in the workplace has never been greater and will continue to
increase . For example: Mathematics for life . Knowing mathematics can

be personall y satisfying and empowering. The underpinnings of
everyday li fe are increasingly mathematical and techno log ical. For
instance, making purchasing decisions, choos ing insurance or health

plans, and voting knowledgeably all call for quantitative sophistication.
Mathematics as a 12art of cultural heritage. Mathematics is one of the
greatest cultural and intellectual achievements of human-kind, and
citizens should develop an appreciation and understanding of that
achievement, including its aesthetic and even recreational aspects .

Mathematics for the workplace. Just as the level of mathematics needed
for inteliigent citizenship has increased dramati ca lly, so too has the

level of mathematical thinking and problem solving needed in the
workplace, in profess ional areas ranging from hea lth care to graphic
design. Mathematics for the scientific and technical communi!Y.
A lthough all careers require a foundation of mathematica l knowledge,
some are mathemat ics intensive. More students must pursue an

educational path that will prepare them for li felong work as
mathematicians, statisticians, engineers, and sc ientists . In thi s changing

world, those who understand and can do mathematics will have
significantly enhanced opportunit ies and op tions for shaping their
futures . In this changing world, those who understand and can do
mathematics will have significan t~v enhanced opportunities and op tions
for shaping their futures. Mathematical competence opens doors to
productive futures. A lack of mathematical competence kehps those

doors closed." (NCTM, p. 4)

Ask: W ho uses math? Why is math important? Wh at
doo rs can it open?

Ublick
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Lesson

Part II :
Concepts
Parents

Can Teach
Training

15
minutes

Patterns and Relations
Comparing, ordering, and seriation unde rli e the concept of
patterning.
Defining terms: Comparing was discussed in last class. It is

defined as "finding a relationship between two things or

groups of things on the basis of some specific ch~racteristic or
attribute" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 128). "Ordering is
a higher level of comparing. Ordering involves ~pmparing
more than two things or more than two sets. It al~o involves

placing things in a sequence from first to last" (Charlesworth
& Lind, 1999, p. 190). One to one correspondence is an early
form of ordering, i.e. matching pattern (p. 191). ;The next step
in ordering is placing things in order based on length, width,
height, and size of the objects. Show activity 5G on page 195.

5 ordering
objects

Seriation is another term for ordering. "Patternihg involves
making or discovering auditory, visual, and njotqr
regularities" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 199). Example:

hand clapping (auditory), colored macaroni necklace (visual),
Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes (motor)
Ordering and Patterning words: next, last, before, after,
biggest sma llest, fattes t, thinnes t, tall es t, shortest, first, second,

third, and fourth.

color
macaroni
necklace

m•p of
measurement process

Measurement

"Measurement involves assigning a number to things so they
can be compared on the same attributes" (Charlesworth et ai.,

1999, p. 204).
Measurement process:

I. Plays and imitates (pre tends to measure like older children
2.
and adults- mud pie)
Makes comparisons (bigger, smaller, etc.)
3.
Uses arbitrary units (i.e., toothpicks, feet, hand length) • Using
standard units doesn't begin until6+.
Use measurement words to help children become more

fami liar to the terms (i.e. high fever, cooking measuring cups).
I. Volume (size of con tainer for left overs)
2. Weight (teeter-totter- put objects in order; p. 2 10)
3. Length (ruler, string, height chart)
4. Temperature (cut out pictures in a magazine of hot and cold

5.

Time (toughest concept- model and use time words; calendar

count down days)

chart;
magazine

hot/cold
objects
calendar
example

Types of Measurement

objects)

teeter-totter

scale; height
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Activity:

Developin
g Math
Activities

15-20
minutes

.

Using Children's Books

Using th e children 's book, Goldilocks and the Three Bears show
the parents how to use books to emphasize ordering and patterning (p.
199). Have parents role play story reading interactions.

Goldi-locks
and the Three
Bears

Parents can also use other children' s books that relatr to helping
children understand mathematics. They can ask their local librarian for
examples and look in the monthly newsletter for more suggestions.

Paper towel
rolls or toilet
paper rolls
for all the
members of
the class

.

.

Graduated Cylinders

Use paper towel or toilet paper rolls to make cylinders of various
sizes to make patterns and to practice ordering objects and to measure
items in a household. Parents can decorate these cylinders with their
children and compare them as one of their activities this week.

.

Activity Ideas

Invite each class member to write down three activities they can
do this week which are patterning and ordering activities. ,If they get
stumped invite them to talk amongst themselves to find m,ore ideas.
Math and Science for Young Children by Charlesworth a'fd Lind and
Early childhood: Where Learning Begins Mathematics and Helping
Your Child Learn Math by the Department of Education will be
available as reference books. These ideas will be returned to the teacher
and printed in the monthly newsletter.

paper and

pens or
pencils for all

members of
the class
Math and
Science for

Young
Children by
Charlesworth&
Lind;~

childhood.
Where
Learning
Begins
Mathematics
; Helping
Your Child
Learn Math
by the Dept
of Education

Conclusio
n:

Dear Gabby

Do you
have any
questions?

5 minutes

Distribute slips of paper to the class. Ask them to write any

suggestions or questions that they have. These will be printed
in the monthly newsletter. If their questions are ~xpedien t ,
invite them to stay after class and ask the questio~s to you
individually. Thank them for coming and remind them of the
next scheduled class time.

Processmg QuestiOns:

What is the role of parents in teaching young children?
How is math useful in all walks of life and throughout a lifetime?
What concepts underlie patterning?

What is the process of understanding of measurement in children?
How you use children's books to teach math?

Blank
pieces of
paper, and
pens or
pencils
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Lesson 3
Objective: To help parents understand how to incorporate thinking and content math into their triweekly
activities To help parents understand and develop activities about shapes and space for th eir 4 or 5 yearold.
Discussion Outline

Introduction:

Question/
Answer/Share
5- l Ominutes

Lesson Part I :

Parents as Math
Teachers
Training
15 minutes

Materials
Needed

Sharing Time: Hot Potato

Ask the parents to sit in a circle around the room.
Pass a ball around the circle while music plays in the
background. When the music stops, the person
holding the ball will describe one fun math activity
they have done with their child in the last month.

Ball; music
tapes or CDs;
tape recorder or
CD player

Thinking Math versus Content Math
Thinking Math: (AKA Informal Math)
I. Problem solving- thinking through a problem
and solving it logically
2. Communication - talking (verbal or pictorially
with children

or symbolically) and listening

3. Reasoning-· Think through a problem and come
up with a solution
4. Co nnections- Re lat ing math to everyday life
Content Math: (AKA Formal Math)

1.

Estimation- ~

2. Number sense--

3. Geometry and spatial sense-4. Measu rement--

5. Statistics and probability--

6. Fractions and decimals-7. Patterns and relationshipsContent math is built on thinking math. The
relationship between content and thinking math is a
cycle. As children gain thinking knowledge they
build foundations for content math knowledge. As
content math know ledge increases. children are
prepared for more adva nced thinking math
(Ginsburg, Klein, & Starkey, 1997).
Ask: What is thinking math? What is content
math? Make sure they understand.

Draw the
Thinking MathContent math
cycle on a piece
of butcher paper

0
Lesson Part II:
The Basic Geometric Shapes (see pg. 139): Circle,
Triangle , Square, Rectangle, Rhombus, Ellipse

Concepts

Parents Can
Teach Training
15 minutes

sh a"

Purposes for learning about shape:

1. " It helps children to be more sensitive to
similarities and differences in forms in
the
environment and aids in discriminating one form from
another.

2. Children Jearn some labels that they can use
when describing things in the
environment" (Charlesworth & Lind, 1999, p. 139) .. Activity:
Look around the
room and identify shapes you can
see (p. 140).
Puzzles help children Jearn shape and space.
COtlf '

Ask participants to get into teams and compete in
obstacle course race. Whoever wins gets a treat.
Ask: What does this obstacle course teach use
about space?
Two concepts are related to SPACE.

I. Relationships in Space ... (position, direction, and
distance of objects).
2. Use of Space ... (organization and panem, and
construction)

Review chart on page I 50 to define each of these
concepts.
Activity examples: jungle gym, large boxes (use
space and terms like "in," "on," "below")

l 'il"
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Activity:

Emg:!Y, Cans (cookie cutters temg:lates fill and emg:ty)·
How can these cans help your children learn more
about shape and space? (List ideas on a piece of
butcher paper.)

Developing
Math Activities
15-20 minutes

Decorate the cans
More Possible Activities for the Triweekly Activity Sessions
This activity can be done while parents are working on
their cans.

Parents will be split into groups and given a list of
household items that could be used as in their math
activities. Invite parents to think of some activities
they could do with their children related these
common objects and to shapes and space o~ the other
math categories we have discussed in prev,ous
lessons. Math and Science for Young Chi oren by
Charlesworth and Lind and Early childhood: Where
Learning Begins Mathematics and Helg:ing Your
Child Learn Math by the Department of Education
will be avai lable as reference books. One member of
the group will record the suggestions on the list
beneath each item. The group will reconvene after
I0 minutes and share their ideas with the class.
Parents can make notes of these activities. These
activity suggestions will be printed in the newsletter
which will be published the next week.

Conclusion:

Dear Gabby

Do you have
any questions?

5 minutes

Distribute slips of paper to the class. Ask them to
write any suggestions or questions that they have.
These will be printed in the monthly newsletter. If
their questions are expedient, in vite them tb stay
after class and ask the questions to you individually
Thank them for coming and remind them of the next
scheduled class time.

Butcher paper;
markers

paint, paper,
g lue, scissors,
markers, glitter

list of
household items
(p. 51 0) typed
with space to
write beneath
each item; pens

Math and
Science for
Young Children
by Charlesworth
&Lind;~

childhood:
Where Learning
Begins
Mathematics ;
Helg:ing Your
Child Learn
Math by the
Dept of
Education
Blank pieces of
paper, and pens
or pencils

Processing Questions:
What is the difference between thinking and content math?
What are the basic geometric shapes and why is it important to know about them?

What concepts are related to space?
What are some mathematical activities for young children with everyday household items?
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Lesson 4
Objective: To encourage parents to continue teaching children after the class no longer meets.
Materials
Needed

Discussion Outline

Introduction :
Question/Answer/
Share
5-1 Ominutes

Lesson Part 1:
Parents as Math
Teachers Training

15 minutes

Sharing Time
My Favorite Part Musical Chairs: Invite the parents
to arrange their chairs into a circle. Remove one
chair from the circle. Tum on some music and have
the parents walk around in the circle until the music
stops, then they must sit down. Whomever is
standing shares with the class their fa vorite part
about participating in this program.

Teaching Resources:

Kee~

Teaching Though Class is Over

So, you want to know more about your child's
development? Try these sources:

~ath

Department of Educationhtm://www.ed.gov/Qubs/Qarents/ or 1-877-4-EDPUBS
I.

Charlesworth, R., & Lind, K. ( 1999). Math and
science for young children (3'' ed.). Albany, NY:
Delmar.
About Kids and Math
http://kidsmath.about.com/kids/kidsmath/cs/mathdail
yuses/index.htm?iam=spkask&terms=Who+uses+ma
tll%3F
Do you have any other ideas about where parents
can go to learn about activities they can do with
their children to promote optimal development?
Lesson Part II :

Concepts Parents
Can Teach Training
15 minutes

Math in Evervday Life Through this class you have learned
to be a more effective teacher for your child. You have
learned the basic components of math development. You
have participated in a variety of activities with your child.
What are you going to do with your knowledge? Keep
looking for opportunities to teach your child in everyday life.
These experiences can come as children as questions, as you
point out specific behaviors they are already doirig, or as you
sit down with your child in structured activity.
What benefits have you received frorn
participating in this class? What benefits has
your child received by participating in this class?
TI1ank you for participating. This has been so much
fun.

Tape player
and music
tape
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Activity:

Developing Math
Activ ities
15-20 minutes

Conclusion:
Questions

5 minutes

Info Exchange
Invite the parents to visit and exchange phone numbers so
that they will continue to have a network in which to share
their ideas and ask questions to others that understand.
Sincerely Gabby
Teacher and program evaluation. What have you
learned? What do you wish would have been better?

Name and
Phone lists

Evaluation
Sheet

Processmg Questions:

Where can you go to get more information and ideas about teaching your children as they grow
older?
How does math fit in everyday life?

Appendix T. Psychosocial Terminology
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Psychosocial Terms
Th e term "psychosocial" development refers to the attitudes and skills that help children become active.
contributing members ofsociety. Society's demands at each stage in life contribute to children's unique
personalities and their psychosocial developmen t, according to Erikson (Berk, 1998).

Lesson 1: Supeorting Positive Self-Esteem
Self-esteem: "An aspect of self-concept that involves judgements about one's own worth and the feelings
associated with those judgments" (Berk, 1998, p. G-12).
Self-concept: "The sum total of attributes, abilities, attitudes, and values that na individual believes
defines who he or she is" (Berk, 1998, p. G-12).

Lesson 1: Safety and Securitv
Protection is "supervision or support of one that is smaller and weaker" (Merriam-Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary, 2001, [on-line]).
Confidence is "a feeling or consciousness of one's powers or of reliance on one's circumstances"
(Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 2001 , [on-line]).

Lesson 2:

Q~£~§.t...f!..El~J!E.!l..J.....l!!tl!5..

Making choices: Children need to make some choices on their own. Children need to know that you
respect what they need and want. They fee l more confident and better about themselves when you respect
what they like.
Preference choices are choices which are neither wrong nor right like yo ur child's favorite color.
Thinking choices are choices which children need information about to get good or bad results like
touching a hot stove .
. Limits "keep [children] safe, keep others safe, he lp children learn the expectations of others and be liked
by them, and make daily life easier" (Home Visitor Guide, p. 31).
Appropriate behaviors are behaviors which are not always right or wrong; these behaviors are right or
wrong depending on the situation.

Lesson 3: Parents a Mediators
Mediator: Children are indiscriminate learners. Therefore, they need people who have th eir best
interests in mind to select, refine, explain or deflec t messages. Parents mediate the messages children
receive because parents are children's first mediators. Mediating requires constant monitoring what
children watch and hear as well as who their children spend time with.

Lesson 3: Parents and Children Doinv Things Together
Child-centered activities help children know you are interested in their activities.
Parent-centered activities help children learn about heir role and value in the family to prepare them for
when they get older.

Appendix U. Psychosocial Development Newsletter
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Social Times
Welcome Mothers !
Keep Smiling!

,,
_

Dear Gabby

-fJ

n March 7, 2001, parents of the
•
Weston Chapter of Welcome Home
met with Monica [llanch, a graduate student
from Utah State University in Family and Human
Development. Mothers were reminded that for this project
they Will b.:: expected to·
conduct and top~ record three ten minute
psychosocia l sessions per week \Vith their
preschool child.
C'Dmplt'll" one r sychosnci~llo g at the- end of each

O

s~ssion,

in rr!.! fl !>y-C hosoc iallogs each week to
Mon icil Blanch,

I

SL'I/I/ my child w prc:;·c/rool to gel educmed. Why
dn /need tn take the lime tn war~ "Wilh himllrcr?
Parent:. arc ch ilc.Jrcn 's mos t unponant teachers.

Pa rents. create a foundation on which teachers at school
can build. Parents can teach childre n things
Ihat are a linlc hard, so when ch ildren lcam
these com::cpts in school, th!!y will be more
familia r with the com:epts ancl prepared to
lcam. Parents will know tho!y arc teach ing at
the right level when the ir child is
cnthus ~astic. curiou:-:. a:1d acti vely involved.

~
~

St!11J

return complch.:d audio tapes to Manka Ulanclt
at th~: monthly mothers' meetings or make-up
mcl!ting!i, and
attCIId!!! monthly mothers meetings o r set up
nuke-up meetings wtti l June 200 I.
If you have any questions regard in£ any of these
expectations or did not receive your materials, p lease
contact Monica Blanc h at 797-3925.
Mothers also lcamcd abour their imp orta11t role in
shaping their children's attitudes about themselves. Some
ofth(' mothers at the meeting suggested doing their child ' s
f:tvoritc- activity with th~..-m as one way to encourage
rositi\'e self-esteem. A vo iding comparing you r p reschool
child wi th one o f their siblings and encouraging
exploration were also ment ion~d. Even if mothers stmggle
with their own sclf-csll.:cm, they can help the ir children by
sm i lin~ and encouraging their child ren to succeed in new
activities !

Story TiME! ··n·"'ffl"'""'"'"'"'' """'"'"""~•0·'

Bl'fCJtSlain. Stau & Jan ( 1985). The Bcrensta in Bears
I .c:1m abou t Strangers.
Glaser, Nily ( 1994). De S m: et Smart- Tk Safe:
Ra ising Saferv Minded C hildn.•n.
Grimm, Carol (1 994). ARCs of Personal Saietv for
Jlreschool Age Children .
Lucado, Max (1997). You are Soecial.
Ncimark. Jill & Weiner. Marcella B. (1994). 1.JY!n!
Your Moo: A Story for Children About Se lf· Esteem.
Ratlmumn,l,eggy ( 1995). Officer Duckle l'lnd Gloria .

Soaking it in .. Using Sponges

H
2.

~.

erc art.• somc gre at i,lcas for uses of your
sponges ~ Try:

Making sponge people (You cou ld pby the child
sponge, and your child could play the pare nt
sponge. This activ·i ty wou!J hclp you know mon:
about how they thin k you view them).,
Using the sponges as stamps and allowing the
chi ld to create pictures of things tltat could he .
dangr.rous for them and how to protect
themselves or to crea te pic n1 rcs that s how thdr
favorite th ings ahout thcmscl\'cs, o r
Us ing th(' sponges to clean . Show your child how
to clean. th;:n comp liment them on li 1o! gooJ job
they do. (TI1is activity might also be fu n to do in
the bathtub as they wash .)

Good-night! Bed
Time Ritual s
nc way to build your
c hild 's confidence is to
d t!'ve lop a bed-time ritual.
As. th~ pareut tucks tl1c child into bed
each night. he/she can tell the cbild
something the child did that da y that made the parent
happy. The child. in tum, can s han~ something with the
parent tha t made him/her pmud . (u~..,.... -..v~r.~oo...o- • on•

0

15 8
2 Welcome Home: Tile Parent-Preschooler Connection

DAISY: Using Code Words

Stranger Danger!

P

dan~;er."

arents in lhc Welcome Home group were
nervous about making their cflildrcn too afraid of
strangt•rs wl1en they taught them about ''stranger
II ere arc some possible suggestion!> from

experts;
I. "Ch::ulie Chec:lc.first 53ys: ~c heck first before you go
anywhere with anyone!"
'll1is is a truly effective way for children to make wise
dt:cisions. No longer do they have to judge how wrll they
th ink they know a pcrsun. Defore childrcu go anywhere
with :myonc, they shnuld check first with the adult who is
in charge of them at the time, If there is no way to chc:ck
'vith ;m adult, then Lhc answer is NO .
Check First before getting in a car with someone,
before going iu 01 neighbor's house, before faki ng money
for un!O.Jding a tmd: rtc." (Safety Kids, Inc, 2001 ,
availabl~ :

llltn:/lnkasd .wiu.k 12.pa.us!sa r.-tyl!>kll li:>sion.httnl
2. Jn response to a mother's questio n about teaching her
three year-old daughter about stnmge r~ hut not frightening
her, hn Faull s;1ys. "\'our d;mgillcr is confused because
the concept of "strangers.. is too dillicult for bcrto grasp.
Who e.xactly is a sltangcr? Arc the parents of her
preschool friench; strJngcrs? Arc p?ople you chat with in
the grocery lin!.! strangers?
ShC' knows the difference between fa m ily and others,
hut d~e isn't discrim ina ting e nou ~h IO know th\! diO'erencc
bctwccu s tr::~n gcrs wllo arc thn:atening :md those you can
bo: nice to, but not nvcrly nice ."
There <:~rc two things that Jan Faull suggests parents do
to teach rhildrcn ahout :o; trJngcr (l;tngcr while not
frigluening them. First, she s u~ges t.s that parents set an
example: " ... simply demonstratt' an appmpri<:~te level of
friendlin ess lo people you dou't know, aud explain your
protocol for tal king with various peop le. Don'l expect her
to unde rs t<:~nd all the subt leties until sllc's much older,
however. For now it's much more important for her to
grnsp the idea tha t she shnuM stay right hy your sid..: in
public places."
As children get o ld\!r, Jan Faull suggcs ls givi!lg
children more infomtation :~bout serious threats from

SJrangcrs who might hurt them und what to do. She adds,
" .. . it's a par~n t'sjob to keep a watchful eye out without
parnlyzin£. them or giv ing them the idea thai the world is
full of dan,;cmus pcoplc. Most people love and protect
ch ildren and will help them in time of need. Your dauyhte r
needs 10 hear this m~.:ssagc, as well as one about managing
hcm·J r safely in public p l ace~ when s he's older aud away
from your prok'ctiv~ gaze." {Jan Faull , 2001, avaibblc:
http://fami ly .go.comiFcamrcs/family _0307 _ 02/tlony/dnny
77f<:~stra n gcr/d n n y77fa s trangcr. htm1)

March 20,2001

evelop a family "code word.'' ;\:lake sure that
~veryone can remember this special w~rd and
that the word is not used in everyday hfc . The
code word should be a ~igua l fo r the family to cet
(~, '"1
together 1M MEOlA TELY!
/"0~("::-~'
Tall.: about times when the code word could be
i ,S' '\ u~d . For example, if the code word were DAI SY,
1
when mom yelled, "DAIS Y," all the famil y
members would stop what they were doing and find
mom . The code won J coc.lc <:~lso be used to protect
chi ldren from stangc rs by gathering them together or
tell ing the m to go with:. s tranger only when the stranger
knows the family code word . Pr.tcticl.' us ing the code
won.l. (Taken from the U.S. Ocp<:~rtmcnt of Education,
1993.)

D

-;r

Making Home Safe
alk with your child al.lout m.,kiog your home
l!afe. Sho~v the child snmc o f the safety fe atures
you have m your home and tell them how these
fe<~ h•res protect them. If your home need s <:~rld ition.ll
safety fea tureS, have the child help to in'Stall tht·m. Soml'
home sa fety tips for a pres..:hool child arc :
make sure all water stores like buckets ofwa1cr,
swimming pools, and toilet~ ar~ inacc~s..o;ibl ~.
put all poisons (like d caning !:upplics and
medicati ons) in a )c)(:kcd, inacCl'SSiblc loca tion ,
keep all matches and lig hrcrs oul of the child's
reach
keep all ckctrica l cords. appliances. nnd out lets
out of reach and cover all oullo.:l.s. whl."n.:' poss ibk,
install snfcty latch on oven to pn:vr.:m daugerow~
bu ms, and
keep <:~II p l<:~ sric wrap and plastil· g ab > away from
the ch ild

T

Safety, Protection and SelfEsteem Words

TZo~~~n;5s;~~cd:r;~~~~e

~\g

activities lo help yoltr
chi ldre n become more familiar w ith

1

..

.

psychosocial vocabulary (Be
s incere!):

gn:at

spedol importam

strong tmiq11e beaut{(ul
goat! job
tlta11k you
profi'c.:l !it!(e
danger

.\·nwrt

creCltiw.:

!tclpful brave
proud happy
lm'e
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6 Social Times
Mom Power!
Your child 's best teacher: YOU!
n April 4, 2001. parents of the ~\'eston Chapter of
Welcome Home met with MonK:3 Blanch. a
graduate student from Ut:ah State Unlversity in
famil y and Hum3n DcvdopmcnL Mothers
discussed ways to b.: g;ood tc:~.cbcrs for their cbiiJrcn. Titq

Dear Gabby

0

I. Tuk e mlmntagenflraming O!lflOrtwritie.l'llwt htrpp.:•n
lll1Wr•ll~r.

2. £n,.·ourugc th eir t·hild tn tuk qrll·stimrx lh<lf rC'qllire

I

·,.

coufic.ed abu«l lhc mtion uu lh<

:.

~;;~;:~:;~~~:~a;,/:'~.::;-::~ ,::~::OSfJcill/
surposet! ~~ usc the (('rms found on tht'

pngc given tlu: first day ofd a.ss tlunng our
p.rycltosociul scssious?
The psychosoci3l tcnns )'OU arc supposed
usc in your activity sessi011s nrc NOT the h:nns found on the
term sheet from the first day of class. ·n ,c terms you should usc
:rrc.' found in the: nc-wslctto:rs. TI1c lenns for this mouth ;nc fow1 d
in tho: section, ·· t.crs Talk!"' Sorry lboutth~ con fusion !

lllfJr(• (/1/11/IJ \'t'SOTIIOt/1/SII'<:I",

4. Ask tl!nr chilii Ifill'S lions 10 got tth~m thinkiiiJ;.
~.

SIOI)'

TIME!

Show rt:JfWCf jiJr their clri!tJ 'J' 1ltinki11g em./ point of

6. R(•prm aclit·ifi(!.l their cllifd I111J difficulty tl<nllg to
rdnfor<.'t' ftrarnmg. and
7. }dO\'<' df th e1i· cJri/d'J C{ICL' fl''-"'-ol•"•' "'"''1. ,...,..,,

Man~· children arc unprepared for school in !he area
:md cmolionalsl:ills. Psyd!090Cial d..::vdvpmem is
import;mr in lhis cenn uy. his pari of our lives, our cuhurJI
hcril.::agt', our carccrs and our scientific :mJ tcdmi .: :.~l
enmmunity. Mom's Cln prepare their d!ilillcn

ofsoci:~.l

Let's Talk!

T

ry lBing some of these words 3S you do your
3cli:!tie! t? hdp your c~ildn.':"l b..:conk' mmc:
f::am1lia r wnh psychosooal vocabut:lr)':

Down with Dictators!
nc great way for a paren t to lcam about her
c hild '~ und erstand ing of rul e_s i~ to allow
her c hild to make up rules. ( fh ts can also
make a great ac tiv ity.) Children c.an make up rules
about play ing wi th new toys, eat ing snacks, watching

0

tv, or using the computer. By asking quest ions.
Wh111 do JOfttlu"nk ..

..ill

clwrgc ··

cons~qll('nrt•

uccmmtnbl<!

parents learn what their child is thinking. For
examp le:

crm.<:istcn/

bon

Why d~~~·s your c h ild thinl.: th~ ruk is ncccssar") ·.'
What should h3ppo:n if the ruk i!> broken?
To whom docs the ruk apply?
Is tlle ruk ol ways !rue?
Does your child w::un you to enforce the m it..·?
Chkcn rrom RclJy, Set, Go~ J

judgrmc/11

/u llw:siwmiotl

liCCl'(ltdbft' bduJl"ior {time and place)

j11i1
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Great Ideas!
'

M

embers ofth\! Welcome Borne group suggested
son~c

ideas for geui_ng_ children involved with

cho1cc~.

their

~I ere

rules and lm11ls.

:arc some of

s ugge~lion~ :

youduringthe

activ ity session!
Remind them that
there arc no right
and wrong options;
this is a "preference

Make family rules together. Parents will
need to steer the conversation so that
children will have enough informatio n to

make fair and •·safe'' rules.

.... ~- ,

Have a family night and

ti:9~.. ·.· ~...
'

items in the grocery store
·
to lcam about '"grown-up"
choices. or your child can
help you make the treat
During the making of the treat, you can

discuss what would
happen if you didn't put
all tht: ingredients in so
that your chi ld can leam
about the consequences of
their choices.

Give your c hild a responsibility. Invite them

to choose a plant (like a pumpkin) or and
animal (like a fish) to take care of. They can
learn t~ho ut outcomes of their choices in
t~ak:ing c~re of somet hing. TI1ey can also
lcam about m~king rul es with the new item!
Take a natu re hike. Invite them to he lp you
choose when-; to go, lmw long to be gone
and what to bring. Invite them to create
rules about going on the hike like how close
everyone has to stay together.
Give your ch.ild opponunitics to resolve
conflicts with her siblings or peers. Avoid
taking sides. One

mother suggested asking , ~· ~
the children who arc

0~

disagreeing to sit
a
bench or 2 hard clta1rs

until they resolve their
con01ct or tell what they
have done wrong.

" ·.·
J

.!1

1

)

IJ

•

~

)f 'r. ~

•

·~ ·., !
rf\!
n'if
, ! J j \,

(

"'l!.

~
·
...
r

·#

.
·
..

choice."
Play a game together Try Uno! You can

~·

invite your child to choose

the treat! Your child can
also help you pick out the

April9, 2001

Think of three things that your child loves to
do like have a manicure or build mud houses
or dance to the Beach Boys. Give your child
the choice to do any one of these three things
for ten minutes with

•

c:d

if\.··

I; ·.:
_.!,, 6

even create new rules for the game together.
Go on a BEAR HUNT! In vite your child to
lead you around the yard to find a bear. {He
gets to choose the way.) Hide a stuffed bear
in your yard. Go over rocks, behind cars,
under a slide until you find the bear. V.'hcn
you find the bear, go back the way you came
~s fast as you cun
Let your chi ld choo se whal is for dinner one
night. In vite your chi!J 10 help you cook
dinner. Talk to them aboul kitchen safety
whi le you cook.
Send a lcllcr in the
maillo your clUld to
let them know how
much you love them
When the letter arrives.
read it to them if you
wrote it or take about
the piciUrc yo u have
dr:.~wn for them.
Parenls can read story or picture books to
children emphasiz ing ch o ices, n1les, and
limits.
Childre n can "read" the pi ctures in a book and
tell the parent a story. Parents com ask
questj ons about choices, rules, and limits in

the book.
Chi ldren can make up a
story about children making
choices. Talk about possible
outcomes.
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(f) Socta Tttnes ~
9

•

Connected!
Sprint to the End!

fjJ

May 2, 2001, parents of
the Weston Chapter of
Welcome Home met lOr
'
their third meeting . I have
been so excited about all the great
interactions that parcn~ an: ha ving with
their children. The feedback about the activities and
the classes has been GREAT!

0

11

Only one month remains in this research
projecl. Illness, trips 1 and life's surprises has
mack completing all the activities and attending
meetings difficult. Now is the time to forget the
past and step fonvard to a bright future- resolve
this month to finish 12 activities with new
entl1usiasm~

Our final meeting will be held Wednesday,
June 6th at 3:30p.m. in the Weston LOS church
building. I have some grcal activities and
resou rces availahlc for this \astmccling.
Remembe r to bring <.Ill your completed Jogs and
tapes as well as the tape reco rd ers if you
borrO\ved them from me. I hope to sec all of you
there! Monica J. Blnnch

Super Centerpieces!

N

Tell me a Stmy!
ake a pictmc collection. Gather old
magaz ines and Christmas or
birthday cards. I-f ave your child
choose pictures to put in a pictu re box. As you
look at the magazines tnlk about the messages
that advert isers are making. For instance. if your
child sees an ad for beer where everyone looks as

M

if they are happy and populor, ask them if people
reall y need to drink to have a good time. Ask
them to Jist great times your family had together.
Ask Ihem if you needed beer then.
Afier your picture box is full, have your child
choose a picture. Tell a story to your child about
the picture. Choose a picture and have your
c hild tell you a story about the picture.

Treasure Hunting

G

ive your child
make a

"treasure ..
box. Usc coll>gc
matcrials. likc paper.
rocks, stn ng, yam,

t~n

o ld shoe box to

~

,1'>
j

fabric, buttons, pasta,

ature provid es some great

foil, magazi ne pictures, or your child's picture to

opportunities for you to monitor your

decorate the treasure box together. While you

ch il d's activities and to teach them to
be safe. Try creating a vase out of a small jar~ a
baby food j<.~r, or~ stunJy plastic cup. Help your
child decor<.~le the "v:ssc" with l'<tbri c scraps,
wrapping paper, or th inned tempera paint. Tell
your chi ld your favorite thing about their vase.
Then, go out and pick some flowers together.
While you pick nowcrs, teach about "safe" plants
as they create something beautiful!

a rc work ing on the box together, talk to your
chi ld about "treasures" they could keep inside.
A Ocr the box is done, in vite your child to run
and find o ne treasure to put in th eir box right
then. When your child returns, ask them why
you choose that item. This activity will help you
Icam more about what is important to your child!
Otf<nlll·~'l{rmn 171(' M<Jnt/,Jn · M11ur1, Tr•·•'·~'~tn' flo~ : (;ath· 11Jimu tfl
tfn w1th rmmg Chddrcn hr St~f(r Pcuridt. Fie.() Sdu.-nrt; anrll't~t

l.of'rr:sli.}
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Egg Cartons, Fabric, & Straws: Usi11g
Everyday Objects to Leam About Math
arents do not need to purchase materials
specifically for teaching their children.
Crentivity and everyday objec ts are
sufficient to teach your child about the
~
beauties of psychosocial
~~~~
~development in preparing them for
1t..
sc"hool. Here arc some great ideas
•
members of the Welcome Home
group had to usc everyday objects to
.
teach their children! Try these great
ideas:

P

·,~

Play store using empty cereal boxes. milk
jugs, or other household items.
Make a band together! Use old cans or
oatmeal boxes with lids for drums. Make
a tambourine out of 2 paper pl ates taped
together with dry macaroni in the center.
Constn1 cl sa ndpaper blocks out or smooth
scrnps of wood blocks and sandpaper.
Tl1ey make great sounds! (Somebftlu.>l'e idf!(b'

1.

2.

were 1r1l:cnjrom The Afonllr bv Afmuh Treasure /Jo.r·
rrafir Vrimg ro dn wllh Ymm ~> C1ri/Jre11 by Solly
Patrick, Vicky Schwal'l::: mrd P al !.JJI're..{li,)

J.

Lcam about other families' rituals. Create a

headdress out of feathers you can find in
your yard, beads, paper, etc. Paste them ontu
a hcadb:1nd or an el:tstic waistb::md sewn into
a circle. Talk about some of you r family 's

rituals.

"Mediator" Words
ry using some of these word s as
ynu do your activities to help
your children become more
familiar with psychosocial
vocabuhuy:

T

right

harmful

safe

valut:.\· beliefs customs

rituals me..\·.mges

mecming

May 7, 2001

Children's Books on Customs
and Values

R

ogers, F. (2000). The Giving Box:
Create a Tradition of Giving with Your
Children .

Ammon, R. (1998). An Amish Wedding .

Berens lain, S. ( 1984 ). The
Berenstain Bears and Too Much TV. ~
Hargreaves, R. (1997). Lillie
Miss Curious.
"·
,
Hargreaves, R. (1993). Lillie
-~-.
Miss Trouble.
Hargreaves, R. (2001). Mr. Mischief.
Miller, S. S. (1 998). Beller than TV.
''Find more books (tt .w mrlncallihrwy!

Mediating the Media!
arents, bothl!rs. , sister, grandparents ,
people on TV. advertisers, and friends
teach children about the world. A
mediator intervenes between two parties. Your
job as a mediator is to intervene between med ia,
friends, and family messages and your chi ld, so
your child can interpret these messages with your
family's values. As a mediator, you monitor
what your child watches and hears and with
whom they arc spending time. Therefore, your
chi ld !cams that not all ideas are ofequ:1l
value; some are wrong.
Parents also mediate values through
the traditions your family holds. Family
ri tuals help children handl e family stress
and difliculty better. Some C:1mily ritual s
arc everyday (i.e .. sett ing the table,
bntshing the dog ' s fu r, telling stories to
each other). Other family rituals arc based

P

dangero us

around holidays (i.e ., making jack o'lanlems,
decorating the Christmas tree, fireworks on the

troditions

4th of July). If your family doesn't have many
family rituals, create a new one and start doing it
for at least on of your activity sessio ns~ :)
(Taken from The Ready, Sci, Go! Home
Visitor's Guide.)

gootllbacl
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Social Times

6

Thank You!
You are GREAT!

O

The Joumey
Continues ...

J un~.:

6, 2001. parents of the Weston
Choptcr of Welcome Home md with
n

Mtlnica Blanch. a graduate student from
Utah State University in Family and
I luman lRvclopmcnl for their final meeting .
Mothers were informed lh=ll:

all psychosocial logs and audio tapes arc due
at this time,
parents also need to complcrc two forms: a
final attitudes measure and an evaluation of
the program,
finalle!ili"g oJ'thc children will take place in
July on two Saturdays (parents will he
conlactcd within the next three weeks about
arranging appointment tirncs), and
parents w ill rect!il't: tilt! re.wtlls
the testing
within two weeks of when the testing is
completed.

any mothcrll in L.his prngr:.ar~t have cxprc:;sc._d to
me how much th~y h:wc enJoy«! doing aCtlvitit"s
with their chi Wren ;md ht>w much their ch1lr.lren
have enjoyed domg acliVIIIC5 with them. You have k;~mcd through t hi:~; class robe mort errcctivetcaehcrs of
your children. You have parlicipatcd m a v:~.rie1y ofacrivilies
wilh your child. Wh:1t ~you going 10 do wilh your
knowledge"!
The goll is rh:11 you continue lo look for opportuoili.-s to
teach yo ur children in everyd:•y life. Ttlt"~ t:xpt•rienc:cs c:ln
come us. children qul-slion. as you point out specific behaviors
they are alre:~dy doing. or as you sit down with your child in
snuctured lctivity. lkrc :1~ some rcsourc<"s where you can Ielm
more about your child"s devclopnK'nl :md more activities you Cln
do with you r child to prcp:rrc them (or school and beyond
Ch..:ckout:

M

or

If you ha ve any que~aions regardin g any of this
information or did not receive your materials, please
at 797-3925. Within the next
week, she will be contacting all mother:) who did not
attend the fin al mect mg and
contact Monica Blanch

~~~~:~;:·call her before the
Fmal Farewell

c/C·"
, '.

~

·~~- '=~---

rJ:umed to g•ve a ll the
par11c 1p:m ts somcthmg
spec 1alas a thank you for
~ "'
your w1\hn~ness tu
participate 111 my thesis research
program, Welcome Home. No1h.ihg I could buy on my
college studen t budget cou ld ever express my grntitudc

I

'

4.

5.

6.
7.

Thl.' U.S. Dcpoutm<.:nl of Educational 1·877-4ED-Pubs
or visi1 1heir web site :11 www . cd . ~o•· lnub~o..'<lpul>:> . hlm l
10 ge111. C:Jialoguc nf frc.: puhiiC.ltiOnS :l\'allab/e. Thc.:y
h;1vc booJ...s lbour o..-:1rly chiiJhuoJ math, gcogr-.aphy and
rcadint
The 0..1llar Siore for wo rk books. 1\t.:n-.:! expcnsiw
workbooks can be covered in contact p.1pcr and wrillcn
m with dry cr3l>C markers 10 tncrl.'asc lon1;evity
You r local l1bra ry or booklllore
M:nh and Science fm Y11um! C.hi iJn.:n ()rd cd.l. by
RosaliOO Charlcsworlh a11d Kurco K. Lind.
Uuc-Sit.cd Seicncc: Acti~· iucs for Children in IS
Minurcs or Less Oy john II . Falk & Krisri S
R()S(:nbu rg
The PatcniJ" Resource Alm:\n!lC by Beth OeFrancis
J65 TV-Free Aclivitic5 You Can Do with Your Child
by Steven J. Bcnncu & RuLh Ben nett
Search the wch for lhesc g rc:tl site~
http:llwww.familiy.corn
www.schnla.'itic .colnlparc!ltanddtildlinrlex .hlm
www.scsameworkshop.or:;.tparcnts
www indiana.edu/-cric_rcc (monlhly issues of Parents
and Childrtn Together Onl ine I
w\...w .famlit.nrg
hllwli www.IC!Io..'1.l"<lu l.:~ cm..lcnu a.'eal'lychlkl. h t mlr.p:ucru
htl p://tcams . l;~eo.:.eduldocumenfll ionlplaceslparc:nts . ht

well enough. I have enjoyed work.iug wirh o:t ll of you . I

m!

have learned so much . With all my heart, THANK YOU!
-Monica

hL 1p : llwww.~cqlC'IU :tlprcsrlull1 l .cll111,~
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Appendix V. Psychosocial Development Lesson Plans
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Lesson 1

Objective: To help parents understand the role of self-esteem, discover the components of helping
children feel safe and secure, and find ways to teach safety and security in their home using everyday
items.
Discussion Outline

Introduction:

Ques tion/
Answer/

Share
5-IOminutes

Materials
Needed

Getting to Know You Activ ity

Doll

Ask class members to stand in a circle. Pass a doll
representing their 4 or 5 year-old child around the room. As
each class member hold the doll, they will share their name
and show with the doll what they like to do with their 4 or 5
year-old child.
Introduction to the Structure of the Class
Discuss lesson plan outline. (Emphasize that we hope to
dismiss class on time so that they will be able to return to
their families when expected.)

Review of what will be expected of them.

I. lhey will be required to attend all the mon thly meetings.
2. They wi ll need to have triweekly activity sess ions with
their child at their convenience which last approximately 10 minu tes.
3. These activity sessions will be tape recorded. You will be

provided with blank tapes. If you do not have a tape recorder, they
will be available for you to borrow. These tapes will be turned in at
the monthly parent meetings.

4. They will complete an activity log at the end of each
activity session. These logs wi ll come wi th a stamped addressed
envelop. These logs need to be sent in when complete.

They will each receive a packet today. This packet wi ll
contai n psychosocia l development termino logy g uide,
psychosocial development logs, instructions for tape
record ing the parent/child interaction sessions, and blank
tapes.

Packet:
psychosocial

deve lopment
tennin-

ology
guide,
psychosocia l

development logs,
instructions for
tape
record ing,

blank
tapes , tape
recorders
(?)

Lesson Part
1:

Parents as
Psychosocial
Development
Teachers
Training
15 minutes

Supporting Positive Self-Esteem
Ask parents to complete a "How I feel about myself' quiz.
Show them how to score the "test."

Share personal experience about how my parents felt about
themselves.
Ask: What experiences do you think led to your feelings
about yourself? How do you think your attitude about
yourself affects your child? (List their ideas on a piece of
butcher paper.)
Parents Influence their Children's Self Concept
• Parents who have a healthy self concep~ compared to
parents of children with poor self concept: show more love and
acceptance in everyday expressions of affection; are less critical; set
and enforce clear rules and expectation and are less permissive; listen
to their children and take their opinions into account when there are
disagreements.
Ask: What are some ways to support a positive self·
esteem? (List their ideas on a piece of butcher paper.) Sorn~
suggestions to promoting a child 's self-esteem include: no1
making comp~risons between children; treating sons and
daughters equally; encouraging healthy friendships; helping
children develop their interests and abilities (which may
differ from the interests and abilities their parents want them
to have) (Home Visitors Guide p. 18). IDEAS: children's
books, night time ritual telling the child why they were proud
of them that day, make-believe and puppet play interactions
(Home Visitors Guide p. 19)

'"
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Lesson Part

H:
Concepts

Parents Can
Teach Training

15 minutes

Safety and Security for Young Children
What is psychosocial deve lopment?

Discuss psychosocial development categories that will be
covered over the next three month s: helping children feel safe and
secure; helping children understand choices, rules,_and limits;
parents and children doing things together; and parents helping
children by helping themselves (U.S. Dept. of Ed, 1993). All these
categories help children make healthy decisions about their life now
and in the future .
Helping your child feel safe and secure can be divjded into three
• How you, as parents, protect your children
parts...
• Building your children 's confid~nce (as discussed
in Lesson Part I)
• Identifying your children's good qualities
Define each of these the two additional concepts J ith examples (see
Ready Set Go).
*How you as parents protect your children:
- Quotes from other parents across the country (page 4 Ready Set
Go for Parents)
-Develop a family code word. Think of a special word that
ali the members ofyour family can remember, and that isn't used in everyday
life This is your family's "code word" to use when there is danger present or
when the family t~ eeds to come together in an emergency
"For example. suppose a family chooses SUNFLOWER as its code word
All members ofthe fam ily agree that when any family member calls out
SUNFLOWER. everyone else stops and comes together around the person
who called out the word. Whether people are down the street, in the back
yard, or upstairs playing, they all recognize that someone is in trouble or
needs to have everyone together and this is more important than what they
are doing right now. It could happen one-on-one, such as when a parent sees
a child going up to a strange car, or starling to pick up a piece of broken
glass." PRACTICE USING THE CODE WORD IN YOUR FAMILIES.
- What arc some things that you will absolutely not let your preschooler
do? Here are some examples of what other parents won't leJ their children do
Hold up a pair of scissors and say, "Some parents won't let iheir preschool er
cut with scissors." Place other objects or pictures of things preschoolers
shouldn 't do on the tab le and Jist more rules other parents have.
• Iden tifying your children's good qualities
-Every child is different. Even from birth children have different
temperaments. These temperaments can not usually be charlged no matter
how much a parent reward s, punishes, encourages, or coaches. A shy child
wi ll never become completely outgoing, no matter how much a parent pushes.
But, a child 's behav ior can be changed by being sensitive to the child's
temperament. Keep in mind though that some behavior is development
related and not personality. (Watch other children the same age to leam the
difference.)
-Show two dolls point out their differences. Show how each child has
different strengths by reading 5 circles that describe them. What are some
good qualities in your child? How can you bring them out this week In
one of your activity sessions?

flanne l
board
and/or
magneti c
board,
groups of
6 of
objects,
pictures of
2 and 6 of
objects

two dolls

that are
different
from each
other and
10 circ les
w ith one
quote from
"Some
pare nts
say .. "
(Home
Visitor
Gu ide, p .
9) on each
c ircle

l68
Activity:
Developing
Psychosocial
development
Activities
15-20 minutes

Sponges

Give each parent ten sponges. Ask them to make different
types people out of the sponges. These sponges can be used:

* at bath time, show positive interactions, (have one
represent you and one represent them, have the parent sponge point
out positive things in the child sponge), or

r.

I r

I'···
,.
~·
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at play time, give the child blank paper and paints to dip
the sponges in and have them create a picture of themselves doing
their favorite activity. You can create a picture of them too and point
out their good qualities you made in the picture.

More Possible Activities for the Triweekly Activitv Sessions
This activity can be done while parents are working on their spong e

1

people.

Parents will be broken into small groups and asked to think
of some activities they could do with their children related to
helping children feel safe. Ready will be available as
reference book. One member of the group will record the
suggestions on butcher paper. The group will reconvene
after 10 minutes and share their ideas with the class. Parent ~
can make notes of these activities. These activity suggestion.s
will be printed in the newsletter that will be published the
next week.
'

1 - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - -Conclusion:

Dear Gabby

Do you have
any questions?

5 minutes

t1

Distribute slips of paper to the class. Ask them to write any
suggestions or questions that they have. These will be
printed in 01e monlhly newsletter. If their questions are
expedient, invite them to stay after class and ask the
questions to you individually. Thank them for coming and
remind them of the next scheduled class time.

Processing Questions:

What is expected of you as a participant in this class?
What is the role of parental attitude in a child's deve lopment?

What does it mean for parents to protect their children, build theif children's con flclt··
identify their children's good qualities?
What are some activities you can do with your child to help them develop a safC.u
environment for their child?

s
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Lesson 2
Objective: To help parents know more about their role as psychosocial development ins tructors. To help
parents learn what choices, rules, and limits mean in th eir child's developmental scheme and activities
th ey can do with th eir child to enhance this development.
Discussion Outline

Introduction:

Sharing Time
Explain to the parents that you will be throwing a ball
around the room. Whoever catches the ball will share
one of the most fun activities that they did since the last
meeting. Then, that person will throw the ball to
someone else in the class.

Question/Ans
wer/Share
5-l Ominutes

Lesson Part I :

Materials
Needed

The Role of Parents as Fom1al Instructors
Ublick- Children are like ublick. The more ,that you
work with them the stronger they become, but, when
they are left alone, they become weaker. Children need
their parents.

Parents as
Psychosocial
Development
Teachers
Training

How to be a Good Teacher for Your Child (Fromboluti
& Rinck, 1999)

I 5 minutes

1. Take advantage learni ng opportunities that happen
naturally. (To be good teachers, parents do not need to write out
lesson plans necessarily. Parents do need to take advantage of
everyday situations to teach chi ldren to learn. For example, by
helping sort the laundry, children learn to classify and sort.)
2. Encourage your child to ask questions that require
more than a yes or no.

3. Encourage your child to think.
4. Ask your child questions to get them thinking.

5. Show respect for your child 's thinking and point of
view.
6. Repetition is good. (By doing the same activities
over and over, children understand better and better.)
7. Move at your child 's pace.
What's the Use of Choices Ru les and Limits: Who Reallx Ca res
or Uses This Stuff
Ask: Who uses choices, rules, and limits? Why are
choices, rul es, and limits important in development?
What doors can they open?

Ball

Ublick
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Lesson Part
II:

Concepts
Parents Can
Teach Training

15 minutes

Choices Rules and Limits
Rules and limits protect children. Parents help children
understand th e ro le of rules and limits by helping them
recognize that rules should not be broken, that li mits mean
child ren can't always do what they want, that some things can
only be done at the right time in the right place, and that they
can make some safe choices for themselves (Home Visitor
Guide, p. 21).
Defining tenns: Maki ng Choices Chi ldren need to make
some choices on their own. Children need to know that you
respect what they need and want. They feel more confident

and better about themselves when you respect what they like.
Some choices are preference choices which are neither right or
wrong like their favo rite color. Some choices are thinking
choices which children need info1111ation about 19 get good or
bad results like touching a hot stove. Children hiwe more
difficulties with thinking choices because they don't know
about the world . Until they do, parents are respopsible to see
that their child does the right thing. How do these five objects
relate to the choices that your child makes? The choices
your chi ld should be able to make arc based on yo ur beliefs,
yo ur child's ski lls, and the standards of your community.
Setting limits -Why do we have limits? "To keep [children) safe,
keep others safe, help chi ldren leam the expectations of oth ers and be
liked by them, and make daily life easier" (Home Visitor Guide, p. 31).
- Children need to know the limits. Punishing alone or
requiring child to obey just because th e parent is boss will on ly lead to
Jack of empathy toward others, low se lf-image, and decision mak ing
based on gett ing caught, rewarded, or punished instead of right or wrong
BEING WARM AND HAVING FUN TOGETHER HELP CHILDREN
LEARN TO TRUST AND BE COMPLIANT. One way to have fun
together is to make a macaroni necklace.
- When you set limits, be fair, be clear, and be consistent.
Making rules Why make rules? Parents make ru les to keep ch ildren
safe, protect others and their belongings, help children be accepted by the
community, provide a convenience in day to day li ving, and help
children think about social issues by letting them participate as much as
possible in making rules.
- Support rul e making by: I) taking responsibi lity (both you
and child), 2) allowing children to make "safe" mi stakes, 3) all ow in g
children to resolve conflicts among themselves, and 4) allowing children
to create rules in necessary situation s like toy shar in g or hav ing snacks or
watching tv.
Appropriate behaviors - Some behaviors arc not al ways right or
wrong; sometimes it depends on the situation. "Helping children learn
about making social and physi cal judgements is much harder than
helping them make rules" (Home Visitors Guide, p. 39). Use examples
of exceptions (i.e., teeter-totter always goes down except.. .).
- How to make wise decisions about prohibiting behavior (3
pts on pg 39)

5 objects:
electric outlet
cover, tv
channel
changer,
clothes,
candy, knife

co lored
macaroni
neck lace

map of how
to support rule
making

teeter-totter
scale; height
c hart;
magaz ine
hot/cold
objects
calendar
example
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Activity:

Using Children's Books

Using the children's book, Denton's Detectives show the
parents how to use books to emphasize choires, rules,
and limits and helping children feel safe. Have parents
role play story reading interactions.

Developing
Psychosocial

development
Activities

Denton's

Detectives

Parents can also use other children's books ~at relate to
helping children understand choices, rules, apd limits and
helping children feel safe. They can ask their local
librarian for examples and look in the mont~ly newsletter
for more suggestions.

15-20 minutes

Graduated Cylinders
Give each parent paper towel and/or toilet paper rolls.
Parents can decorate these cylinders or mak~ them into
whatever the child would like with their children.
Parents can use the roll decorating as one of their
activities this week. Parents can emphasize f hildren's
choice of color and what to make of the cylipders. They
can also talk about rules related to using scissors, glue or
other decorating materials.

Activity Ideas
Invite each class member to write down three activities
they can do this week which are patterning and ordering
activities. If they get stumped invite them to talk
amongst themsel ves to find more ideas. Ready by the
Department of Education will be ava ilable as a reference
book. These ideas will be returned to the teacher and
printed in the monthly newsletter.

Conclusion:

Dear Gabby

Do you have
any questions?

5 minutes

Distribute slips of paper to the class. Ask them to write
any suggestions or questions that they have. These will
be printed in the monthly newsletter. If their questions
are expedient, invite them to stay after class and ask the
questions to you individually. Thank them for coming
and remind them of the next scheduled class time.

Paper towel
rolls or toilet
paper rolls for
all the
members of
the class

paper and

pens or
pencils for all
members of
the class

Ready by the
Dept of
Education
Blank pieces
of paper, and
pens or
pencils

Processmg QuestiOns:
What is the role of parents in teaching young children?

How are choices, rules, and limits useful in all wa lks of life and throughout a lifetime?
What concepts underlie choices, ru les, and limits?
How you use children's books to teach choices, rules, and limits?

Lesson 3
Objective : To help parents understand doing things with their children is important To hd,
understand and develop psychosocial development activities for their 4 or 5 year-old.
Discussion Outline

Mn tr;~rtffl

Need~

Introduction:
Question/Answer/S
hare
5- l Ominutes

Lesson Part 1:
Parents as Math
Teachers Training
15 minutes

d

Sharing Time : Hot Potato
Ask the parents to sit in a circle around ihe room.
Pass a ball around the circle while music plays in the
background. When the music stops, the person
holding the ball will describe one fun m~th activity
they have done with their child in the last month.

h
tar·
tap
OJ

\

Parents as Mediators

If a car were speeding down the street toward yo ur son,
would you throw yourself in its path to p ush your child to
safety? If a drug dealer tried to sell drugs to yo ur daughter,
would you jump in to stop the deal? Most parents would
jump first, think later. They would just take actiD.f· Their
desire to protect childre.tz is a natural part of being a mother
or fath er (Home Visitors Guide, p. 19)
Children receive messages from many sources, you,
brothers and sisters, grandparents, people on TV,
advert isers, and friends. Preschool children do not
know how to sort through these messages, so it is
your job to mediate these message to help them see
which are good and which are not good. What is a
mediator?
**To be a good mediator, you must monitor what
children watch and hear and know with whom they arc
spending time.***
How does mediating messages for your children help
!hem?
children learn that all ideas are not of equal value;
some are wrong
children learn to trust parents in the long tenn
because you are protecting them
children learn how to eva luate new ideas and take
stands against things that are harmful
**Pick good shows (see guidelines p.5 5 in Home Visitors
Guide). Think of the shows your child watches. Do they fit
in these guidelines? (Thinking question.) Sit down with your
child this month and mediate the shows they are watching for
one or more of your activities.

¥,l'l Jt' I

P'. •r
apo
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Lesson Part II:
Concepts Parents

Can Teach Training
15 minutes

Parents and Children Doing Things Together
Invite the parents to get into groups of two. Blindfold one
parent in each group. Invite the second parent to time the
blindfolded parent as they go through an obstacle course.
But, tell the second parent not to give clues about getting
through an obstacle course. Time the parents a s~ cond time ,

set up
obstacle

course

but this time the blindfolded parent can get any help from the
first parent that the second parent will give. Which way
works better? Why? How does this relate to yo ur
relationship with your child?
Sharing activities allow children to get t),e adult
attention that they need. Some activities, you do with
your child are child-centered (i.e., readi~g a book or
watching tv) while some activities are p'!fentcentered (i.e., cooking, shopping, banking). Childcentered activities help your child know you are
interested in their activities. Parent-centered
activities help children learn about their role and
value in the family to prepare them for when they get
older.
Creating famil y ritnals and sticking to them help c.hi!dren
handle family stress and difficulty better. Family rituals can
be on holidays (**My favorite memory: hide the hearts game
at Valentines as a tradition in my family) or everyday (setting

the table, brushing the dog 's fur, telling stories to each other).
What are some family rituals yo u have in your home?

shape
exampieshearts
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Activity:
Developing Math
Activities
15-20 minutes

Empty Cans
How can these cans be used in an activity with
your child? (List ideas on a piece of butcher paper.)
Playing phones, Making music, Telling stories

Decorate the cans
More Possible Activities for the Triweekly Activity Sessions
This activity can be done while parents are working on
thel'r cans.

Parents will be split into groups and given a list of
household items that could be used as in their
psychosocial development activities. Invite parents
to think of some activities they could do with their
children related these common objects and to the
ideas learned in this lesson or in previous lessons.
Ready by the Department of Education will be
available as reference book. One member of the
group will record the suggestions on the list beneath
each item. The group will reconvene after 10
minutes and share their ideas with the class. Parents
can make notes of these activities. These activity
suggestions wi ll be printed in the news letter which
will be published the next week.

Conclusion:
Do you have any
questions?

5 minutes

Dear Gabby
Distribute slips of paper to the class. Ask them to
write any suggestions or questions that they have.
These will be pri nted in the monthly newsletter. If
their questions are expedient, invite them to stay
after class and ask the questions to you individually.
Thank them fo r coming and remind them of the next
scheduled class lime.

Butcher
paper;
markers
paint, paper,

glue, scissors,
markers,
glitter

list of
household
items
(Charlesworth
and Lind, p.
5 10) typed
with space to
write beneath
each item;
pens
Ready by the
Dept of
Education
Blank pieces
of paper, and
pens or
pencils

Processing Questions:

How are parents mediators to their children?
Why is it important for parents to share time wi th their children?
Why are family rituals importan t?
What are some activities for young children with everyday household items wh ich wi ll strengthen
their psychosocial development?
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Lesson 4
Objective: To encourage parents to continue teaching children after the class no longer meets.

Di.<tcussion Outline

Introduction:
Question/Answer/
Share
5-lOminutes

Materials
Needed

Sharing Time
My Favorite Part Musical Cha irs: Invite the parents

to arrange their chairs into a circle. Remove one
chair from the circle. Tum on some music and have
the parents walk around in the circle until the music
stops, then they must sit down. Whomever is

Tape player
and music
tape

standing shares with the class their favorite part
about participating in this program.
Lesson Part 1:

Teaching Resources: KeeQ Teaching Though Class is Over

Parents as Math
Teachers Training

So, you want to know more about your child' s psychosocial
deve lopment? Try these sources:

15 minutes

Department of Educationhtg)://www.ed.gov/gubs/garents/ or 1-877-4-EDPUBS (877-433-7827).
Krueger, C. W. (1999). I 00 l Things to Do with
Your Kids. New York: BBS Publishing.

Try this web site under activities:
www.family.go.com
Do you have any other ideas about where parents
can go to learn about activities they can do with
their children to promote optimal development?
Lesson Part II:
Concepts Parents
Can Teach Training

15 minutes

Learning in Eveaday Life
Through this class you have learned to be a more effective
teacher for your child. You have learned the basic
components of math development. You have participated in a
variety of activities with your child. What are you going to
do with your knowledge? Keep looking for opportunities to
teach your child in everyday life. These experiences can
come as children as questions, as you point out specific
behaviors they are already doing, or as you sit ddwn with
your child in structured activity.
What benefits have you received from
participating in this class? What benefits has
yo ur child received by participating in this class?
Thank you for participating. This has been so much
fun.

Activity:
Developing Math
Activities
15-20 minutes

Info Exchange

Invite the parents to visit and exchange phone numbers so
that they will continue to have a network in which to share
their ideas and ask questions to others that understand.

Name and
Phone lists
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Conclusion:
Questions

5 minutes
Processmg Questwns:

Sincerely Gabby
Teacher and program evaluation. What have you
learned? What do you wish wou ld have been better?

Evaluation
Sheet

Where can you go to ge t more information and ideas about teaching your children as they grow
older?
How does learning fit in everyday life?
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Appendix W. Sample Activity Lesson Plan

Measuring Munchies
Math skill you are teaching: Measuring
Materials: Carrot, Celery, or Zucchini Sticks; apple slices; orange segments
Try using these math words :
long, longer, longest
short, shorter, shortest
measuring
ruler

•

What to do :
Say, "Today we are going to measure. Grownups measure with a ruler, but todo•
to measure with an apple slice. See this apple slice. Your finger is one apple slico I•<
spoon is one, two apple slices long. How many apple slices tall is your cup? Let 's •1 ,,
find out!" When your child is more comfortable, he will be able to measure lots o)
house all by himself, but, at first, he will need your help.

"

My child is bored with this activity, what do I do?
This activity may be too easy for your child. Try this activity instead. Show your ,,,.
Say, "See this ruler. What does it have on it?" After the child responds, say, "Rig1•
numbers on a ruler. These numbers can be used to measure things. The distance i·,
here, from one number to the next number, is one inch. Today we are going to mw
sticks. " Measure one carrot stick while the child watches. Say, "This carrot stick '·' 11r
inches long. " Invite your child to measure the zucchini sticks, apple slices, or any111 "
My child is frustrated with this activity, what do I do?
This activity may be too difficult for your child right now. Try this activity instea,, 1 '"''"
child three celery sticks of various lengths. Say, "We are going to put these cele1y
order from shortest to longest." Ask your child to hand you the longest celery stick ~"
which celery stick is the longest." Put/he three celery sticks in order from shorlow " "" ,
Say, "This celery stick is short. This next celery stick is longer. The last celery sr ,
longest. " Hand your child three more celery sticks. Say, "Now, can you putth e~ e ·~e, .
in order from shortest to longest? Let me know ifI can give you a hint."

